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THE

WILD TRIBES OF INDIA

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

Without attaching much Importance to the distinc-

tions Aryan and 2\
ron-A?ym

t
it must be conceded

that the population of India may be broadly arranged

under two distinct division amely, the

and the Immigrnn£. Between Kurrachee on one side

and Chittagong on the other there are more than a

hundred passes through the mountain barriers that

invest the country—that !3* the Suleiman, the ITirna-

lava, and the Arracan mountains
;
and these have

given various races of invaders admittance into ;t

land famous for its wealth from time anterior to the

dawn of legend and chronicle. On the other hand,

the sacred boohs of the country, which are undeniably

ancient,, arc full of the accounts of an indigenous

population that chested In it prior to the races of the
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Sun and the Mwm, and describe minutely the fierce

COdi n i Ct3 they waged with the invaders o: tEieir hearths

and heme
;

and these accounts have evidently a large

substratum of truth in them. The aboriginal tribes,

we read, were for the most part vanquished and

reduced to serfdom, and formed the servile anti im-

purcr castes of the Hindu community, amalgamating

cither wholly or partially with tlieir conquerors. 13i)f

there were those who did r.ot submit, who fought and

receded till they reached parts of the country’ where

the conquerors did not care to seek for them
j
and

there is no reason to doubt that the dark wild tribes

of the interior hills and jungles of India, who differ

so widely from the inhabitants of the plains, are Lhe

remnants of the stubborn Dosyas that did not yield.

The condition of the conquering race is now well

known, for it has been largely written upon
;
but of

the aboriginal tribes who retreated before them the

general knowledge is yet very inconsiderable, Every

Inaccessible jungle, hill-tract, and fen-land of the

country is occupied by them; and they arc to be

seen there even now' almost as isolated by manners,

1a.nguage, and prejudices of race from the population

by whom they are surrounded as they were in the
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past. Bu t they ate all more or less- shy of strangers,

siul the unhealihitiess a-,d macces of their

retreats scarcely invite inquiry or intrnaion. We sec

many parts of the country marked on the maps as

r‘

unexplored
J
" or “thinly Inhabited," for the best of

all reasons that they arc malaria-guarded. The

English power Is of course nominally dominant every-

where ; but, in point of fact, these unexplored and

thinly inhabited tracts have been to this day only

occasionally penetrated here and there by some eager

sportsman or zealous mission ary, or by an Intrepid

official whose presence on the spot was required by

some exceptional duty. With some of the tribes the

outrages pcrnctrited hy them have made our con-

nexion somewhat more intimate than with others;

but the information the? Codec ted regarding them is

after all but scanty. As a T Ule the Government

officials everywhere have work enough to absorb all

their energies, and the jungle anti hill tracts receive

merely so much of their attention as h absolutely

necessary to repel or guard against the raids eman-

ating therefrom. It is scarcely possible under such

circumstances to give any very full account of all
m

the wild tribes in the country. What we propose to
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do L3 simply to I]o

z

0 down within & short con..pass

the little that is actually known at present in regard

to their habits, modes of life, and distinguishing

peculiarities.

The chief abode of the aboriginal races to be

described is the centre of the peninsula—namely, the

Vmdhya mountains, which ran east and west
p
from

the Ganges to Gumrat, and the broad forest-tract

extendiog north and south from the neighbourhood

of Allahabad to the banks Of the Godavury: but

they are not necessarily the aborigines of the places

they now occupy. In die Vcdas the Diiiyfts are spoken

of as having given a great deal of trouble and annoy-

ance to the Brahmans j
arid they were apparently

pushed into their present homes by successive tides

of invaders Operating against them* and often appefir

as if they were cut off into small parties in their

flight, portions of the SStmo race being found scattered

in different comers of the country. The main divi-

sions pf tbc Dasya race as now seen are: the Goods,

the Bhcels, die Kolis, the Hairs and Meenas,, the

Khonds, tho Koicsj and the Sonthals
;
but they arc

not all OIK people—at least not at the present day,

whatever they may have been in the past. Same
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ariscsiiar feature they do share iti common, stick -is

a common physiognomy, consisting of high check

bouts, flat noses, and thick lips, a faUck colnur, simU

Ur habits of life, oui-d great sarocnca-i of character.

But the dissimllltrities eclating bcLivccri them are also

great lki several respects, as we shall notice more

especially hereafter
;
aod they th,emselves do not

admit any consanguinity with each Other, Grouping

thorn according to their obvious affiflLtiet, tile Gonds

are seen congregating in the Central Provinces, the

Bhee!s and Kolis in Wesbahi India, the Mairs and

Meenis an Rdjpootini, the Roles, Sonthils, and

Dhirigurs in Bengal,, and the Kbonris between Qmsi

and Madris; ad occupying the widest parts of each

province respectively! all content to be called the

41 Sons of the Earth
?l

or the 11 Children of the Forests,
11

while the- people of the plains; pride themselves on

their descent from the Sun and the Moon. The

largest number of aborigines are to be seen rn the

Central Provinces, and the mxt largest in the

Tributary Estates of Bengal
;
while the most savage

specimens are, perhaps, those located within the limits

of the Madras and Bombay Presidencies. There are

many smaller communities also scattered all over the
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peninsula, in cvery direction excqj t the extreme

south, each wMi a Ul^lllicS: name and with some

distinguishing trait peculiar to itself; and Ocl the

frontier*—in the west, north, and east—arc tribes of

hajf-breeds, or of outsiders who have pierced through

and setcLed, who have* for ages passed muster with

the aborigines of the country, though still retaining

marked traces of tJieir foreign origin—Afghan, bfoa-

gpLian, or Indo-Burmese—in their features ftlld habit-

All these trilres hold themselves distinct and aloof

from the people of the plains, though from a desire

to rise above thei l' natu ral condition they are gradu

aLLy engrafting on their own the most popular beliefs

and prejudices of their more civilised neighbours.
I

They are all ftt denizens of the places they occupy

namely, the hilts and forests of their respective prO-

V lncc s. which, left to themselves, would In ft sliort

time he overrun by wild beasts, that [milliply in India

with snch remarkable fecundity. Jt is the wild tribes

alone that keec these in check Wi themt them there

would be no traces of habitation on the hills, no

hopes of clearance and settlement in the jungles- It

is true that many of these tribes Live very much like

the wild beasts themseEves, but still free—free at least
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a 'a those wild beasts arc, The hatred of tyranny

which drove their ancestors to thdr present retreats

survives yet in them,. the one redeeming feature

in their diameter being their Utter abhorrence of

thraldom and despotism.
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The Go?hIjf,.

The mast numerous of the Indian wild tribes are the

Goods, who occupy the Central Provinces {or the

very heart of the peninsula), which am divided into

two nearly equal halves by the Sdtpoori hills, that

ru n south, of the Nermuddi river, east and west, The
districts comprised in these Provinces are accordingly

grouped into three classes—namely, those lying north

of, or above, tiro hills ; those belonging to, or con'

braced by, the hills’ and those lying smith of, or

below, the hills. The districts of che second division

form the hi ih region of the entire territory, a great

portion of which, belonged to Holkir before the

Mahraiti wars; but at present the plateau of the

hills belongs wholly to the Rajah of Rewih, while

the valleys in its neighbourhood arc owned by Ihe

British Government. Some parts of the territory are
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well suited for European settlement, while the rest

are fit only for the habitation of tigers or other wild

animals; and it is here that the Gonds have existed

for ages, and gradually degenerated- A much larger

area was marked oat in the older maps of India by

the name of Gmdwtfnd
}
or the country of the Gonds,

which seems at one time to have included almost all

the districts both above and below the Sdtpooia

range. The Goads arc understood to have been the

earliest settlers throughout this extent“that is, from

times as far back as history and tradition reach
;

while before that period they arc supposed to have

occupied plates further to the north, whence they

were driven down by successive tides of immigration

from the banks of the Indus, It may at any rate be

taken far granted that they are a very ancient people,

for they are mentioned hy name in the pfirdn&s; and

at as almost equally certain that they wqfc for a long

period the ruling nation in the provinces in the wiSds

of which they now hide themselves.

The first to subjugate die Gonds were the Rajpoots,

with whom the upper ten thousand got mixed in

course of time, whereby they acquired the name of

Rdj Gonds, the traces of whose history can yet be

followed. The unmixed Gonds arc known to have

reigned undisturbed In Gurrali up to A.D, 358, and in

Mundli up to A.Dr 634. The throne of the fimt

state was secured by the Rajpoots by marriage, Its

last Gond Rijihj Nig Deo, being succeeded by his
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sDn-iin-JaWj, JAdoo Kii„ while GopAl ShAh, the tenth

jfl succession to jidoo Rii
r
acquired the throne of

M undid by conquest, and amalgamated it to that of

GUriah* The four kingdom^ finally established by

the Rdj Gonds were Murtdli ar_d Gorrih, Deogurh,

Kbcrli
?
and Chanda, of which the first dominated

over the best part of the Nermudda Valley* while

the second commanded the heart of the SAtpoorA

range and the southern sloines and plains up to

Nagporc, and the third and fourth the vast wild

territory to the south, down to the banks of the

Godavcry, The dynasties that ruled over these

kingdoms were distinct; and they existed up to a

short time before the extinction of the Mogul Empire,

along with a fifth dynasty that was established later

at WArunguL The Mahomedans had a nominal

control over all these States, and we read how the

Western Gond^ having re bulled against Akbar, were

reduced by him, and how several of the eastern

tribes were converted to Mahorocdanism by Au-
fungEebe. But no attempt was ever made by any

of the Emperors to wipe out the nationality of the

Gonds* or to wrest their
1 possessions from them

;

and they did not suffer in that way till after the

Mahomedan Empire was broken up, while the

Mahrattd Incursions ebbed and flowed. The severity

with which, they were treated during this period

forced them to retire into the hi31 and jungle re-

cesses they now occupy, while their country became

E 2
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nominally subject to the Teishwa and other Mahrafcti

chiefs—to none of whom, however* were they really

dependent. They rose up in arms against the

English power on

refuge with their Rajili, Chyn Shah, in the Maliidco

hills and the history of Lite campaign of 1S1S does

speak of some potty reveres sustained there by the

British arms, Eventually, the Gouda and she Mah-

rattis were both subdued, upon which the mountain

fastnesses of die former were occupied and dis-

mantled* which was succeeded by many efforts made

to cultivate peace and civilisation among them-

There are no traces now of the royal Guild families

of Mundia and ICherld
;
but the descendants of the

princes of Deogurh and Cliandd still survive as

pensioners of the State.

The G&nds are a rcmarkabEc people, and have

always kept themselves, In the main at least, quite

disLinct from eII other races. At otic lime they were

known as reckless robbers and cut-throats; but they

arc generally very inoffensive at present, and extremeh-

shy
;

and, as a rule, make good cultivators, though

some tribes among them arc too lazy for any work
whatever. In die remote past they seem to have

known a more civilised condition, for the A3

j^ Vsda
speaks of the “ cities

Jt and 41 houses
13

of the Basjm,
with whom the Gunds may safely be identified

;
and

remains of Gond architecture of great extent arc yet

Eo be met wildi in. the forests of Mu n did, Deogurh,

Appa Sihcb of Ndgoore seeking
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Kherli, and Char.da, including traces of roads, em-

bankments r and irrigation-works, which fill the

traveller with surprise Their condition now, how-

ever, is very low, though of course exceedingly dis*

similar in different places. The political changes

they have passed through have divided them Into

three clas*®—flamdy , the Assul, or uncorrupted.

Goods ;, the Raj, or Hindu, Gouda; and the Ma-
homedan Gonds. According to the localities now

occupied by them, the best known sub-divisions of

the race are the Gurrih Gonds, who inhabit Gurr&i,

Mundlij and Bhopal
; the R4j Gonds, who occupy

Seonee and Deogurh
;
the Mdnjce Goods,. who inhabit

Buster
;
the KhulEottee Go r.d s, who occupy the low-

lands cast and west of the Linjee hills
; the Jarrii

Goelds, who Occupy Chanda.
;
the Marcc Gonds, who

live in the wildest parts of the province of Nigpore

;

and the ICoorkee Gonds, who inhabit the Pachmiri

hills. Besides these, there are Gond colonies east-

ward., in the Cuttack Tributary M chats, where they

touch the Khonds and the Sours, and westward up

Co K&ndeish and Malwa, where they touch the Bhoels.

The AssL'l
r or un.mixcd h Gonds are to be found most

largely in the unexplored wilderness® between

Chatisgurh and the Godivery, and from the Wyn-
gungi to the eastern Ghats, Their villages are

always situated In the midst of the densest jungles,

and they live the life of wild men there, and have all

the virtues of the wild Life in more or loss degree,
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being eapecifl.il/ noted for their straightforward ness

and honesty, afLtl also for their fearlessness l:i danger,

notwithstanding their extrem* shyness of strangers.

The Gondfl who live in the open country sire, on

the contrary, remarkable only for their meanness,

cowardice, and servility, and have, for the most part,

been brought under the control and domination of the

Hindu population around them.

The personal peculiarities of the entire race are

everywhere neatly the same

—

1namely
,
a short t hkk-

set frame, ftat nose, thick lips, straight hair, and jet-

ptack colour, all of which together give to them a

most forbidding appearance. The men shave their

heads, leaving only a top-knot, more on less long,

which yet further disfigures them
;

and the women
make themselves hideous by tattooing their faces and

thighs. Earrings are worn hy both sexes, buL by the

men on one ear only ; the women decking them-

selves further with a profusion of bead necklaces of

every colour and sker At the foot Of the mountains,

and rn the outskirts of the forests, there is some sort

of dress and an apology for manners, the females

being dad sometimes with leaves, bat gftener with a
small cotton cloth wound round their loins

the men pass a yet narrower strip of cloth, the

k nown Indian kepn r, between Lheir thighs, or have at

places ^ short dfioii to boast of; hut the shades of

barbarism become deeper higher up the mountains
and in the bosom of the woods, where bath men and
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women—especially among the Manjcc and Mirce

Goads—live in a state of nature, with their bodies

begrimed with ashes and dirt. Clothing for decency

is not understood by these savages, and for warmth
they do not mind it, for when the mountain wind is

very keen they are content to kindle a roaring fire

and sit up around it. If any dressed Gonds appc.it

among them they take alarm and fly, being shy evert

of their own people when not altogether as barbarous

as themselves.

The habits of all the Goods arc uncleanly and

degraded, but not equally so in all places. In the

gloomier recesses of the forest they live very hkc the

wild beasts arOuad them, subsisting either 00 roots

berries, and wild honey, eked out by the game they

kill with their arrows, or On vermin and reptiles

and these are often to be seen contending with kites

and vultures in their eagerness for carrion. May, it U>

said, tba: in the wilder parts of Chatisgurh, and cn

the high table-land of Am arkantak, there are tribes

yet to bo found who cut Up and feast on their own
relatives and friends when they have become too old

or infirm Lo move about; and it is certain that the

Brinjibs, or corn-m ertban Ls, who go amongst these

people most frequently, never on ter the m ore secluded

parts of their country until the gravest protestations

Of security have been made to them. This, however,

is the extreme side of the picture only—not that which

is more commonly to be met with, The Gond is
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excessively indolent and averse to labour, but JrT^

hills and forests arc very pied uc.tiire, and, where he

does labour even, a little, he raises with great case

large ssippl ies of the fwotku and Umbo, wh ich grow

almost spontaneously, anti on which he is content to

exist. The process of cultivation followed is that

called dMiyd, elsewhere known by the name of

joflminjT, the Only instrument used in it being the

hatchet for cutting down trees and brushwood.

When the tract to be cultivated has been cleared.

the cut jungle is set on hre—that is. as soon as it is

tlry enough to hum—after Which the ashes are dis-

tributed On the ground as manure. The seeds to bo
sown are then strewed over the ashes just before the

setting in of the rains
;

or, when it is. a slope that has

tu be cultivated, they are pigeed at Its Upper end, it

being left to the rains to wash them down Into the

ground prepared for them. There is no ploughing or

other operation of any kind a Iter this, the crop being

left to COme up of itself. When it has grown, as it

always does in abundance, it is protectee with giy;at

tare against the depredations of the deer and Wild

hog; and the out-turn thus obtained makes the Gond
almost, altogether Independent of extraneous assist-

ance, In these places where a taste for better kinds

of food than the k&oi&et and kodmi has been acquired,

the Gonds depend mainly on the Ikinjdris for their

supply, receiving frnm thorn sugar and salt also, which

they have commenced of Eate to appreciate. The
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only Gauds who have yet learnt to cultivate by

ploughing- are those who have had Hindu zemindars

over them, and these are able to raise for themselves

various crops of wheat, rice, /w, ur/ntr, cAan^

malae, jantrdj oil-seeds, and tobacco. As a. rule the

western parts of Gondwini arc more ferule and

better watered than the rest, and the progress of

civilisation there has accordingly been the greatest.

The eastern parts of the country lying nearest to the

confines of the Cuttack Tributary Estates have also

commenced to improve, and an assimilation, with

Ooryah manners promises in a short time to convert

the tribes there located Into nearly the same condition

with their neighbours.

The tribal divisions among the Goods arc ill

reality very numerous
; bat they themselves count

twelve-and-a-half tribes only—namely, the Raj Gond&,

Raghtiwals, Dad£vies, Katulyas, Dholis, OjlayilSp

Thotyils, Koilibhutuls, Koskop^ls, Kotdms, Mudy-ils,

Pidals, and a half-tribe of inferior grade that goes by

the same name as the East The language peculiar

to all the septs is the same, and is called Gmdi^

which is spoken throughout their country- There is

one tribe called Gouts, who, living; nearest to the

Cuttack frontier, have by some writers been counted

along with the Ooryah tribes. But they arc scarcely

distinguishable from the Gond races in appearance,

disposition, and character, and have blood-relations

amoftg them, both to their south and west
;
besides
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which it may be noted that the name of E
' Gouv

3

' r

given to them by the Ooiydha, La only another way of

Writing and pronouncing the word Guild, which,

correctly written, ought to be spelt Gawr.

The Gonds arc the most powerful of all tile wild

tribes in India, at least m numbers, as they count

Cioro than 1 million-and-a-half persons among them,

all muscular in development, as we hive described

them, but sadly deficient in intelligence. The dssui

Goods, we have said, live in the densest jungles to

this day, and almost entirely by themselves; and

even the domestic Goads can hardly be held to con-

gregate. In the deptlis of the forests the Gornl

villages seldom count more than five or six hut^

each, containing in all some fifteen Oi‘ twenty in-

habi tanis; while very often there is HO more than a

single hut to he seen within an area ot one or two

miles, With a sole Guild for its occupant, and a pig or

two for his companions. Even ill the open cou n try

the largest village has never so many as fifty houses,

rarely more than thirty or th i rty-fivC, each but cou nt-

ing from five to eight souls. The buildings arc all of

the most miserable kind, with walls built of stakes

cut from the siesrest jungle entwined with rude

wicker-work and plastered over with mud, while the

rcof consists of a thin layer or coating of drlad grass,

over which are spread some prims leaves, and a few

battens made of bamboo fastened over all, to prevent

the leaves from being blown off by the wind, Inside
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the conveniences are yet more slender- Of housc-

furnlture there 5s none at all, beyond -Home dry

gourds kept for bringing water* no- bedding to sleep

upon, nor platter to eat from, the leaves of tEie forest

serving all such purposes alike. Even the room

available to the inmates as exceedingly scanty, so

much so that the bachelors of a village have to live

apart by themselves, which is a rather common yule

among the wild tribes of India generally, and lias

probably been adopted with a view to keep the Sexes

apart, though a perfect separation of them is nowhere

attempted to be enforced.

Where the seclusion of I ife is very great, llic chief

occupation of the Gond still Is to rove about his

forests, hatchet in hand, almost without any object to

secure, but ready at all times to cut down the trees

that obstruct his path, or to contend with the wild

beasts that go prowling about him- At one time this

life ivas perhaps more congenial to him than now, am]

more productive also—that H when he lived by way"

laying travellers and plundering them. The country

he dwells in is so difficuLt and pathless as to be full

of nooks and comers which no body of troops

Hindu* Mahomcdam or European—has ever been

able to penetrate, and there is no unlikelihood there-

foL'd in else Stories related that the t-ravcllcrs met
wiUi in tlltse wilds used fluently to bo attacked

and killed. In the neighbourhood of Arr.arkantak

especially there was* it is said, a favourite mode of
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destroying them—namely, by carrying them to the

shHnus tBiL-C* to offer then devotions, and then, cutting

them down the moment they had prostrated them-

selves and during the earlier yeans of the Brit is3i

rule in India large numbers of the Gouda were

frequently met with going about the open country

With no other object than the com mission of robberies

on a wholesale scale. It has of course become loss

possible to indulge in such propensities at present,

which lias contributed not a Ikfie to make oven the

iincorruptjed Gtmrts better behaved and more amenable

to authority now than they ever were. Rut where

the opportunity of misbehaving arises the will io be

mischievous is never wanting among them; nor are

they ever unprepared for such occasions. The arms

usually carried by the Gon-ds are Lise primitive Hindu
weapons, the hatchet, the knife and the boiv and

arrows, ail of which they wield with equal dexterity.

The ^fahrattis taught them the use of the matchlock

also, when employing them against their enemies
;
but

they have not many of these weapons with them now,

Among the less wild tribes the general occupation

at present is breeding swine and. buffaloes, and
rearing fowls; and it is said of the Assnl Gonds that

even the fowls reared by them are as wild U* thertt-

sclvea. Many Goods also take employment now a?

COniica, and have been found able and willing to work
at timber-cutting, mining, road-making, and other
tasks of similar character. They arc assiduous too
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m tidllectlng fuel tec, ^wrought iron, asr-d whatever

Gij.se is to be found in their hllte and forests, They

arc not less opposed to Jabour now than before.; but

the Brinjaris have succeeded an creating new wants

and tastes among them, aisd the price of the sup-

plies they bring in has to be paid. The or

Spin (.-manufacturer, has also introduced distillery-

made spirit Into their villages, which 1 i kevvtse has to

be purchased and these two causes together have

forced them to be more industrious in utilising the

produce of their forests than they were accustomed

to be before. It has Alienated them at the same time

from their sanguinary propensities and habits- ho-

tore a relish far salt, sugar, and distillery-made spirit

was acquired, the Good was scarcely approachable;

but he cannot do without them now, and that bus

done more to bring him into order than almost any-

thing else, The inSucnce of the Government ha.s

been mainly confined to the suppression of open acts

of violence, such as murder and dacofty; the tastes
i

created by the JWflrfw and the Inrijiris, and the sup-

plies brought in by them, hlU'C contributed yet more

towards the establishment of general security ad over

the country, by rendering the presence of strangers

in it a necessity to the savages; Tills has dissipated

their reserve to a great ejcicat, and rendered it pos-

sible for the bitnnid/i, the blacksmith, the carpenter,

&r.cl the weaver to eote: their villages ill the wake Ot’

the Brinjiris ar.d the smutif. ASi the civilisation,
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in fact, that has penetrated those places lias been

forced into them by the swpJi, or the D r [nj
1 ri

5 or

the zfimiodir, to which three the Guilds OWC more

for their improvement than to any Government they

ave ever Lived under. The degradation of their

attual condition can indeed hardly bo more forcibly

described than by the perfectly veracious statement

that even the conspicuous presence of the joetu/i

amongst them at this Ltl oment is not an nn mitigated

evil. The Government has of course very zealously

come forward to remedy this slate of things by

an offer of that panacea for all misfortunes, the

Catechism
;
hot the ignorance cf the race is profound,

and die schools opened for educating Llicm have

nowhere been yet largely availed of.

The religion of the Gcnds differs materially among

the different classes or tribes we have named; but all

the unmbted Gorids worship l common deity, dif-

ferently called Burl'd Deo, Bcda Deo, Baum Deo, or

Bodeel Peei', who is generally understood to be a

represen tatiosi of the Sun, to whom human sacrifices

used to bo Ciffered in the past, the substitute for

which now is the imago of a man made with straw

or other similar materials, Among the other deities

venerated arc representations of the Moon and Stars;

but there are no temples fur any uf them, all the

piac&s of worship being in the open air, and simply

enclosed by circular walls of Icose stone, while the

objects worshipped are represented by some two or
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three isige stones stuck upright and smeared with oil

and shtdour or vermilion. The name of Bliav-jni is

also respected, as likewise is the tiger, which is con-

sidered to be her h&mn
7
or riding>anima3 r The Goads

thread the iungl e-paths at dead of night without the

slightest dread of the tiger; hut they seldom attack

it except when it commits great havoc among their

cattle, The belief in supernatural agents, too, IS wide-

spread amongst them, and so is the fear of witeijeraft

and of the evil eye; and there is nothing they will

not do to guard themselves against these influences.

Of the more remarkable customs among them

thus ft relating to marriage and death have some

peculiarities in them that may here lie cursorily re-

ferred to. As said before, the separation of the sexes

is provided for by them, but is never very rigidly

enforced. The youths of both sexes, though they

are not allowed to sleep under the same roof at

night, h ave every fac,il ity given to them to meet with

and make love to each other at ah hours, though

the final marriage-arrangements always require the

sanction of their parents. The process followed

after this sanction has been scoured is far the bride-

groom to go forth with his friends to fetch his bride

home, when she affects to be averse to the union, or

not to like a married life at all, and hides herself.

This leads to her being sought for, and, on being

found, which she always manages should be the case,

she is borne off ill triumph, after which a. great feast
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is given, by the bridegroom's fattier to celebrate the

event, a cow being killed, and a large supply of

himii (the favourite dritlk of the race), provltied for,

Tlie oow is eaten by all the Asml and the Ha-

homedan Gotlds, bat not by the Raj Goods, though

it is doubtful if the latter stop short of any animal

besides the cow. Over the dead, also, the wild. Gomel h.

hoid a “wake/3

all the friends of the deceased being

summoned to a mourn mg-feast, which is, in every

respect very si [n Liar to that given 00 marriage occa-

sion^ aad, like it, terminates invariably In excess.

As a rule the dead are buried, cremation be i ng per-

formed In especial cases only, when the ashes aro

Interred on the roadside.

The diet Of the Gornfs is, we have stated, com-

paratively poor, and excessively bliby
;
and they have

had at ail times an inveterate taste for drink, which

the introduction of the distil leiy system in their

country has yet further aggravated. They are also

great smokers, and he that has r.o clothing on his

body lias Still a girdle of (merits Qt COrds around his

waist to suspend therefrom a tobacco-pouch alongside

Of a naked knife, And yet, notwithstanding such

deleterious habits, they arc found in all places to be
long-lived, and do not Soon exhibit Signs of old age,

retaining sound teeth and black hair almost to the

day of their death. Improved food and improved
clothing, improved habitations and improved hygiene,

are of Course as desirable for them as for every other
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race ^isdilarly circumstanced. ;
but they have thrived

sci we31 without them hitherto, that the more pressing 1

requirements in their case seem rather tq be the in-

trodLi-dtion of better habits of wadiilness and a belter

appreciation of sustained labour by finding suitable

work for them in the midst of their oivd wildernesses,

which they wall not abandon Feu' the very best advan-

tages. They are very deficient in intelligence also, but,

as thev are tractable and obedient Linder kind treat-
p

ment, there ought So no insuperable impediment

in the way of j improving them even in this rcsiwct.

They ire among the best behaved of the wild tribes

now, whatever they may have been before, and on

that account* if for nothing else, deserve that every-

thing that can be dc.ns for them should be done.

MINOR TRIBES OF THE CENTRAL
PROVINCES,

TEie wild tribes in the Central Provinces include a

sprinkling of Kolis AUd BhecSs
;

but, as these arc

more powerfully Seated elsewhere, we shall not allude

to them :n this plact There are also a great many
minor tribes in the country'—too many in fact for all

of them to be even named by us
;
but out of them

the ErinjaHs, already referred to, die Ehowris, or

Haresn Shikdris
,

the Tareemoohs, Or wandering

blacksmiths, the Korawars, the Ehdtoos, and die

Mudtkpors, may be enumerated.

c
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The BrihjAris.

The Brirtjaris Eire wandering traders, who derive

their name from their occupation, and are of various

tribes. They were called into existence by the

necessities of the Hindu and Mahomedan sovereigns,,

who wanted expert purveyors for their armies, ] \avin

g

never had any commissariat department attached to

them
;
arid no great body of men could move about

the country formerly without being accompanied by
these itinerant grainsellers, who wore well protected

by aJL Their original occupation is, now gone
j but

they $1:11 go about as before, always in large,troops,

and accompanied by their families, dop, and laden

bullocks, passing from village to village to supply the

wants of the inhabitants, who are all more Dr less

dependent on these visits, even for the very necessaries

of life. They arc molested hy none, though there is

hardly any part of India which they do not go to
;

but in some places they are compelled tD pay some
trilling duties for the protection extended to them.

It is scarcely correct to say that they belong to the

Centra! Provinces in particular, or to any other part

of India, for they come and go from pSacc to place

without forming any permanent attachments any-

where. They are most frequently seen in Central

India, hecausc their services are in particular demand
there, on account of the indolence of the Gends, whom
they supply with food-grains purchased from the
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zemindirs, and mart; especially wills salt, sugar, and

other luxuries, receiving in exchange the productions

of their wilds* which they carry to more profitable

markets. They pursue their course through roads

which nothing but the most indefatigable spirit of

industry could induce anyone to attempt, and through

n arrow defiles often bare ly a flbrdi ng passage to them

and their bul lacks. The men are tall and well

formed* dressing very like the communities among
whom they move, and hat'ing Similar manners to a

great extent, Bom ;n the open field, and bred up as

itinerants, they brave the heat of a Vertical sun* the

bleak blasts of winter, and the deluges of the ratfiv

season with equal indifference* and In so doing

acquire a robust constitution which is shared by
be-ir women. They live mostly under ten is, except
luring the rains* when they set tip temporary grflsS-

lUts wherever they may be stopping at the time.

Though nearly as rude as must of the tribes they mix
vith, they acquire by necessity some acquaintance

vith the arts of life, and are also more industrious

han all of them
[ but they arc poorer now than they

vCre before, and with their poverty have become
nore Criminal too—robbers* cattle-lifters* and Thugs
laving been found among them.

The Bhowris,
The Ehowris are also a vagabond raco^ of shorter

:aturc than the Brinjlris, and Unlike them in this.

C 2
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too, that they are very shy and unintelligent, almost

equal (y so with the Gonds. They, too, arc to be seen

in all parts of India, like the 13 riujaris, and figure

similarly as thieves on r largo scale, though gang-

fobbeiy and offences attended with violence are out

of tliek Hoe. They hurt wild animals of alE binds,

and eat whatever they kill. Their man n era arc very

mdc
5 they have hardly any dress at all—nothing in

fact beyond a narrow loin-cloth
;
and the women are

no better clad than the mem They arc nevertheless

very thrifty
f

arid professionll dacoits are always on
the look-out for them.

The TA&efmooks.

The Tarcem Oaks, on the contrary arc a poor and
improvident rgee, living; from hand to mouth. They
are of a dark colour, though net qu

: to so dark as the

Goods and some of the other tribes, and me a little

taller and better formed than all of them. They are
very- laborious also, and arc always loyally assisted In

their labours by their women, who collect wood in the
jungiCS to make charcoal [Or them, and work llicir

forgc-helloVts
;
but they cannot, for all that, make the

two ends meet principally from being much addicted
to drink. 1 he life of the tribe, moreover, is very
loose

;
there is no such thing as constancy among the

men or chastity among Lbo women; and married
men makolove to each others wives almost openly,
wlthou t fear or shame
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THE KORAwaRS.

The KarAwars are of shorter stature, but are other-

wise as robustly made as the Tireemdoks, Having

well-knit muscular frames: and a large share of energy,

They arc divided into many sects, sonic of whom are

nomadic and constantly roving, while others lead a

settled Life. They cultivate a little for themselves,

and also make grass-screens and baskets
J
but thny

always have more money than can ever be earned by

such occupations, and the inference is that they live

mainly as daeosta Thc:r private morals too are

very low, and many among them make money by

prctftstutLng their women, who are trained up as

dancing girls, and attached to the temples as del}-

Or mistresses of the gods. These women bear

children, but that entails no disgrace either on them

or on their progeny,.

The EhAtoos,

The BhdEoos are a short-sized but well-formed

and active race, trained to agile feats from their

youth. The exhibition of these feats Is their osten-

sible means of living, and they wander from village

to visage displaying their nimbi micas with the aid of

a bamboo* ivhich is worshipped as a god. They call

themselves Mahrattds, but the genuine Mahmuds do
not acknowledge any relationship with them.
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THE

Thc Mudikpors are trill powerful men
,
having oiive-

yisllcw compEexions, and at: fishermen by trade, wh ilc

tlieir women earn a little by knitting and tattooi \ig,

They bear the best character of ail the minor tribes

named, and their females are especially spoken of as

being- equally honest and assiduous.
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CHAPTER II.

TRIBES IN WESTERN INDIA.

The EheelSv

TflE Sheets are numerically inferior to the Gonds,

hut are jn ali Other respetti a Enore important race.

Their country is ca.1lecl Bktcbfdr^ and embraces the

rocky ranges of the Vindhyd, Sitpoora, and Sslt-

malli; mountains, Of which the passes were Long held

by them; and the jungles on both banks of the

Ncnnudds, the Taptcc, and the Mihee. Popular tra-

dition ascribes to them ei fabulous origin from Maha-
dev3, who is said to have fallen Jn love with a forest

girl, by whom he had a numerous progeny,, one of

the children being particularly ugly and vicious, who
distinguished himself finally by slaying hi-5 father's

favourite irisa, or bull, fur which he was expelled

from the habitations of men. The Bheels pretend

to he descended from this outcast, and CO have In-

herited crime and outlawry as i:

Mahddeva’s thieves ”

that Is, With their descent. They are divided into so

many tribes that the opinion Esas boon hazarded that

the name ri

Bhee],
J

' when it was orijriiLftlJy assumed,
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perhaps only denoted a con fcdcraty of various robber-

races thrown together and associated by local esreum-

stances and events' but tlie inference is far-fctch^d

and scarcely tenable, for the lihccl-s arc mentioned

as an aboriginal people in the MahdbMratii
t anti tile

history of India shows that, like the Gonds, they

ivctE at one time a ruling race, though not exactly

in the places tliey HOW occupy. Their original resi-

dence, it IS supposed, was MAnvdr Or Jodhpore,

whence they were drive]] south by other races
;
and

the local history Of the Rajpoot princes oqnfirms the

belief by Stating that the Ehceis ivere expelled from

the plain country by the It^jpOOtS. The If present

quarters were apparently sought for by them in pre-

ference to subjection and civilisation when tire tides

of immigration .inri conquest were running too Strong

to be breasted, and, becoming masters of the moun-

tain-passes to which they had retreated, they feit

that they were unconquerable, and retained for good

the positions they had occupied. The hill tracts of

Kandeish and Mahvi have thus belonged to them

from very remote times’; and, as none of the native

Governments were ever powerful enough to restrain

their lawlessness e(Feetually
a
the ir depredations on

the rich Laplanders in their immediate vicinity were

early commenced and persistently continued* They

regarded it, in fact, as their privilege to rob, and,,

brides always oppressing their neighbours, took ad-

vantage of every change in the administration and
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fort!] to pTcntcr

distances in quest of victims Thcar demands for

black ma.[[ were npcnly made. Slid many of them
were conveyed in writing, the scraps being left

dang'ing round the deck of some vjilafvc ick>l, -Or

from some well-known tree, before the village was
attacked. Orle of these notes lia'i been thus traiLS-

laled r

—

L
' From Huhnr. Xiifc

iL T c Ehol^, Pitd<rf lkupnL Kjirfi,

"The moraeSt Jan rcDHYC tl|» ncte JiO LlUUt hrin^ [is. Joro, ulLi i*

1

1,

dufl lo i^s. 1/ nr-v diliy «scms wi w|LL [Hit jam pni [i I* hi deni h,

nut off I'h^ir £*#3 nrud Buses. and bdp oiiradvLs, L«fc Lliii tw well

cansidcr-ed ,

’ 1

And the threats thus held -out were invariably carried

into effect Alt that the administrators of the country

were able to do in return was to entice the robbers

into their power by deceit and stratagem, atul those

who fell into the snare were generally very sum-

marily dealt with. During the period of Mflbmtta

rule especially the Ehcels were cn trapped in liir^e

numbers under hopes of pardon and preferment, and

then massacred without remorse, They were viewed

simply as pests and outcasts of society
p
to exterminate

H

whom any artifice was held to bo justifiable
} but

nothing that could be done in that way was ever

able to cheek their depredations, and their turbulence

had full play down to the falling off of the Ma-
homedan power, In fact, at this period the Bhcels

every internal commotion to sally
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seem to have advanced more than ever En political

Strength and Status, the Struggles between the EIjl-

homedanS and the Mnhmtta*, and the subsequent

meggovernment of the Pclsliwas officers, having given

them the opportunity to Start organised bands ofdeceits

in every direction, headed by K« iks, or chida , who

assumed all the state of petty princes, arid desolated

every village or hamlet that was accessible to tliem,

This state uf disorder was prolonged till the estab-

lishment of the English rale in India, when, tEm

plundering habits nf the Rhccis bringing them into

conflict with that power, KandeEsh and M:thy:L were

occuoicd hy Sir John Malcolm En 3 3 1 S, during the

great M ahratta and Pindiri war, whereby the pel Ideal

authority of the ealeram was terminated.

The first measures Eaten by the British Govern-

ment to subduo the Bheels were to stop Llic supplies

Of food drawn by them from the plains, and simul-

taneously to cut off all patties attempting to issue

from the hills for purposes of plunder. These steps

proving unsuccessful, recourse was had to military

operations, and in the struggles that followed many
chiefs were Stilled, while those who were captured

were imprisoned, or transported, or hanged. The
power of die British arms was now felt to be irre-

sistible
,
but the Bheels did not yet betray any wish

to give in, amd fresh chiefs Started up Eo replace those

who had been taken and punished, This forced on

the Government the adoption of milder measures.
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which were commenced by the offer of 4 general

amnesty to pJt who would submit, with the exception

of the most heinous offenders,
iL You have Jived ill

the bills and plundered the road* arid the country,"

said the proclamation that was issued
;

“ the Sir&dr

ha-? pardoned your past crimes, and you may remain

in your villages if you will cultivate the lands and

gain your livelihood honestly/
1 With a free pardon

were- also offered lands, clothes, money, and food

;

and that many sLill held out was owing only to

their dread of such deceit as had boon frequently

practised On them before by the native Governments,

which always destroyed those whom they were able

to entrap. When they found, however, that their

fears were groundless, they began to come in in large

numbers, and to settle down quietly in different

places as pdiefo, or cultivators of the soil; upon which

they were furnished with foot! and the implements of

husbandry to learn the new life that was opened out

to them, while the possession of their lar.ds was se-

cured to them, with freedom from taxation for a

number of years, to make it worth their while to

acquire industrious habits. This led to the establish-

ment of the BhceJ Agency in sHa-J, to watch over the

colonies that were formed, milftajy Operations being

thenceforth confined to the pursuit of the armed

bands that still infested the wilder parts of the

COu n try, which gave el most as much trouble as they

experienced themselves, the utmost efforts of the
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harnessed ^oLefcr bciivg often \ | li i U’ iwiwopU-hs [n 0^1;

with them on equal terms. Thu hwt r*T< Turnery

measure adopted, tEicrcfere, h'hh [III; nr^LHisiitLini uf

a milit&iy corps, which nil the Unruly HFu'ds Wore

invited to cuter, and which nL-eoK&ilriiy cnntribuiid

most of all to the eventual pncilieufiiHi f.f Uic <*ninlfy.

All classes of Sheets now began to submit iri largo

numbers, though not without tiecasiorud pmU^rn

against restraint nnd subjection tn law; :ljhI Ulu

habits of the entire nation were thus gradually

changed. The corps did particular .servier tn putting

down the plundering proclivities of their rmiiiCrynusH,

whereby the reforms introduced by the Agency wero

allowed time to operate on their diameter, and b>

refashion it, One officer, in writirtpof the iKwiph: in

1855,. says that, * Instead or Hiring chiefly on plunder,

as we found them doing, it is seldom that :uny inf

them are gullly even of petty giung rnlihery " This

was an official picture,, and over-coloured tn a con-

siderable extent ;
but within the Last sixty yenrs tins

bulk of a people who were found utterly SttVrlgU in

commence with have, at least apparently, buiimiu re-

conciled to the peaceful and industrious life that was

chalked out for them. In Kindcish the HhceU form

about one-eighth. of the population, and nre among'

the best behaved and most useful A great many uf

them are wholly derated to agricultures, atul s though

it cannot be said that they have become very suc-

cessful and prosperous farmers, still in most places
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they have become apt to this extent* that they arc

not easily distinguishable from the other cultivating

classes around them, Many of them, also., make their

1 iving by the manufacture of baskets, in wh i dt they are

very skilful ’ others collect jjums, wax, and honey, and

barter them for tile produce of the Surrounding coun-

tries;; others cut and sell firewood and timber, and

alt the fruits, roots, and herbs of the jungles; Others

take service as ploughmen and day-labourers on the

plains; others kid wild animals for the sake of the

rewaids given for them.; while others are serving as

soldiers in the llhed corps, which is distributed Over

the province in numerous detachments, and mainly

employed on police ditties. Similarly, the Bhcds of

Guierdt, who arc nettled about the banks of the

Mihec, arc now engaged almost exclusively in agri-

culture; while tEkoseof Indore, in HoSkafs dominions,

who were at one time among the most wild and

savage, have been largely converted into useful and

trustworthy soldiers, and are fast acquiring agricul-

tural habits also.

The physical characteristics of the Wheels are : a

dark colour., diminutive rise, prominent cheek-bones,

large nostrils, and great personal activity combined

with ati astonishing power of enduring fatigue. They

are not so long-lived as the Goods, and become old

at sixty, at which age a Gond usually shows no signs

of decay
;
but they hive more hardihood and agility

than the Gonds, though less of muscular strength
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and arc id restless by dtsposiUon that untiling Is

e1d]c So reconcile them to purely s-alentarv pursuits.

The main division* of the race arc known as the

village, the cultivating, and the wiki or irununlntai

Eheels; of whom the first comprise all those whii,

from chance or ancient residence, have tiecotam inhab-

itants of the villages of the plains in the iimnuEialu

neighbourhood of the hills; the kchuI, all those

who have continued an their peaceable GCttLpcitiiuis

ever since their gangs were broken up nml tluiar

leaders destroyed or driven abroad

;

Lhc think

those who, preferring savage freedom to sl life r.f

comparative comfort under control* live nlnir^t n-i

wild now as before, in the wildcat parts of their

moan.ta.in country. Of these classes the Ki-coml nml

the third have alternately increased or th-cruasutl in

numbers according to the fluctuations of the neigh-

bouring Governments, and are essentially the simie

to this day m almost every respect. When the Govern-

ments were strong, the cultivating Uliceis always

drew recruits from the ranks of their wilder brethren:
!

while, when Che Govern ments were weak nr opiweswivc.1

.

the industrious Bhcels were driven by their bulutvimtr

Co join the robbcr-ti'ibcs and adapt their proJb [on

for the time. The village Thecls, an the contrary,

have for a long period lived quite apart from both

the ether classes, holding as little intercourse with

them as men of the sa:r,c race, Siving in the same
manner generally, and almost side by side with each
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other, could poshly manage, Distinguished locally,

the chief tribes now residing within British territory

are: the Nahrils, the Nirdhis, the Khoteeis, and the

Ddu n gchces, who Still live apart from ail others in

their mountains and jungles; and the Lurvces, the

Mutwirccs, the Baidas, tile Dorepieg, the Mowchees,

the parvees, the Wulvees, the Wusawis, the Wurdl&s,

and the Fowedls, most of whom have Long subsided

into peaceful inhabitants under the fostering care of

a benevolent Government. The Nahils mhahh the

nerLh-east part of Kandeish, front Arrawdd to EoOr-

llinpore, and have a name for un+amcablencss to tin's

day, together with all the wild habits with which

their ancestors were credited, living Oil wild fmits

and roots mainly, and on the gatne obtained by their

archery. The character of the NUrdhis, wElo live about

the Ajnnti range. Is very similar, and includes a

thorough contempt and dislike of labour as it is

understood by the more civilised tribes. The Kho-

tcels are the wild inhabitants of the SdtpOOrd hills,

who, however, collect gums and wax with great

patience, and barter them for the produce of the

plains. The lUdungchees are the natives of the Diung

below the Western Ghats, and have the reputation

of being the most degraded, the most stupid, and the

most uncivilised of all the tribes, Of the other dans

the Tuttob are the neighbours of the Nahils
s
and

live between Arriwad and Boorhinp^re, where they

are best known at present far their devotion In agri-
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OligOK In till:

culture, though they bore it more rli-iiHtlnT-y character

du/jag the Pindar! times; the 1M u twii

r

ltws him las,

and Dortpies inhabit the mountain

north-west of Kdndcish about Akr.lufu 1 1 in [ 1jhcr-

gmg, and are famed for their skill in liuskut -milking,

besides being good cul tivatnrs aiui
;
wh Ml- t ho M i nv-

chees, Patvees, Wylvocs, Wusiiuris, Wuruld*. and

Fowerds, who inhabit the western districts uf Sllllihl-

pore, Tikrct, etc., ait particularly distinguished fnr

their pastoral habits, and some of tlurrtl, such ns t he

Wurilis, also for rearing domestic finvls in

abundance. There ate some Jiheel tribes beside* in

Ahmeddbad and Rcwah Kailtd, who are tunned

Barid, Karit, Paggi, Kotwil, and Nnikni; and many
among these arc adepts In cattle-lifting and thieving,

though they have yet more generally betaken to

agriculture at the present day.

All the Bhcei tribes do not resemble each uthsr;

for, while the Ditingohecs^ for instancy, are of thy

darkest colour and have a forbidding appearance, the

Turvrcs have a fairer skin and finer features, the

difference between them id other

great

hei IIg
equally remarkable. But the reason fur this is nut

far to find, The Mogul polity legated Mahomed an

colonists among the Bhceis, in. the hope of keeping
them in check, and perhaps of civilising them. But
the colonists fratemised with the people they were
appointed to watch Over, and got mixed with them,
the only service they did to their Govern rticpt bem g
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confined to the conversion of many Rhed tribes, to

Mahomedarusm. The Turvccs arc bcCimd to be

the descendants of these colonists, while the Diung-

checs represent the unadulterated race; both equally

illiterate, but one quick and Intelligent, the other

having intellect barely to u nderstan.d the

simplest com muni cat ions, and totally unequal to com-

prehend anything beyond them. In some cases the

differences between the tribes are so great that it lh

often impassible to find any common ground of

affinity between them. Rut this upon inquiry is

invariably found to be the sequence of gradual

reclamation only.

The country of the EhecU is still as wild a? ever;

but a great portion of the population* we have seen,

has now been thoroughly tamed, and accustomed to

industry and labour. The tribes are distinct in some

respects, which we have partially noticed, and,, while

some are Hindus* other* are Mahometans, a few

again being neither one nor the other. Even the

languages spoken by them severally arc not the same,

at least in all places. But still arc they one people,

living almost on the same diet, hiving the ssme

usages generally, and bearing the same character

slightly diversified under the distinctions of " wM "

and 14 reformed/'
1

by which they arc mainly distin-

guished. The particulars to be noticed of thorn arc

necessarily in a great measure identical. They are

all wholly illiterate, and some so ignorant that they

D
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cannot count, and have no terms to Cypress numbers

beyond twenty; and the schools which have been

opened for them l>y the Government liavc nowhen;

been much availed of! But they have expression in

their eyes and features, and, though unable to read

and write, have an Intelligence which develops with

their condition. In the mountains the wild BhccEs

stili remain in a state of nature; but the bulk of

those who inhabit the valleys have always a beJt of

comse cloth round their loins, in which they also

carry their knives, and some wrap a second piece or

Cloth besides round their heads and shoulders. The
women are even mnre decently dad than the men.,

and are less dirty than the women of the GoildS;

and it is said that they are permitted to assert their

rights pretty freely over their husbands, The heard

and hair of the man used to be kepi thick and

dishevelled before, which gave them a Wild appear-

ance, and this was very much heightened when they

went s^rmed; but at present the men shave their

faces, and seldom exhibit anything more than a slight

moustache, and, far from being dreaded, they arc

themselves getting distrustful and timid. The arms

of the Bheels are the same with those of the Goeids

—

namely, the axe
f
the knife, and the bow and arrows,

the latter two made of the bamboo, the arrows being

tipped with iron heads; and they art all catccllcni

woodmen und ready hunters to this day. They are

good workmen also, if their patience bo not too
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severely tamed, and they build their own huts and

make their owm roads and fences The huts arc

made of bambcos, wattEed with long gzns.% and

thatched with the same material, with houghs laid

over them to guard them against the wind. The

buildings are extremely rude, but Still more artistic

than those of the Goads
;
and every house Juns always

a separate thatched enclosure for sheltering cattle,

while the field5 arc surrounded with high fences of

boughs and bamboos, to keep out the deer and

antelopes from the corn. Having been thieves and

robber.? for centuries, the men are stilt very careful

In protecting their villages, and the approach of a

stranger is always announced by a shrill scream,

which puts every one on his guard; and,, unlike the

Good fashion, their huts are aJhmyjs crowded dare

together, as if for mutual protection- Rut they arc

not inhospitable, and, merry of heart and unused to

the bonds of society., receive every wayfarer with a

gaiety peculiar lo them., and are always assiduous in

making him comfortable. The chief defects still

observable in their character are that, though restless

and active, they arc very impatient, and will stick to

oo continuous work if they cut do without it. They

are full of life and spirits, and will rave or hunt

through their Forests all day, or commit die most

daring robberies in those parts of the country whore

such things can yet be perpetrated WLth impunity;

but still they will rather live on half rations in

D 2
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1

idleness than Oil a fn 13 diet with 1 :dxm r. T3lOy arc also

estcesarvily fond af SiquQr fUld tobacco, their favourite

beverage being a spirit ciisiiJlcd from the mah

ftbwer, which is freely supplied to them by the eiUur-

prising Tirace, who has shops for vending it even iu

the wilderness, and sells it for grain, grow, wmd, or

anything that his customers will pay. The tobacco is

smoked rolled up in the form of a cigar inside the

leaf of the Aptd tree, and the smoking is ahnoat

continuous. They arc., moreover., very filthy caters*

hke the Gonds* and, though their staple food is maiMi

and. rice, tliey reject nothiug, devouring meat of all

kinds with eagerness, including that of faxes, jackals,

and snakes, and often when in a putrid state. Many

of them have become farmers, but arc hardly even

now vv-sli reconciled to the change
;
sc LHC arc bun ters

by necessity; others Live almost cut irely on the

produce of their forests: what they are all equally apt

for yet is leading the same wild life that originally

belonged to them* notwibbstaticlinE the timidity

the plain Eheels seemingly evEocc. Much has been

already done to civilise them., and the amelioration

System is still being worked oat : but it almost seeuis

that if they were left to them&eivcs for a few. years

it would not cost them much to relapse to their

old habits and ways. Wher_ trusted they are the

trustiest of men, and as a rule they are preferred

to other wild tribes generally for service in the

police and in gentlemen's houses
j
but the occasional
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curccssc-i they even now commit indicate CLCELr]y

what they would he again if they could have their

own way as before.

'Among Ehe redeeming features of the Bhccl

character are: great attachment for heme and family

,

kindness towards women, respect for their elders* mid

art unsophisticated low for truth. A Bhccl wall never

tell a lie; and he is generally so simple-hearted that,

on being apprehended at an offender, hewiii not only

confess ell his tTttn^resslora, past and present, hut

will betray all his accomplices* As regards the petition

of the Eheel eiders, tire oldest man in cadi village is

still always looked up to as its chief, and v<Ktcd with

a sort of patriarchal authority over the other villagers,

which he exercises, however, by sufferance or.iy, not by
right; and, similarly, toe domestic virtues are generally

well cultivated, hut without the ties being strongly

and lawfully hound. The selection of a Wife is always

made by every Eheel himself after which he enters

into a formal engagement with the girl chosen at the

foot of the Stftp-d tree, which is held to be particularly

sacred; hut there are no ceremonies of any kind
to give validity to the engagement. When the

marriage-day is fixed', the female relatives cf Elio

bridegroom force themselves Into tho house of the

bride, and carry her off m et annisj and, on her being:

brought to her ;over
,
the marriage ceremony is com

pieced, usually with a feast. But the parties thus

united are not irrevocably bound, Generally they
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love each other, and CElC BliccL husband has always

had the credit of allowing Jus wife to domineer over

him- But they live in contort so long only as they

choosy and separate at pleasure or convenience, the

grown-up children being- left with the father, while

Che younger ones arc carried away by the mother,

rolygamy Is also practised, which necessarily qualifies

the love of the husband for his wife; and, where

there are several wives, the family jhuU-SC is seldom an

abode of peace. As to religion , the ideas of the

Eheels am based mainly on Hinduism, though not

The deitiesconforming to it very loyally,

recognised by the mountain tribes are named Sudfil

Deo, Kumhib Deo, and Mimnii Damp; the first

of whom is worsll ipped J n eonj u n ction with the Sun

and the 3100 n ,
and is supposed bo have the elements

under his control
;
the second* at the acting

apparently as a substitute for the goddess Kitli
;
while

the third is the Ceres of the mountains—the dispenser

of the bounties of the earth, at whose shrine the first

fruits of the season are offered. We read, also, that

the Agl10 r i of Devj, in her most

forms, was at one time constantly celebrated by the

mountaineers, and was always accompanied by human

sacrifices, the Vrikat JCatM being full of stories on

the subject, all the scenes describing which are laid in

the Vindhyi range. Like the Gonds, however, the

Bheels have no temples to worship their gods in, the

usual place of worship bring the foot of i large tree.
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where the objects of adoration are represen ted by big

italics placed on & platform of mud , Adoration i*

also offered by them to their ancestor.';, the tiger,

and the infernal spirits, the last of whom especially

are very much feared; and sacrifices are likewise

made to several of the minor Eiindll del lies to pro-

pitiate their favour. Witchcraft and omens, too, arc

believed in, as they are by almost all the wild tribes;

and the HqH and the Dasahdrd arc celebrated as

affording opportunities for a debauch. There is

usually a debauch also over the dead
f
of whom the

males arc burnt along with their arms and cooking

utensils ; while the females and children are buried,

and a cairn of stones heaped over each grave,

The Kotf.iSr

The Dhecls extend westward to Gujterdt, where

they meet the Kolis, just as they extend eastward

to Gonrlwdnsk where they touch the Gonds. The

especial seat of the Kolis is the country north of

the river Mahee, the bulk of the population along

the entire north-west frontier of Guztrdt being also

formed of them. They are a robust and bold-looking

people, having the same physical peculiarities as the

cl l known as entcr-

pOsscssed nf many
hd I L-focts

> which were aii dismantled after the great

Mibratti war. The EhfrSls regard them as being of

Bbeels, and WCtC long equally i

prising thieves and plunderers,
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the same family witll themselves - but the Koiis do

not acknowledge the relationship. Living side by

side with each other, the character and h&hjts of the

two races are naturally identical to a con h idcmbl

e

extent hut the K.o3is, having became Hinduised to a

greater degree, consider themselves to be of higher

caste, and, though they do not. object to marry Bhcc-1

women, will not allow their own women to ntEU'ty with

the Tihccls. There is otherwise so little difference

between them that Bishop Haber thought that the

Kolls were only civilised Wheels, who had laid

aside some of the wilder habits of thoir ancestors,

and sotered down to their present State. But this

inference can hardly be
. j ustified, for the Kolls have

heen generally recognised as the original inhabitants

of GuEcrat, which the Ehecls were not
j
and, as rcgM'OS

wildness Of cllaracter, the former have always! shown

themselves to be a shade bloodier and more tmtamo-

able even than the latter. Of both, racea the wilder

tribes are Still predatory where they can manage

to be ho with Jmoonity’ and they arc certainly

equally averse to honest labour and industry. Though

claiming to he Hindus, the Kolis cat animals and

verm in of all kinds, Like the Sheds, excepting the coiv

and tire vilLage hog : nor object to do so when they

have died a natural death. They are also inveterate

drunkards, and addicted to the use of opium and

b/idng; and, in short, have ah the habits which

distinguish the most degraded specimens of the
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human iace, despising evmy approach to civilisation

and decency as indicative of cowardice. When the

whole of Gmerit occupied, by them, it whs

extremely difficult for merchants and pilgrims to

pass through their country
;

and their raids on

fairs and religious gatherings arc said to have been

incessant. They were also largely employed by

the native chiefs in desolating each other's territories,,

and had the reputation of being the most formidable

perpetrators of gang-robbery. The arms borne by

them were the knife, a*nd the bow and arrows, to

which swords and matchlocks worn added by those

who employed them. At present the chief theatre

f their activity is the sea-coast, as far down almost

as Goi, where, until lately, they were employed in

fishing and piracy; but elsewhere they arc sem
living peaceably, as part -of the general population

around them. The chief tribes living near the sea

are: the Rdj Kalis, who are cultivators and labourers;

the Solesy Kolis, who arc also agriculturists; the

Towkiy Kelts, who cut bamboos for sale, and derive

their name from their occupation; the Dhour Kolis,

who live principally as labourers, but are better known

for their degraded habits
;
the Doougiiry IColis, who

are similarly employed and characterised
} the Mtulldr

Kells, who form the most respectable of all the septs,

and subsist chiefly by supplying villagers and way-

farers with water and other conveniences
;
the Aheer

KqLe 5, who are herdsmen,, as the name implies ; the
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MurvSe Koks, who arc very like the Murvec Dhcels,

atld live mainly ns palankeen bearers and porters
f

and the Sene Kofis, who arc fishermen and pirates,

The chief tribes in Guzerit ar-2 called ; tile Tullubdah,

PnitanwdiTEd, Kikrez, Dhdundhsttn, and Eibriah

Kofis, of whom the first arc the most numerous, and

superior to the others In rank. They arc all agri-

culturist!!, and grow wheat ddl, mai2ii, sugar-cane,

and vegetables in large quantities and rice also, of

which the finer kinds are sold to the grain -merchants,

while the coarser kinds are consumed by themselves.

Their women work with them in the fields, and,

though naturally well formed, are so hard w-Orkcd as

soon to lose all traces of their comeliness. The

religion professed by them is Hinduism, all the gods

of which are venerated and worshipped
;
and the

charms and amulets worn by tbc Hindus- are also in

common use among them.

The GuassiAs

The Grissiis are another wild people belonging to

Guzerat, and are also found in Malwa, in both of

Which places they were at one time noted for their

robberies. They have no claim to the distinction of

tribe or caste, being the refuse of all tribes, and

derive their name from the free lands which were

held by their ancestors. The Bheets and other jungle

robbers having greatly disturbed the country by their
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incuraiflrts, the bfawibs of Surit, in the reign of

Ferukesere, SubmiCEed to a compromise with thorn,

And ceded certain lands in each village which were
HB

denominated todd gyrdits, or exempt: from taxation.

The holders qf these estates enlisted banditti of every

caste and country around them, and the descendants

of these robbers aivs t he Grias iia. The main divisions

among' them now are' the RsjpOOt nod MailOincdan

Gmssias respec tively—the former sub-divSdcd into

two Lribes, named the Jliirejds and the Wagclis, and

the latter into ten or twelve tribes. The Rajpoot

tribes are, both of them, very ignorant and indolent,

and destitute alike of spirit and honour, and even of

jealousy for their feudal rights and privileges, tfrdr

whole time being taken up with sensual pleasures

and the most injurious abuse of intoxicating drugs

and liquors. Of the Mahometan Grissiis there is

nothing particular to notice.

Twe KAttis.

A more prominent tribe Itl Western India are the

K^ttis, who form the majority of the inhabitants of

KAttytViSr. Their name ss derived from the word
kat, or wood, from which they affect to have been

produced. The story runs that a man sprang from

the nod of Kama—the half-brother and adversary of

the Fdndavas—On its being split up, and that the

task of carrying off the cattle belonging to those
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warriors from Berut, where they were living hi privacy,

was assigned to him. Kdt was assured by Kami
that the gods would never reckon robbery

p
and

especially cattle-lifting, as a &iti ill him and his

descendants, and the Kittis thus claim a divine

ordinance and privilege to steal, Some writers

affect that they arc the same as the Catliacl who

opposed the progress of Alexander in the Punjab.

They are certainly a large* well-formed race, athletic

and bony, with expressive but harsh features* fair hair

and complexion and light-blue eyes, totally dis-

similar in their appearance to the KolEs and the

Bhede, Their wortitn are proverbially beautiful,

though almost masculine in siase and make, while

those of the Bheels, if not of the KolLs also, are ugly;

and the legend fa right In giving them a foreign

descent from the earlier Scythians, which Kama and

the Pindavas were. But they arc outlaws all the

same, and attach no- disgrace or reproach to the made
of life they have always followed- Originally, they

seem to have been of pastoral habits, and lived! on

the great wastes of Western India ill hordes with

their docks; but even then their chief occupations

were rapine and plunder. They had chiefs of their

own to Lead them, and gave asylum to outlaws of

every description, whom they employed as merce-

naries, not being a numerous tribe themselves. They
paid these associates liberally, but never allowed them
a. share in the robbery, the profit and loss of every
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advcntu re being alwnvi their own ;
and Ll nij' acL]U]rw L

\arm possessions in way during 1

1

1 l : "cntrnl

anarchy produced by the decline of die Mahomcdon

power. It is scarcely three hundred years since

they 3is

pursuits. As seen at present, almost every KfrUi

village has from two to four htindned goat*, ail(]

sheep, COWS, and buffaloes in proportion. Tile

have settled in villages and betaken to ftsed

Tl le

people were averse to cultivation before, but have

betaken to that also gradually, JSuE the occupation

most picasaaL to all of them is the breeding of

homes—a
-id they were at one time particularly

formidable from the excellence of the liorscs they

bred, when
,

well mounted and lance in hand, they

collected black-mail alike front friend and foe, These

hemes were never shod, but yet travelled at great

speed ever ibe most stony countries without laming.

No native robber., in fact, ever considers himself safe

over a shod horse, for, if a shoe falls oft, lLO is sure to

be taken, since no horse accustomed to shoes can

traveL without them.

At this moment tile Kdttis are shepherds, cultr-

vaters, and thieves, by turns or together, as suits them

best, and not less inclined to brigandage than before,

if not strictly Looked after; but they are more civilised

than the Bhccla and Koiis, large-hearted and hospit-

able, and keenly alive Jo tbeir honour. Though

treacherous to each other, they will never betray tbeir

guests. Their dress is decent, very much like that
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of the Rajpoots, except that their turbans have peaks

or bills- Their arms are aiso the same with those in

general use [n Rajpootann, except that tor a lung

time they considered it disgraceful and a proof of

cowardice to carry' firearms, and did not carry even

a shield with them. Though not numerous them-

selves, the tribal divisions among them arc many, four

of whom only are important—namely, the Wild, the

Khartum, and the Kliooman, who arc termed * noble/'

and the Ehwamtids, who arc termed. " ignoble," the

usages among whom are different in several rUspCcts.

The chief divinity recognised by all the tribes is the

Sunj bait they have little sense of religion, and" no

prayers—their worship consisting simply of looking at

the luminary aad invoking his favour. They have

priests, whose functions, however, arc confined to the

ceremonies of marriage and sierd-iL Great reliance is

placed by them in omens, and much respect shown

te persons skilled in divination- Marriages art

celebrated by them in the same manner £13 by

die Hindus, with tills difference, that, when the

bridegroom proceeds to the village of the bride to

marry her, his entrance is strongly opposed by her

friends, two courses only being left :o him—namely,

either to force his way in, if he can, o-r to cry fisccavi,

when he is admitted at once with a small following,

the rest of his friends being left in the cold, or taken in

after fmtber palaver, after which the usual ceremonies

an* proceeded with. In times past these fights for
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wife were often real trials of strength aiul courage

not unattended with danger; but that eba meter of

theca has tong worn off The rc-mairiagc of widows

ip. freely permitted and availed of by the Katth, the

widow of an elder brother always becoming the wife

of a younger brother, though the widow of a younger

brother carl never be taken by an elder brother. A-n

a rule, thfi men are much under the authority of their

wive?, being more hen pocked than any other race in

India.. Like the Other tribes near them, they are very

fond Of Spirituous liquors and opium, and take boil]

to excess
;

ail d on festive occasions there is no check

to their intoxication, except what their wives may

choose to exercise over them.

Tui? Kattoueieel

We may also notice in this place the Kattoaries, or

Kattkurics, who occupy that part of the northern

Kon Ifail which lies along the base of the Sahysdri

range,, and prepare catechu fro ]J1 tile Uftyri tree.

They profess to be descended from Ravana, King

of LsjvXki, the counterfoil hero of the Rthfutyamz, and

are said, to have settled Ln their pre-seat quarters when

the country was a wilderness. They are nomads in

hEhit, and frequently change their place of residence

without, however, passing beyond the limits of the

country they have hitherto possessed. The main

tribal divisions among thorn are four— namely, Helurn,
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Jddoo, Powdr, and Sindlii—1.1l-c first bcang- considered

the moat important ami respectable, and the last the

mosT degraded, while the third are probably identical

with the Poweri BkecU* All the sepia arc exceedingly

indolent and improvident, and, being1 more or less

filthy, live almost as outcasts in the places they

occupy, having their residences near, but never within,

the villages inhabited by other tribes. Dining the

hot weather and the rains they usually work as

labourers, grass-cutters., and firewood -sellers “ but at

ail other times they repair to the jungles to

prepare catechu, taking up their residence frequently

in the sandy bed of a ?ttittdft
y
where they sleep at

night- The catechu is prepared by bits of the iApre

boiled with water, which is thickened

and on being coaled becomes firm. Large sums of

money are received by them for the preparation from

the merchants ; but these are even more easily
r

squandered than earned—after which the usual food

of ch.G people consist! again, as before, of tile coarsest

roots and vegetables, and the flesh of such animals

and vermin a£ they can procure, including hoards,

rats, jackals, and serpents. They are also much
addicted to drink, and will frequently pawn their

rags for a dram, and then go naked from want. The
men have a squalid and half-starved appearance, and

the women arc scarcely better looking, but are still

said to have great authority over their husbands.

Their temper, however, is antractable, which gives
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f«c to much disturbance in Lhc family
; ntitl the

character of Lhc Lribc gealcmEly es very low* the

men being spoken of ns tJi ieves add robbery and

the women tui chaste. The rcllgiuii lb]lowed by them

is Hinduism^ tileddtics particularly worshipped being

BhairOj bdpdeo, CliccTobd, and llbv^nL
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CHAPTER UL

TRIBES OF RAjFOOTANA AND THE
INDIAN DESERT,

The MAlftS Atili JdEEN/lS-

North cf the Bombay country, in the Ai'AyuM

mnu n tains, Jive the IVtairs and the Meenta
t
who are

supposed to be of die game race, and had a lustory

of their own hi the past The place is called

Mmnvdrdi and stands a=: a rampart of hills, rising

from 3000 to 4000 feet above the sea, and mea-
suring a length of about go mues and a breadth

of from 6 to 20 miles. from Gu serif cm 011c

side to near the JumnA oil the Other. The M&irs

claim descent from Frith u RAj of Delhi, and are

therefore not a very old race, liavlng blanched out

of the Mcends
f
the primeval denizens of Rijasthan.

The Story is that a son of Prithu took to himself a

girl of the Meenis, and tliat the children born oi' the

union became the fathers of the Main tribe, the object

aimed at hemg to establish a RAjpoot descent, even

at the expense of legitimacy of birth. The Original

race was subdivided into five gTeat tribes, that ruled
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over the whole of Raj pCKJ t ;in jl
,
from the Killi Koh

to the Jumna, ill great -H-trength and for a long

period, during Che dwiu rbnnocs of the fsont Mn-

homedan dynasties of DeJlii, to the mortification of

the Rajpoots. KventuaLly they wane ousted from

thdr possesions and driven co tlio mountains, at

about the time when BAber invaded India; hot the

constant internal dissensions that raged in R ;

i
j v.

r1rd

subsequently gave them Incessant opportunities to

depredate on Liie States time surrounded Cheng and all

the efforts of the latter to subdue them were signally

unsuccessful. <r Where bill joins lull,
1

' sung Clnind,

Use Hindu poetdanmate of Delhi, IL tho Mnirs and tlie

Meenis are thronged to oppose the advance of tlie

Cfiohlns;' 1 and they maintained this attitude almost

throughout the whole of tlie Mahomed an era, alter-

nately succumbing and depredating, and always

fighting with their Rajpoot suzerains. Their powers

of annoyi ng with Impunity were based on their habits

of life and the locality occupied by them; and the

state of the country was then much too troubled for

any effectual endeavour being; made to reduce them.

The ostensible occupation followed by them was

that of goatherds; but the herds were usually left to

the charge of their boys am! old mei^ while the

more able-bodied spent their time, mounted on their

diminutive and mudl-endurmg ponies, m marauding,

plundering', and murdering. They had more than

fifty strongholds, or to operate from
;
atid Llie

E 2
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haughty RAjpoots were obliged to pay black-mail to

them to purchase their forbearance, t he detriment

to trade became so great at last that the Rdjpoo

t

States were forced to combine together to beat up

their hills and jungles; but they were not finally

reduced till lS?o, when their country was occupied bv

the British army then operating id Rajasthan. Mair-

wiri had been, ceded to the British Government

previously by Dowlut Rio SeEndiAh, En iSiS; but,

the States of Oodypore and Jodhpcrc having claimed

rights over some portions of it at this time, nothing

was done in it til- the later date mcntioncd B when its

entiio management was transferred into British hands.

Of the steps then taken to reduce the Mairs into

obedience and order the most important was, as in

Bheehvira, the formation of a local corps, which

converted the freebooters into soldiers* by whom tlic

rest of the people were forcibly reclaimed. Tlic

condition of th e country has since been comparatively

prosperous, cultivation in it having in particular

most enormously increased.

The unmixed or MeenA race is now exceedingly

rarej but the mixed Mair race is found spread over

all the hilly parts of RAjwiri as plentifully as before.

Previous £ the establish ment of the British power
among them they used to live generally in conceal-

ment among their rugged hlllSs, hardly wearing any
dothiflg, and practising no useful occupation besides

herding, Their habits have so far changed that they
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&I E put on a loin -dot’s and a cMdur now, after the

same fashion as the llheds
; nud, the plan of living

by plundering:, only having become obsolete, they

have been obliged to become cultivators to a great

extent, while SOrne have taken service ns soldiers

under the paramount power In native fast

nesses there ant, of course, some Hairs yet almost

as wild and ferocious as they ever were, who continue

to bold the Tidjpoots of the plains in utt er eontcjopt,

and arc known aEl over Upper India principally els

dacoits; but even tilCSC art coming round grid Hally,

and, having commenced to intermarry with tbe RAj*

poets, are shaping their manners and customs after

them. They ail profess to be Hindus, with tlie

exception of those who have become Mahannedans.

and their marriage arid Other ceremonies arc con*

ducted in Rijpout fashion; but they are not over

scrupulous in the observance of the tenets they

profess, and, in the matter of food especially, are not

very particular. They eat the flesh of sheep, cows,

and buffaloes without hesitation, and even when the

animats have died of disease, but refrain from the

flesh of hogs and fowls. Strong drinks arc also

indulged in by them, but very seldom to excess.

Two revolting customs had existed long among
them—namely, Infanticide and the sale of women

—

which are believed to have since died out. Widow-
marriage is very common with them

,
and also d ivoecc,

even more than among the Bhcels, If tempers dn
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net agree, or other causes prompt them to part,

the husband Kars a shred from his turban and

(Tives it to his wife, and, with ill 13 deed of separation

in her hand, and placing two jars of water on her

head, she takes whatever path she pleases, and the

first man who chooses to ease her of the jars becomes

a new husband UfitO her. Another peculiarity of the

tribe is that they do not tolerate the residence of

aliens amongst them, and arc necessarily obliged to

subdivide themselves into the classes of cultivators,

artificers, and servants, haying thus their own smiths,

carpenters, potters, barbers, ch&wt4rs
t

arid minstrels.

The arms used by the Mairs arc the sword, shield,

ahd spear or javelin. Their old rules prohibited them

from robbing a Brihman, a woman, and a fakir
x
and

it is said that these ate yet rigid .y adhered to.

THE DESERT TRICES.

In the Indian desert lying between R£Jwdr4 and

the Ir.dus the principal wild tribes, after the Bheeli,

Kolis, and Matrs, are the Sodds, Knorwds, Dhittis,

Lohannis, Rebdrris, and S ahties, who may be very

shortly described in this place.

The Sodas.

The Sod^s profess to he of Rajpoot descent, and at

one time their power all over the desert border was

very great, But they have long lost their original
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dexterous thieves dial y. Xiacsr arm* m-c the sword

,

the shield,. and a long knife worn in the girdle, The

primitive sling ts also used by them, and with great

expertness.. Their general condition is very bar-

barous; hut they me rich in herds ud" camels, oxen,

unci goats, the milk of which affords them a plentiful

.md nut cit ioiLH fane, varied with the flesh of thctf gents

on particular Occasions. TllC jungles of the desert,

moreover, yield them \vdUL vegetables of various kinds,

and with these comforts they arc generally contented

and happy.

The KaO !iwAs

.

The Kaorwas arc nomadic, and have no fixed place

to Live in. They arc constantly moving about with

theit ficckli, and encamp whenever they can

spring and pasture for them, where they improvise

tern penny huts far their own neenmmodation, under

some wide-spreading tree, in such skilful manner that

the existence of any habitation there cannot easily be

detected. Tbdr habits are peaceful, and they arc

more frequently the victims of outlaws than outlaws

themselves. They rear camels, cows, buffaloes and

goats, and sell them to merchants axd others
\
and

this is the only occupation they live by.

the DuArm
The Dbdttrs are very like the KaonwU—that is,

also of pastoral and peaceful habits. They cultivate

to a small extent, but so rudely as virtually to leave
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it Jo natum to raise the orDps. Their gupply or food-

grains is more certainly acquired hy bartering the

derived from their flocks, which heEps them to

secure many other necessaries of Eife also. ThcEr

chief fare consists of porridge and buttermilk, and,

the COWS of the desert being mum Earner than those

of the plains, the predate of three or four cows 53

sufficient to supply all the requirements of a large

family by the sale of gfae.

The LqhannAs.

The LobanHis form a numerous tribe, and are

principally of commercial habits. They arc said to

be of Afghan descent, but wear the Brihmanicai

string, or /wnrm*, aud art? perhaps the only race

of Mahomedang who affect to be Hindus. They
conduct the main portion of the traffic between India

and the countries beyond the Indus. Their habits

are necessarily migratory; but they are otherwise not

very wild at present, being apt scribes and shop-

keepers. In the matter of food only they are as

omnivorous and undi&crim rearing ns any of the other

tribes named, not stopping at anything except their

cabs, dogs, and cows; and they dr ini' spirituous

liquors also to an immoderate extent.

The ReeArme.

The Rebirris are shepherds, goatherds, arid camcb

breeders, and have a name for stealing camels, hi
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which they £irc finul to he vc 1y 1 1 ex Lcn his. When
any of tlicm comes upon a herd of canids gm>: n

g

r
,

he strikes llLH lance nL the first ailidial Lie readies, and,

dipping a cloth villi its blood, thrusts iL dose to the

iiosc or tile oex± animal, mid wheeling about sets off

at Speech Upon which Eve is purnued by she whole

herd, the leader of which I* Lured by the .scent of the-

blocd, and is followed hy the rest. Thu life of th

race is almost purely rurnJ, acul in general 1mbits they

resemble the Sodds more than any other tribe, They
have usually many wives; and their women are not

iLL-Loolciiig,

Tile SeilrAiss.

The Schrtcs are a largo race, and have snb'cUvisions

named the Kossill, Clittndid, and Sudani. They form

altogether the principal robber tribe of the desert

;

and their bands arc mostly mounted on horses or

camels, and are armed with La ii cos of bamboo and

iron, and swords and shields. Oflate years they have

reduced their moden of rapine to a system, end arc

content to levy black-mall—paid ciLlicr in money or

grain -for every plough working within their reach
;

and h is exceedingly difficult to elude them,

The Thqri.

There arc many other tribes m the desert, most of

wham arc of Bclooebcc descent. One of these, the

Thori, have the distinctive epithet of or devil.
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Applied to them, atid arc also cdled " the sons of the

devil ” They are so reckless and SO entirely destitute

Of moral sense that they will not hesitate even to

bring a man's head to enemy for the most trifling

rcinitaeiatjoit
f
and this is the general character of

the rest.
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CHAPTER IV*

THE XOLARIAW AND OTHER RACES IN

BENGAL,

THE country called Chotii Nigpare terminates the

pJstcau of Central India on the c&st, and is Connected,

by a continuous chain of hills, on one side, with the

Vmdhyi and Kymore ranges,, and, on another, with

the highlands of Anwkantak, The average elevation

of the tract is about 2pQG- feet above the sea, and

here the KolarEan races, fleeing before their conquerors,

seem to have taken their final stand. Of the separate

names by which those races were distinguished, the

best known now are the Kolos and the Sonth^ls
;
but

they all farmed a kindred people at one time, by

whom the Brahman onset BengaUvards seems to have

been most vigorously opposed- They were finally

defeated, broken up, and scattered
;
upon which they

settled in different parts of the Choti Nigpore

Division, and in the Tributary Estates of Choti

Nigpore and Cuttack. Alongside of them, but

as a distinct race, are found the Orions, another

aboriginal race, who, though not of the Kolatian
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type, appear to have shared with the Koies the gloi

y

of having best resisted the Brahmans. The Story of

the Oiions js that they came to Chutd Ndgpore after

the Kales, agreeing to occupy the place jointly with

them without fighting, under the condition of mutual

help against a common enemy
;
and they both differ

almost equally in all respects from the people of the

plains, at the same time that they are distinguished

from one another by features peculiar to each. Their

country was a
j
angle when they came to it

.

;

they

have converted it into a garden

;

due in the same degree to both.

and the praise is

The Koi.es.

The Kcles are a numerous: people, divided intD

several tribes, among whom sre the ^loondis, the

Larkas, the Hos, the Chaoira, and the Bhoomijh

They occupy all the country from the jungles of

Rimgurh, near HdiareeMgh, to the south and

southward, down to the confines of Gingporc and

Sirgonjl
;
hut those dwelling in Si ngblioorn, a portion

of which is called the FColfftdn, are the best knOwfl.

The original inhabitants of the Kolehdn were the

Bhooydns, an extremely simple and inoffensive

people, who were excellent cultivators and rich in

cattle, and by whom the Koles, when they came

in, v/ere invited to settle at their side. The two

races went on very peacefully together in this statu

of pristine lev* till some >i£rw4ree adventurers.
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journeying through their county, incited tins Kdlus

to get up a. quarrel with the lMioqyAtw, upon which

the latter removed themselves to FonUuLt, UoitAi*

and other places lying an the way from Orisd, to

Behir, where they have become almost compleLoly

Hindniseclj though still leading the same simp In,

harmless, and unsophisticated life ns before. Where

the Kolcs came from cannot now be very easily

explained for the race is a widely diffused one, o.

whidi branches are met with almost in every direction.

If they be identical with, the Kolis of Western India,

or of common descent with them.,, there Ss, as was first

painted, out by Sir George Campbell, in his Et/m&lqgy

&f India, a hiatus of four or five degrees of longitude

now between the two septs, caused probably by the

Gands having forcibly intervened between them.

Tribes having similar names arc also to be found

in other places, though the characteristics by which

they are severally distinguished are not identical

After their settlement in the KulehAii
p
the Rajpoots

for a tong series of years claimed a sort of authority

over the Koles* which,, however, was never acknow-

ledged by them, and the Rijih of Chctxt N ignore

attempting to enforce it gave rise to the insurrection

Of iS 19-20 in Palditto1
,v, There was a second insur-

rection In 1831, which, originating in Chotd. Nigpore*

spread rapidly all over the districts of Singbhoo.m P

Rimgurh, Toree, and FaMmow
;
and thin also was a

rising marc against the zcmlndirs than again sC til*
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Gowmrnent. One general cause of it was the

enielty of the ‘ zemmdirs, who extorted d&wd&s

(present*) at will, which the Kolos were unable to pay

easily, severely punishing those who resisted; and

another, the transfer of lands from the possession

of men -descended from the original settlers of the

soil to alien proprietors, under a farming lease A
specific case of oppression especially resented was

this, that a particular zemindar had given farms

of some villages to certain Sikh and Mahomcdan

adventurers over the heads of the Kale chiefs or

MdttMr¥ and that, the latter having been dispossessed,

their women were abused and ill-treated. Generally

an inoffensive people, the Kolos became wild with

excitement over tins question, and rose in a body to

resist. They would not forego their rights, and did

not understand the legal quibbles by which those

rights were said to have been forfeited. The ill-treat-

ment of their women was naturally another sore

point with them,, and they assembled together and

planned a general revolt “Wc have been cheated

and dishonoured/' said the different tribes to each

other; “we arc: brethren, and must fight together

for revenge.:'
1

Arrows were circulated like the fiery

cross among their people in all places, and they rose

everywhere to plunder, bum, and^ kill. A discreet

magistrate might have settled matters even at this

stage without difficulty
3
hut there was no such officer

on the spot. The Koiles were opposed as rebels, and,
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as they allowed themselves to bo mot unworthy of

their descent from the 1lardy Dutyw who had resisted

the Br&hmaos, tEieir whole country bad Lo be swept

from one extremity of h to the other before the

insurrection could be extinguished. This done, the

grievances they complained of were attended lo and

redressed,, by the revenue administration being

reorganised so as to restore the Mftnkis to authority

and deprive the zemindars of the power to oust

them; and since then, by a re-settlement in i£6", the

management of the Kulchdn has been directly

assumed by the officers of tlie Government.

The Koles are a fine people—much finer than Line

other cognate tribes around them. They are of a

black colour, like the rest,, and their countenances arc

iiot wrelUfavoured
;
but they arc hardy and athletic,

have an erect and easy carriage and Song free strides,

and their hands and feet are both large and well*

formed. The hair is worn long,, and combed and

oiled;, alike by the maSos and the females
;
hot the

former shave the forehead, which contributes greatly

to their ugliness. Clothing is regarded eh a super-

fluity by them, and even the rich have only a narrow

dkrti and a dbfittffrf, which is gladly thrown by except

an state occasionSr Of the lower orders the women
prefer to go naked,jar simply pass the fcoftti between

their le^js and fasten it before and behind to a string

wound round the w'aist; but those of the higher

orders have already taken to tasteful jdrtss, and look
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handsome in them. Jn a'l places the want of clothing

hitherto arose mainly from the arc of weaving being

unknown to them; but this diflitu I ty is being removed

by Lbe introduction of foreign weavers mho their

country. The ornaments worn by the women ate

car-rings and immense bunches of bead necklaces, of

which thev are very fond. The men also wearmen also wear

ear-rings, and necklaces of small beads with charms

against snakes, tEgera, and diseases depending from

them. Their arms arc the bow and arrows, and tho

battloaxe called tdttgt; and in times past they led

bloody forays, in which a large amount of violence was

committed. At present all their vigour is expended

on ftcid-sports, of which they arc passionately

fond; and among some tribes, such as the Moondis

and the Has, even young boys are trained up as

shikdrks, and are to be seen stalking about birds'

nests with bows and arrows. The implements which

are now most generally in use, however, among all the

tribes arc those used in agriculture'—namely, the

plough, the harrow, the sickle, and the hsddli or big

hoe; and they plough with cows as well as with

bullocks, which is natural to a people making no

Use of milk. The whole of the Kolehan ls extremely

fertile and well watered, and three crops of rice are

raised in it annually, besides wjjich they cultivate

maise, millet, wheat, pulses, mustard, tobaoco, and

cotton. They take great interest also in farming

;

and a vast number of sheep, goats, and cattle are
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tsrcd, and the milk and gfice of the cuttle are sold in

great quantities for LlsO most trifling prices. Ducks,

^Cdsc, and poultry are .also reared, and animal food of

all kinds is eaten, beef and bog's flesh included; hut,

unlike other tribes, in their neighbourhood, they do

rtOt eat bears, monkeys, field-mice, and snakes. They

have no caste prej nd ices, and cat rice by whomsoever

it IJiay be cooked
;
but they have their Otvn peculiar

superstitions, and will leave off- eating if a man's

gbadow passes across the dish, and never drink water

from an earthen vessel toadied by any other tribe.

They are passionately fond of dancing, and have a

great variety of dances, which they perform with

precision' and little children hardly on their legs

begin to learn the dancing-steps. Tins exhibits

them as a light-hearted and good-natured race’ but

there is another side of the picture which is not

equally flattering- They are exceedingly indolent,

so much so that their women have to perform all the

hardest duties of the field; immoderately dirty, and,

except in the hot season, will seldom tench water;

and inordinately' fond of drink, which accounts for

the soundis being seen in shoals throughout their

country, it being a common sayiog among them-

selves that on marriage aod other festive occasions

they get so drunk that servants forget their duty

to their masters, children their reverence for their

parents, men their respect for women, and women

their respect for decency; They arc also extremely

F
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sensitive, which makes cases of suicide very common
among them, But they are, on the other hand,

very manly and honest; and, even when they were

living by plunder and violence, lying, deceit, and

pilfering were never laid to their charge The truth

of the men and the modesty of their women have,

in Jaetj been always proverbial
;
and it frequently

happens that when a man lias committed a crime,

far from attempting to conceal it, he comes forward

unasked and surrenders himself red -banded for

punishment

The villages of the Kolcs are of small size and

irregular shape, but generally situated! prettily on the

hills, so as to overlook their flat-terraced rice-fields

and undulating uplands. The irregularity In form

arises from the houses being distinct from each other,

and hedged in by their own little plots of cultivation

respectively; and the size is not extensive because of

the dislike of the people to congregate from fear ol

fires and contagions diseases. The consequence is

that almost every crest of ground in the country has

been converted into a village, hot each consisting of a

few scattered huts only. Xone of the villages arc ever

built by river sides, and the women have necessarily

tn draw water from great distances, The houses of

the nomad Koles are3
for the most part, small and

miserable, being temporary, as they are always looking

out for fresh clearings in the forests
;
but those of

the stationary tribes, and especially of their chiefs, are
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alwHy.fi substantial, roomy, and well an-ide, and usually

built so as to enclose n square* often having also a

verandA to boas t o f. The compartments are ord i iwily

three in number—namely, for sleeping:, eating-, and

keeping stores in fcsiwctiwly ;
and opposite to each

house, at a distance of about thirty paces, there is

always another for accommodating servants, wayfarers,

and guests, the flanks of the two being joined by cow-

houses^ granaries, end pig-styes. Among the LarkAs
r

the most powerful tribe of all,, the unmarried young

men arc not allowed to sleep m the family-house

at night - but this custom is not observed by the

Mound As, Hos
K
and other tribes among whom all.

the members of a family live together at all hours.

Over love-making and free intercourse there axe no

restrictions at all- The girls have their prices on

them, which their lovers must pay before tho consent

of their parents to their marriage can be obtained

;

but no other impediment intervenes, anJ. if matters

go too far between any paitEcuIar cmiplfij the ca&5 is

usually settled by the lover being made to pay die girfs

priefe and to many her, The selection in every case

is made by the parties concerned, but has to be finally

ratified by their parents as a matter of form. The

marriage ceremony Is very simple. After everything

has been settled
t the bride Is led to the bridegroom's

house and seated on a ut^rd of a
r

M?z
,,
when oil is

poured on her head, and boiled rice and meat arc

offered to her, by partaking of which she becomes

F 2
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of her husband's caste. There is next a dance ill the

nearest grove* in which the cortege on both sides take

part
;
a cup of beer is then given to each of" the

invert and the liquor of the two cups being mixed is

drunk up by both, which completes the rite. After

remaining three days with her husband, the most

modest course for the wife t* follow 15 te> run away

from his house and tell her friends that she cannot

lovehim; and the husband must shew great anxiety

far iter, find her out. and carry her back by force*

when die becomes settled with him for good. Wives

are very wei l treated by the Kolos, a nd necessarily BOt

because- they work very hard' for their husbands. A
Kole wife is invariably her husband's companion* and

is consulted by him in all his difficulties; and this ss

especially so among the Hos. £ho is not subjected

to any restraint whatever, and infidelity on her part

is very rare. Where it does OCcUr the Unfaithful wife

is discarded* and her seducer has to refund to her

husband the price he paid for her. Polygamy is

permitted, but is seldom availed of, The religion

of the ItoleS is based on the belief of a Supreme

Being named Sing Bonga, who is' represented by the

Sun. The itfaon is believed to he his wife* and the

Stars his daughters- Besides these there arc a herd

of local and sylvan gods; hut of none are images made,

nor is any sort of worship known beyond sacrifices.

Every village has a grove attached to it whore the

sacrifices arc performed; but the minor gods are
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propitiated o:dy as intercessors with Sing Bonga,

The appeals to tlnim arc constant in eases of sickness

and for good. crops, and the sacrifices arc always

accompanied by bacchanalian debaucheries. The

belief in omens and charms is aEso great, especially

among the tribes on tll<J SumbuJporC frontier, who

have mixed much with the Gonds. ASl the Kotes

burn tlieir dead cm the pyre, with their omamcn ts,

arms, and raiment on, The half-consumed bones ate

then taken out of the ashes and put into an earthen

vessel, whicii .is burled along wiLh riue, clothes, and

money, and a stone is placed over the spot; and

close to Cbycbiissi, on the road to Kconjhn:', a gronp

of cenotaphs is seen, some Of them built with very

beg stones.

The SonihAls,

The SontMls are a nomad race, believed, like

the Roles, to have emigrated from the northern

parts of India. They occupy all the western jungles

of Bengal, particularly those of Rewih, faldmoWp

H diimebigh, ChotA Nagpore, Hanbhooirij and Cut-

tack; and yet more espociaiiy those at the foot of

the RAjmahai hills, where the tract inhabited by them

is called Ssnikdlid, of the Son thal Pergun rtdhs. The

district lies between BeliAr and Bengal, and has the

shape of an angle doubled by the Ganges as it passes

down from the first province into the second. It

forms at the present day the fTaOSt important of all
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the Sonthdl settlements, though it was apparently

not one of their original scats, the traditions of the

race speaking of it as one or the last places they

i n habited in their wanderings. It as subdivkl ed in to two

distinct parts—namely,, an inner territory about 1,40a

square miles in extent, which is called the Dimun-i-

koh, and a second territory about 4300 square miles

in extent, which surrounds the first, and seems to

have been later settled upon Unlike the Roles',

the Sonthils care little to stick permanently at any

particular spot; and, as the PjUairiibs, who inhabit the

upper hills of the Dimun p
were at all. times content

with thesr summits, and repudiated, tlic valleys and

the level lands lying beyond them, the Sonthils came

gradually to occupy them, from their fondness for

virgin ground. In course of time they increased in

numbers on the spot, both by birth and Em migration

;

and, when the clearances effected, by them became

extensive, the Government was glad to settle the

lands with them. The Fihiriihs looked on these

advances with distrust, and at one time gave much

trouble to their neighbours m consequence
;
but they

have got cured of their predatory habits long since,

and the Sonthals have had no reason to complain of

them for many years past. Their later annoyances

came rather from the zemindlrs and the msAd/un^

xvho managed between them to drive the Sonthils into

rebellion in 18^4-5,5. The zemindars, besides levying

their legitimate dues, exacted as much more as they
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thought their ryots could be made to pay
;
and, what

with gvm
„

s?iif?inihirs
r
peons* and agents* fake

measures at Mrs and markets, and the wilful trespass

of the rich on growing crops by letting in cattle on

,
the system was felt its very oppressive by a

simple-hearted people. To meet these extortions,

the Sonthil was dbuged to have recourse to the

tKdMfuu ¥
who was ever ready to advance whatever

sums were asked for. But the debts thus contracted

could never be repaid, FaEd ten times over, they still

remained unliquidated
j
and the Sonthd?s accounts of

knots on a string invariably went to the wall against

the account-books produced by the maMfitfl in court

in support of his claim, "Do the Sd&tds
7
then, join

with the tfta&ijmi in cheating and oppressing us? ,K

asked each Sonthil of his neighbour, in alarm..

“What alternative ls there, then, for us but to rebel?"

And they rose in revolt, to resist both the tmMf&ns
and the TJic story of Sidhoo and Kinoo

is well known. They proclaimed themselves to be

messengers from heaven especially deputed to redress

the wrongs of their race; and the Son dials gathered:

around them. Sn large numbers in arms. A poliee-

dirogi, endeavouring to suppress the rising forcibly,

was killed by Sidhoo, and., blood having been shed,

the rebellion extended rapidly, with frightful atrocity,

droops poured in now into Sonthilii from all sides;

and, as the Sonthals would not yield* they had to be

shot down in numbers, after which the country was
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pacified. As in the Kolchin* a more genia. adminis-

tration wag now given to it than at had possessed

before, whereby the systems of oppression it had

suffered from were swept away. From the direct

hearing of eases* speedy orders, expeditious appeals*

absence of interference on the part of the dwrfM, etc.*

the SonthdLs felt that their position waJ now very

much bettered, and quietly resumed the peaceful life

they had momentarily abandoned. A second rising

was threatened in the outer tract un a Eater day, on,

account of the rack-renting practised there by the

zemmdars and ghatxvAlsj but thh was averted by

the jungles of the tract being resumed by the

Government, and the entire area of the Sonthal

Pergunnihs resettled on the ryotwary system—that

is, with the Sonttials,

The Soflthil is absolutely the best specimen of the

wild tribes in India He is a short, well-made, and

active man, having a round face., and the thick lips*

high cheek-bones, and spread nose of the Good*
m

Bhecl, and KoEe. He is beardless-—or nearly so

—

while the hair of his head is straight* coarse* and

black. In his dealings with other men he is shy* if

not cowardly; but he is very brave when confronted

with wild an i malls. He is a good hunter* a good

herdsman, and a good agriculturist
;
self-dependent in

everything and never idle, and necessary almost

never in distress. His skill, patience, and diligence

are exemplary; and he has implements of his own
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* i

making and a peculiar system of cultivation, which

enable him to cultivate very successfully, after his own

manner. He always reclaims the jungles he comes ta

Inhabit, and carefully collects all their products, which

he either sells or baiters for other articles from his

neighbours; but he will do all this tor himself and his

family only, and will never take service with any one.

If any attempt be made to coerce him he never thinks

of offering resistance, but decamps into the innermost

jungles* where it is impossible to follow him, and

where he commences new clearances on his own

account Like the Kale, he is not a weaver himself,

but he has had weavers about hind from a longer date,

and usually dresses better than the Kcle, though his

working dress is often none other than the

or cloth passed between the legs and fastened to a

string worn round the loins, His wife makes a more

decent appearance at all times, Bhd Is short like her

husband, and plump, but has usually a pleasing

expression in her countenance;- and her dress for

many years past has been the- Bengali sdrfr, which

she wears in the same fashion as the Bengalis, except

that no part of it ls used as xt veil. The chief

ornaments in use among both sexes arc flowers and

feathers^ and also caw* tail-hair necklaces* which are

very neatly manufactured. The women also wear on

their arms, ankles, and throats ornaments made of

brass and bell-metal, which are excessively heavy

;

and the love of the husband as Em this sense a sore
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burden to the wife, The food of the Sonthill consists

principally of ja

m

ffif and maize, accompanied with

eggSj poultry* and the flesh of goats* kids, or swine
;

but he will eat anything besides that lie can obtain^

and is not particular as to the hands they come

from, with one singular exception only. His antipathy

against the Hindu is so great that he will never cat

cooked food coming even from the hands of a

Brahman, though there is no tradition to account

for the feeling* which has come down to him from

generation to generation, testifying to the existence

of some bitter feud between the races in the past,

The chief drink of the Sonthdls is the fiackwd£f
or

fermented grain
;
but they do not drink so much as

the Koles, and their debauch is necessarily less to

that extent.

Though he 5s but a nomad in habits, the hut of the

SontbaL Is well made, and well raised. Its walls are

made of mattings or hurdle, or thin sticks smeared!

over with mud
]
and* owing to his love of colours, a

gay appearance is often given to them by their being

painted with different shades of red, white* and black*

according to the owner's fancy. The roof is of thatch,

and every hut is always roomy within* the SonthiL

having usually a large fkm ! ly to aceommod ate. Each
couple lias an average of eight or nine children* and

the house is necessarily always full; but it is also

always clean, and has a tidiness in almost everything

about St. The arrangement of houses as such as to
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form a long Street through every village, one house

deep on each side; and each house lias attached to

iL a pig-sty and a dove-cot, brides which there arc

buffalo-sheds scattered here and there, varying in

size according to the wealth of the inhabitants* The
villages are buried in thick jungle, but are not difficult

to find* being easily traceable by the small cleared

patches of ground to be found near them, which are

always pleasant to look at* and yet more by the music

proceeding from them at all times. The Sonthal is

an admirer of nature, and never fells down any useful

Or ornamental tree, which gives his clearings a park-

like and unmistakable appearance
;
and be is Arcadian

in practice, and enjoys life better than other people of

the same gradej
from being immensely fond of music

and dancing* His flute is a simple instrument made
of the bamboo, but gives out deep, rich tones; and

every village lias a dancing-ground where the youths

and maidens meet in the evening to dance and sing.

This is the national custom, and no harm is thought

of h; and the maidens, decked with flowers and

feathers, pair off with the young men, all blithely

going round in a circle, with their feet falling an

cadence, and singing responsive to musicians placed

in their centre, That such freedom of intercourse

may not be abused, there is a or censor,

in every village, to look after the morals of the

young, while another officer superintends all family

arrangements generally, and, with the aid of the
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village priest, keeps matters straight There h a

covered platform besides fn each village, where the

head men meet to talk over and regulate village

affairs, and to awa

r

d punishffiffllts where they may
ha -re been deserved, Alt marriages in the Sonthi.ll

country are said to he love-matches, though it is

Considered respectable for the parents to mature the

necessary arrangements,, as if without the knowledge

of the lovers. The selection ia said to he preceded

by a beastly festival, named which is held

in the month of January, and lasts for six: days,

when all candidates for matrimony, male and female,

are assembled together and penniLLed to have

promiscuous intercourse with each other, each lover

selecting his future wife after the termination of this

genera! carnival, Polygamy is- permitted, but is

seldom had recourse to:; and the wife is always

treated with kindness. Divorces arc also permitted

when man and wife find out that they arc not suited

to each othcr
r
the order of separation being invariably

given by ajninc/?dy&

The tribal divisions of the Sonthil£ are: die Satan*

Murmu, Mirli* Kisku, Besdri* Hilladd* Tudf, Biski,

Hemroo* and Chord! ; but they do not materially

differ from each other In any respect. The chief

god of all the tribes h Sing Bongd, the same m of

the Koles
;
and he Es worshipped after the same

fashion also, namely, as the Sun God. Besides him

there are several minor gods and who have
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to be p rop i t la ted
j
and the spirit of Bor;i Mdnjw, r±

deceased ard canon i&cd chief, is also venerated, and

often invited by the initiated* by fasting and sacrifices,

to answer referen ces made to It irl respect tu village

affairs. The Bagh-Ehoat, or tiger spirit, ls another

object of revcj'once
\
and several tribes worship tbs

living tiger as well as the bkwt. The women pay

great respect likewise to the elephant, ana touch

the earth with their foreheads before him, praying

him to bless their dlUdrOit, who arc seated in perfect

confidence at his feet. Of set celebrations one of the

greatest rs the hunting festivaE Organised annually,

which every adult has to join fully armed and

accoutred. The arras of the Southah are the same
as of the Gonds, Bhecis, and Ifolc namely, the

battle-axe, and the bow and arrows
\
and with these

they go OllL to hunt in a body, pursuing wild animals

of all hinds, excepL tigers and hears, which are never

wantonly molested, though, if their path be crossed

by either, they arc not afraid to encounter them.

The expedition lasts for four or five days, after which

the game secured enabl&s the party to celebrate a

great feast, which the women are invited to join.

Feasts on smaller scales arc also celebrated on

occasions of marriages and deaths. The dead

am nng the SonthAls are burnt, as among the Koles;

but the ashes and bones, instead of being buried,

are consigned to the currents of rivers held sacred

after the Hindus.
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The OhAons.

The Organs, better known as the DhAugurs* or

hill-men., Inhabit the north and west parts of the

Choti Nigporc district, and ard also- scattered over

the other districts of the division,, and over 5timbal

-

prire. They have a tradition among them that they

came originally from RonltfJip and settled first at

RhutAs, whence one party diverged to their

present quarters, while anotheir party, the PiMriJJiSj

occupied the RajmahaL hills. When they came to

Choti. Nagp&re the Koles of die Moondi tribe were

already settled in it ; butj being of a peaceful

deposition,, these offered no opposition to them,

and the two races lived side by side in harmony

together. As the Hindus spread and prevailed the

Orions were obliged to fly before them, and came

thus to be diffused ever all the country now occupied

by them. The plateau of Chota Nigpcnc which they

inhabit is a magnificent place: but their life and

the scencry_appearance are not in peeping

They are small-sized and ill-favoured
;
and, though

their young men give themselves a jaunty air and
are very careful in decorating their persons, that;

docs not exhibit them, to greater advantage- They
are of dark complexion, and have projecting jaws

and thick lips, while their forehead is low and narrow,

and their eyes arc meaningless and vacant. The
hair is worn long, and gathered into a knot behind,
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which supports a red or white turban oil gala clays ;

hut ordinarily there Is a mirror and a comb stuck

into Lt, with bright buttons and chains having; spiky

pendants dangling therefrom. Here the decorations

of the Orsons end, and even these are discarded after

marriage, which makes their subsequent Appearance

unprepossessing and negligent. The only cloth won
by them is a narrow strip wound round the loins,

and in the wilder parts of the country even this is

wanting, the or cloth passed between tilt legs.

being substituted for it. Tiie men arc, however

always very gc-ud-hu moured, and the women modest

in demeanour, though iheir dress, too. is scanty'. In

gome places the women have the usual jffmr with red

border, which serves as 3 pelS icoa t, and even a cMdar
to put Over the body; but in others the bandage

round the loins is their only clothing—worn longer,

however, than by the men. The ornaments of the

women consist of a Large -quantity of red heads and

heavy brass necklaces hung round the thioat, and

rings of copper on the fingers and in the ears, besides

which they are tattooed nil over the bc-dy—on the

forehead, arms, and hack—even young men bearing

die marks on their forearms. One sign of civilisation

is certainly shown by the women: they wear false

hair to make up with their natural hair a chignon

of size, over which heron plumes are displayed On

festive occasions. Another test of civilisation (native)

is that the m-juttdna of Bengali women is understood
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by them* and is named gvi When two girls fees r.

parlkuJar penchant for each afcher they swear eternal

friendship and exchange necklaces,, and the compact

is witnessed by common friends. They do not name

each other after thb ratification «f goodwill,, but arc
0

41 my flower" or
|C

ir-y gvi?' o r my mccE-tosmi le,* to

each other to the cod of their Uvcs,

The huts of the Orions are badly built and

huddled up, and are quite incapable of affording

decent accommodation
;
ancl Cite consequence is that

the men and their cattle live, not OLtly within the

same compound, hut often in the same apartment.

The walls Of the huts are of mod, and where

constructed of red iaterite earth am as durable as if

built of brick and mortar. The accommodation being

scanty, the young members of a family do not Sive

with their parents, the bachelors of the village having

a had common to themselves, while the maidens are

bilSeted with the widows, who, if not discreet, often

allow them to min freely with their lovers. The
bachelors' hall has a dancing arena before it, where

young men and girls meet frequently to amuse
themselves

t
and. during the festive seasons, they

often dance throughout the night, provided the

Stipply of beer Is. sufficient to keep up the enjoyment

SO long. As a ruse, however, boys and girJs of the

same village do not intermarry, It being considered

more respectable Et> bring home a bride from a

distance. The marriage of children is, unknown

;
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arid, SJ amang the Soilthi L

5

7
most of the marriages

arc said to be love matches purely. The selection

of his wife is always mode by the would-be husband

hi[Itself, after wh ieh his parents go through a form of

selection for him When the time for the marriage

is settled, the bridegroom, with a party, proceeds to

the bride's village: to bring her over, but she is not

surrendered before a mock fight with her friends*

who refuse to part with hen The fight eventually

ends- in a dance, in which the bride and bridegroom

join. The marriage ceremony is called jirtt&Xfnfrfn,

and is performed under a screen. The bride and

bridegroom arc made to stand over a curry-stone,,

the former being posted before the latter, and both

.surrounded by their friends, while all intruders are

turned out. A do til is then thrown over them, and

the man daubs the girl's Head with sindoar, or

vermilion, while the girl returns the compliment by

just touching his brow without turning her head.

They arc then bathed* and retire to a private apart-

ment to change their clothes, from which they come

cut sometime after, and are saluted man and wife,

Both man and wife live as labourers, and die race

is widely known as the chief labouring class of

Bengal Many of them go out as emigrant coolies

to various parts of the world, and return with money

enough to maintain them in independence if they

could only husband their savings properly, But this

they never can j
they spend in a month -what would

Q
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make them comfortable for life, and then cheerfully

return to work and privations. They believe that

they wore created for labour, and have a natural

relish for it Their wgrk is enlivened with sports,

and the men are quite as fond of field sports as

the Moon-das arid the Hos* and arc very successful

hunters. Whatever they burnt they eat; but their

chief food is rice and a'dl They seldom use

vegetables, and their cooking; is so wretched that they

could not possibly have made anything eatable out

of them. Their religion, like that of the Kolos and

the Sonthils, recognises a Supreme God who is made
manifest in the Sun ;

but they think it useless trouble

to pray to him,, as ho does not send evil There arc

malignant spirits who afflict mankind, and these

have to be propitiated* since even the Sun-God

cannot control them, or protect any one from their

persecutions. The belief in ghosts
r

sorceries,, and

witchcrafts is also widely d [(fused
;
and there are

two important functionaries in each village—the

Mahdto and the Psihn, or the secular administrator

and the priest—whose chief duty is to look after

and regulate the precautionary measures to* be taken.

They have no idea of futurity. Men killed by tigers

become tigers,, but for all others death is annihilation,,

excerpting those who, dying under peculiar circum-

tftucest be®™* ghosts. The dead are burned* and
the ashes and charred bones being collected are

placed in an earthen vessel, which is kept suspended
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near the house of the deceased til] the cold weather,

when its contents Eire allowed to mix with the hones

and ashes of h:s ancestors, The chief festivals of the

Orion s arc two, and both, of them are agricultural

—

namely, the Sarfmt festival, winch solemnises the

marriage of the earth, and the K&rttta festival, which

celebrates a plentiful harvest.

The PAharjAhs.

The Ri|mahiil hills* we have said, are occupied

by two distinct races—namcLy,. the FAhirEAhs, who
inhabit the summit of the hills, and the Son thills,

who live at their foot and in the valleys. The hillmen

are the original inhabitants, the Sondials the inter-

lopers; and the latter were frequently depredated

upon by the former in times gone by. The character

of the hillmen was utterly savage and cruel, and

throughout the Mahomed an period they were the

scourge and tenor alike of the SonthAls end the

surrounding country, lvhilc the zeininddni of the

plains encouraged their predatory habits by em-

ploying them against each other. They accordingly

lived by rapine
;
and not only was the neighbourhood

of the hills and the roads traversing them unsafe,

but so wels the passing of boats by the Ganges,

This contbaued to be the case even for a long time

after the establishment of the English power; and

the Government dAk-runncrs were frequently mur-

dered &nd their wallets plundered. Troops were

C 3
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sent to chastise die offenders; but the jungles on

their hills were impervious, and there were 00 roads

besides stony and steep fuotpsths by which to come
up to them. The M ahomedaias had encountered the

same difficulty in their day, and had led Lhe iulJruen

uninterfemd with; but the English Government was
determined to subdue them, and eventually succeeded

in doing so by tact and kindness. This new policy

was introduced by two young Captains of the East

India Company's army,, named Brooke and Brown,

who invited and feasted the hill-chiefs and their

dependents in their camps, and then sent them homo
with presents of turhans, beads, and other similar

trjfiea. The act awakened a new feelmg jn their

minds, which was promptly availed cf by Itfr. Cleve-

land
f
a young civilian, who was then the judge and

magistrate of Bhauguspore. lie visited the savages

in their own bills, unarmed and almost alone,

distributing presents to and feasting hundreds of

them at a time
;
and they were by these means

induced, first, to come to a parley, and, eventually, to

a definite understanding with the Government, whidl

has always been respected by them. There were

same disputes afterwards between thorn and the

zemindars at the: foot of the hills, in respect to

boundaries and the rights of wood and grazing
f

upon which the lull-territory was, in 1S32, separated

from the plains, demarcated, and, with every right

re-acquired frem the zeminddra. made over to the
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billmen rent-free, on the sole COnditLOi] of good

behaviour, which they have. fel rJrful Iy observed. Even

the Sonthals arc no Longer Interfered with by them,

50 long as they do not attempt to ascend their hills,

the two races occupying their respective allotments

seemingly without any knowledge of each other.

The Piliiri^hs are shorter in siae even than the

SonthaJs, and also of slighter make; hot their frames

are well knit and their limbs finely turned; and they

have always been very adventurous and brave. They
are of a fair complexion, and have broad faces, small

eyes, and flatLish, up-tumed noses; and their women
are pretty, and have good figures. The men arc

I i

very fond of dandyism, and oil and comb their hair

careful!

y

p
and tie lc up in a knot on the head, passing

two long Locks over the cars. Over the knot a red

turban is sometimes worn, their only other clothing

being a dAati worn round the loins. The women are

dressed in skirts of white, and have each a square of

gay- coloured tusser silk which i$ passed over lihe

right shoulder and under the left, and tucked urfcdcr

the skirt at the waist They also wear coral neck-

laces, but no metal ornaments beyond rings and
chains. The principal tribal divisions of the race

are thre namely, the Maters, Mils, and Kumars : of

whom the first retain more of the habit® of their

ancestors than the other two. The Maleic occupy

the heights of the Dimun, while the heights of

the southern or Rijngurh Lulls arc occupied by the
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M aEs and the Kumirs, who differ from die Halers in

several essential respects, through having fraternised

largely with other races. The AfiLs, for instance, arc

very hod of dancing, like the Koles and the Sonthils,

and of social enjoyments generally
; but the Halers

etc of a less cheerful disposition and never dance.

The former, again, are more particular in the matter

of food, having go far picket! up Hindu prejudices

that they will not eat beef, nor any food not cooked

by themselves j but the latter are bound by no such

restrictions, and cat anything that they can procure.

The staple food of all tribes consists of maize, Jnmr%f
9

and beans, which are mainly raised on the table-land

and slopes of their hills
;
but every other necessary of

life has to be obtained by them, from the plains, by

bartering their bamboos, grass, and timber, all of

which grow in great profusion on. the hills, The
crops are all raised by the women, and the process of

cultivation !s of the simplest kind, the only instrument

used being an irqn-shwi staff, or pointed stick, with

which holes arc made on the hllUside, at a distance of

a foot from each other, into which a. mixture of seeds

ls thrown—namely, of the crops intended to be raised.

The men are industrious after their own manner;

they will submit to any privations to have a shot at a

deer, or to secure a peacock
;
roam over the forests

for many miles in search of honeycombs* wild yams,

and gums
;
manufacture their bedsteads and sowing

staffs
;

bring down to the plains for sale wood,
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charcoal, bunboCK, cotton, and honey
;
hut they will

not stoop to clear the hill-side, or to cultivate. Here

the women intervene., and offer assistance loyally r

“ I will do what you won't, says the wife to her lord
;

and who can help loving such a wife ?

The villages of the Pihiriihs have generally a

rather civilised appearance, being surrounded by

gardens and cultivation- patches. Though they arc

very dirty in person themselves., their houses and

grounds are always kept free from filth and bad

smells. The huts arc all carefully built of wattled

bamboos* no mud whatever being used in their

construction; and there arc always numerous cut-

houses for holding grain, pigs, etc. As among several

other of the wild races we have noticed, the unmarried

adults of both, sexes arc excluded from the family

residence, the males clubbing together to- occupy a

bachelors' halt, while the females arc put into distinct

cells provided for them. The intercourse between the

sexes, however, is not much restricted, and the lads

and lasses are always to be seen ramping and love-

making, every facility being given to them to do so*

for the race ls naturally amorous, though the lovers

do not necessarily misbehave. The fear of being

outcasted is very great, since no one can be re-

admitted into society till after expensive sacrifices
;

and this keeps things straight till the marriage knot

25 tied.. The process followed in getting united is

very simple. After selection has been made and
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approved, the brklcgrooirni goes for the bride to her

fathers house
;
and, as soon as the father has Joined

their hands together, the young; man marks the head

of the girl with lindew with his right-hand little

finger, and then, linking
1 the same finger with the

little finger of her right hand* leads her out ol the

house to his own, while all the party entreat him to

be kind and loving to her. One of the most significant

admonitions to him on the occasion is that he must

not murder her., and this is accompanied by an

explanatory note that if she dies a natural death.,

or by means of the devil, he would not be held

responsible for it. Polygamy is allowed and practised,

the value of female labour being great; and usually

one man has no less than four wives. Widow-marriage

is also permitted., and when a man dies his brothers

marry up all the widows, as they cannot afford to let

them go out of the family. The dead are buried.

The religion of the Pihariihs recognises a Supreme

Tidng, who is named Eudo GtiasJittj and is represented

by the Sun, with other gods under him, each village

having a tutelary deity of its own. The Supreme

God created seven brothers;, they say, to possess the

earth; and they pretend to be descended from the
a

oldest of them. Their belief in evil spirits h so great

that a long bamboo ls fixed in the ground in front of

every house to ward off their influence. The belief

in the transmigration of souls and in a future: state as

also general,. One peculiar custom of theirs is for
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the priest to declare truths respecting the future by

an interpretation, of his own dreams, Ite affects to

be inspired by fits of madncss
?
when he hires apart

from alS others in the depths of forests and jungles,

and receives* or manufactures, the dreams he inter-

prets. This curious imposition apart, the FAhirfih*

never deceive or lie^ Oaths arc taken on the arrow,

or on two arrows fixed on the ground with a little

Salt placed between them, and never arc such engage-

ments violated, Their one great sin is drunkcmieaSp

the beverage in general use being the j&Lcfiautz\ the

same that is so well loved by the Sonthils. In all

other respect* they have been much reclaimed from

the barbarism that belonged to them at qik time, and

are now usefully employed in several capacities
;
but

it is believed that they arc declining in vigour, and

gradually dying out.

MINOR TRIBES IN BENGAL,
Apart from the races named above, there arc several

minor tribes located in the wilds between Bengal and

RehAr, and between Bengal and Cuttack, and also

to the west of Chati NAgpore, -the population of

which places is almost wholly aboriginal, The reason

why more such races are found in these localities

tlian in any other part of India seems to he that

they were driven to them as to an extremity by the

successive rides of conquerors by whom they were
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pursued, there being no securer spot to fly to
h
since

these arc all quite impervious for military operations.

Besides the races already spoken of and their sub-

division^ we accordingly find here: the Bhirs
¥ the

Cheroos, the Kanjhars, the Nits, the Thiroos, the

Kirwirs
,
the PfcitbooAs, and the Sours, of whom the

first and the second are not tribes of sufficient

importance, or number at present to require further

notice here, the bulk of both having intermingled

with the more powerful communities about them,

while the third and the fourth are cognate tribes of

the vagabond race, best known as the gipsies, who
will be inferred to hereafter in connexion with the

wild tribes of the south., a? also will be the TMroos
along with the frontier races occupying the Ter&4

where they reside in greater numbers.

THE KAewArs.

Or the rest, the principal scat of the Karwirs is

Sirgooji, whence they extend In one direction to

PalAmow; and in another to Rewih, while to the direct

north, they approach the borders of Mirziporc and

Benircs. They are a dork, savage-looking people,

strongly-built and. active, hut short-legged
;

better-

looking, however, than the Oraons and the Gonds.

Though more hirsute than their cognates they never

cultivate their hair or beards, which gives to their

coarse features a wilder expression. They live in

detached hamicts rather than In villages, for even
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among thstaadves they cannot agree to Live together

except in very small clusters. Their women are

excessively hard-worked,, and are stunted lli growth,

b'ack,. ug|y
p
and wretchedly clad, having aLL the

burdens of life ianposed on them without any of

the privileges belonging to their sex. The men may
be idling all day, but the women must cultivate

and work,, hew wood and bring water. They always

cultivate newly cleared ground, and for that purpose

change Lheir homestead every two or three years.

The crops grown are rice, millet, yams, chillies,

pumpkins, cucumber?, and arrowroot; but the yield

is not very considerable in any case.. They arc put

to no straits,, however, on that account, for they have

as sure a knowledge of what is edible among the

Jungle-produce as the monkey; and, on failure of

their usual food-supply, easily find out something

else to live upon. They know ho

w

p to smelt iron,

and trade in it, and aiso in honey, beeswax, naEns,

gums, and sticklac They do not know aught of

Sing Bongs or any other godj and worship nothing,

hut they sacrifice to their ancestors One sept of

them., the Khurridh KArwdrs, have been partially

HLnduised, and occasionally worship an idol named

Khumih Rini, a bloodthirsty goddess like Kali, to

whom buffaloes in large numbers are sacrificed.

Another sept arc the Bhogtdlis^ who are prominently

distinguished as being morn lazy and unimprovable

than a?l the rest.
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The Puttgqas.

The PuttooAs, or Msmg&s, are scattered over the

Tributary" Mchate of Cuttack, particularly over

Keotijhur, Pi] Leyri, and DhenkendL Their forma

are slight* and, their physique seemingly weak,

men are far from being handsome, white the women
are decidedly ugly, being- a shade more frightful

even than those of the Kirwdra. The dress of the

men ordinarily is that of the Ooryih peasantry

about them
j
but the women wear no clothes, their

sole covering being two targe bunches of leaves, of

and the other behind,which one is worn in

both being kept in position by a string of bead*

passed twenty or thirty times round the loins, It

is from this original, costume that the tribe has

acquired tEae name of Puiiapd
r
or the leaf tribe.

They have no covering for the upper part of die

person* but the females wear necklaces of different

colours which hang down to their waists. For the

origin of their sylvan attire they have different

legends, which agree in representing it as a punish-

ment inflicted on them by a Mis/si, or by Devi
herself, for their pride in having been originatEy

much given to fine clothes! And the penalty of

abandoning the dress imposed on them is, they

believe, that they would be eaten up by tigers.

Within the last few years a. supply of clothing has,

from time to time, been distributed among them by
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the Government, and they have consented to wear

Et; or at least the men have cOtno to an engagement

to that effect on behalf of their women. They

arc equally rude in other respects, and neither owLl

lands nor cultivate, though they arc not undisposed

to assist Others In cultivating- Their principal

pursuit Is the chase, and they use their bow and

arrows with dexterity, hilling deer, hugs, and snakes.

They eat everything except the cow; but their

usual food consists of roots and seeds of jungle

grass, xitey affect to be Hindus; but HO Hindu,

however low his caste may be, will agree to cat Or

mix with them. Their religion consists of the

warship of nameless spirits that are believed to

inhabit their woods and mountains. Marriages

among them are arranged by parents, and give

occasion to much revelry and dtunlten itC5S, the

festivities continuing for three days. The ceremony

consists In the thumbs of the pair being tied

together by a thread, which typically expresses

their union through life.

The Sours.

The Sour? are chiefly found in the jungles of

Khoordd, from Ban pear to Cuttack, and in the

woods which skirt the h;lU some way to the north

of the Mahdnadi. They arc of very inferior Stature

and mean appearance, and are jet black in colour;



but they arc in general harmless and peaceable,

though entirely destitute of moral sense, being very

like wild men of the wMds. Some of them live in

villages, which are called r^'r, and find employme nt

with the zemlnddrs In clearing jungles and bringing

fuel, besides which they also collect the produce of

their woods, which they 3cll sn the neighbouring

bandrs. Others lead a purely migratory life, wander-

ing from spot to spot. where they erect temporary

huts Of Sticks, leaves, and grass, and dear the ground

oniy. They eat almost everything they can come at,

and many of them have often nothing better to

subsist upon till]] roots and jungle.*berries. Their

one constant arm is the axc^ but it is used only

in felling trees*
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CHAFTER V.

TRIBES OB THE MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

THE KhondSl,

The Xhocuds are ihc principal, aborigines 0 : the

Eastern GhitS* their country extending frOitH Che

eastern limit of Gondw&ni to the Bay of Bengal,

and from the Mahinsdi river On the north to the

Godivfiry on the south. A great part of this territory

is excessively hilly, and the central table-land has an

elevation of about 2,000 feet above the sea. Some

portions of the plateau are perfectly bare of wood,

but others are covered ivith trees
;
and at the foot

of it are impenetrable ham boo forests, which grOW

closer and resist the axe better than eveiy other

species of vegetation. The Khond districts axe

situated both in the plateau and the forests, and

belong mainly to the Madras Presidency, though

running also into the dependencies of both Bengal

and the Central Provinces- The proper name of

the country is KkandtsMit; but a large portion of
..." - Tf-

it is subject to the Kemtndirs of Goorpsur. and

Chinrtd Kimedy on one -side
h
and of Eoid and
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Duspill IA on another, the Khonds Inhabiting the

mountain ranges only, in nominal subjection to the

zemindars- Much was therefore not known of this

people before the Goomsur Rebellion of

when the British troops ascended the Gbits in

pursuit of the RAjdh of G-nomsur, who
P

falling in

his feudatory obligations., had defied the paramount

power and fled to the Khorids for protection- The

Rijih died shortly after
p
committing his family to

the care of the K

h

0nds
;
and the Rhonda, refusing

to give up their guests, became amenable to the

of rebellion. They were not unfriendly

towards the; British Government at the outset, but,

being goaded on by the representations of the

people of Goomsur, resolved subsequently to repel

force by force, which Jed to a harassing and

miserable war, in which they were shot down like

wild beasts, and their villages Said in ashes. They

wore finally compelled to submst,. at the same time

that die widow and son of the RAjah of Goomsur

were captured; and the first war with them was

thereby terminated. But fresh complications were

developed within a few years

tliair strange social organisation camc to be under-

stood. The British Government was surprised to

find that the wild inhabitants of the Gbits were in

the habit of offering human sacrifices to their gods,

and also of systematically destroying their female

children. It insisted on both the customs being

or as soon as
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BMlldiDned* and there was a fresh war on the

Khonds refusing to comply. As on the firat

occasion,, however, they soon found that it was

useless to resist, and, seeing no other way of getting

over the difficulty, made whatever promises were

demanded of them- It is doubtful if cither of the

practices objected to has been altogether discontinued

even now in the wilder parts of their country

impervious to the influence of the Government.

This at least is certain* that the humanity which

ordered their abotitloh has not anywhere been

appreciated, The Kbonds were permitted, at their

own request, to denounce the British Government to

their gods as the real cause of their apostasy* and,, as

the gods made no objection to transfer their wrath in

the direction Indicated, the Khonds have accepted

their failing off from the faith of their ancestors as

an inevitable evil. But it cannot yet be said truly

that they have got reconciled to the change.

The Khonds are a wilder race even than the

Goncs and the BheeLs as they are now to be seen, sr.d

have as yet resisted a* 1 efforts made to civilise them.

The men are well formed* of a good height, good-

looking, and remarkably active
;
but the women are

short in stature and very plain, In colour they are

all much fairer than the Gands, but varying in hue

from that of copper to yellowish olive- In the upper

elevations both sexes, for the most part* go naked*

and, when pinched by cold, alleviate its excess by
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making tires, white, when the heat of the weather

bercuncs oppressive, they seek shelter under the

shade of large trees. The onJy covering wom by
the men in the lower elevations Is a coarse doth

wound round the loins, in such 1 manner as to make
the end. hang down behind as low as Elm flaps of a

Coat, while the head-dress is formed by tllC hair being

rolled Up like a horn and t]lfin covered with a piece

of red Cloth decofEted with feathers. The lower

dress of the women m the same places is nearly like

that of the men, with the addition of a gayer

fringe
;
but it rarely descends under the knee, and

there i& no covering whatever for the upper part

of the body, The Ornaments in u&e are brass rings

wom on the ear hy both sexes, and also on the

nostrils by women; the latter likewise wearing

necklaces, armband^ and anklets either of brass or

qJ coloured beads, The arms of the men arc a loner

staff, or, in lieu of it, an axe with the blade in two
divisions, a sling,and the bow and arrows, the military

dre® also including a covering; of leather or bear's

skin for die breast, and a showy crest of cock’s

fea then on the head, AH the Khonds are trained

to the use of their weapons from their earliest years,

and are especially dexterous in handling the sling

and the axe- Like other wild tribes In general, they
art? constantly at feud, either among-

themselves or
with their neighbours; and on these and similar

occasions they march to battle in what tbev consider
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to be a very impressive manner, singing and shouting,

and always under the influence of strong potations.

The different tribes fight with, each other on the

merest trifle; but one of their remarkable customs

is that, as soon as the fighting is terminated, the

women pass over from, both sides to condole with

each other on the loss of their nearest and common

relatives. The general peace occupation of the race

3s agriculture, which as followed, with great skill and

energy die result being that they arc surrounded

by every form of rural affluence. Tice of several

sorts, millet* pulses* oils* tobacco, .turmeric, and

mustard are aH grown on the bids; and the surplus

stores of them are exchanged with the Erinjiris, or

at fairs* for salt, eluthj and brass utensils and

ornaments- They have also targe herds, of buffaloes

and cattle of small breed, numerous flocks of goats,

and abundance of swine and poultry. Of handicraft

they know almost nothing* and indeed affect to

despise it; but their huts are nevertheless well

made, and are superior to those of the people living

below the Ghats. Their general knowledge is very

inconsiderable, for th

e

y will not submit to learn

anything,. Even the GondSj we have seen, have

been partially humanised by their contact with the

Brinjdris
j
but no similar result has yet been obtained

among the KhondSr Till recently the value of money
was not understood by them, and up to this day

barter among them, as among the Gonds, is chiefly

H 2
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m kind. Their language, like that of the Gond^, [5

peculiar to thcmsdvies, and IS not Understood even

by their nearest lowland neighbours, Am&ng the

agreeable features in. their character are; their Jove

of independence, bravery, hospitality, and industry;

while the qualifying traits of it include vindictiveness,
IB

ferocity, and inordinate debauch.

The primary divisions or classes among the Khonrfs

are three—uaflnely, the Maliahs, or high landers, who
were originally Jnd ependent of the zem inddrS, and to

thig day pay no tribute to them; the Bcnniahs
k ivfLo

occupy the outskirts of the hills and pay rents for

the lands they hold, or account for it by service at

their choice
f
and the Bhetidhs, a servile class who

hold lands on the condition of labour or,lyr The
administrative arrangements among all of them are

the same, and indeed are based on lota] divisions

of villages and districts, the chiefs, who are always
se'ected for their deeds of valour, being of two sorts

namely
f
the village chiefs, whose jurisdiction is limited,

and the district or superior chiefs, who cjcercise greater

powers. The village duet In Chinna Klmcdy is called

Mdnjee; in Gnomsur, Muiiika; and in bodd, Khonno;
whiic the district chiefs are Called Blsgoees in Some
places, and Pithurs in others. There is another officer

in. every village, ranted Digalor?, or minister, the best

spokesman among the villagers being always selected

for the post
;
and it h his duty to regulate the

public meetings and assemblies of the people. These
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are purely democratic, and even women

arc allowed to attend them, though they ate not

permitted to take part in the discussions except

among' particular c I asses. As a rule the women art

not trusted with any affair of importance till it

has been separately sat upon, “ They nsay betray

connsc-V’ say the Khends, “ though the youngest

stripling who can bear an axe will never blab of

what has been confided to him," For the head

of a family all the tribes have the greatest respect,

it being a proverb with them that JrA man's father

Is his God On earth:" The social organisation

among them is indeed strictly patriarchal, the father

of a family being its absolute ruler la every ease,

Ldsobed ieuce to him under any circumstances is

regarded as a crime, and, even when the children arc

separately lodged, the board is or!S, for tiO KbOnd
will ever venture do mess apart from his patents.

In their dealings with each Other they arc usuatiy

very faithful, but only within tribal limits Beyond
those limits they are almost as much robbers and

spoilers to each other as to strangers. IVo man can

approach a Kbaud village without being invited to

enter it
;
but, once in, he becomes a guest acd cannot

be turned Ollt, and the murderer \$ safe even among the

children of the murdered. The ordinary food of the

Kliond is Khitfiree, or rice and uSj7 boiled together

;

but the hunters eat freely of game. They draw no
millh from their domestic animals, but eat flesh of
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all kinds, except of dogs, cats, and beast* of prey.

Their love of liquor and Lobateo is excessive, and the

cultivation of tobacco among tl*em occupies a large

srea, Thp liquors drunk are of different kinds

namely, those distilled from rice, the tuo/m&d flower,

and the fruit of the dffid tree respectively. A palm

peculiar Co their country also yields toddy, which Is

pleasant when fresh, hut exceedingly intoxicating in

a fermented state. They are fond, too, of dancing.,

and there is a place set apart for this amusement in

every village- The dance is accompanied by music,

and the performers are of both sexes. The men
have a separate war dance* when they are armed to

the teeth and lavishly decorated with red cloth and

feathers
j
and a!$ti another dance, which represents a

bison-hunt. On both these occasions Che battle-juts

5s brandished as tin accompaniment to tllfi dancing,

while in the other dances generally the only

accompaniment is that of the pipe.

The appearance of a Khorid village IS rather

picturesque, it being usually situated cither by a
clump of trees, or at the base of a hooded hill, or

on the knoll of a valley. It consists; of some forty

or fifty houses, all buiEt On one uniform model,

like the cells of a beehive, the patrician and the

plebeian being lodged precisely alike. The number
Of apartments in each house Is three, of which the

central room is the family dweiling-pUce, while the

other two rooms ire appropriated as a cook i tl g-rdom
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gnd store-room respectEvely, The bachelors of the

village, as among the Gunds, Sor.tbils, and Pihiridhs*

have a separate house assigned to them; and [he

maidens also, as with the Orion s^ have their distinct

quarters, though chastity Is not a Khond virtue, and

thq separation of the young people is Rot very

strictiv enforced AH the Kbortd tribes intermarry
;

but, reversing the usage prevailing in other places

throughout India, boys of ten and twelve are married

to girk of fifteen and Sixteen. The marriage

arrangements are Completed by the parents Of the

parties bu he united and generally in the following

fashion l”The father of the bridegroom pays from
twenty to thirty bend of cattie to the Father of the

hrids as the price of fiis daupbterdn-law, engaging
that her chief duty would he to act as a domestic

servant in his house, A quantity of ride and liquor

arc then brought forward, and a libation is. poured
out to the gods, after which the high contracting

parties Join bands and declare the contract completed,

A feast and a drinking bout FoSlOvv, in the midst of

wh ich the bride is carried off cither on the hack of
the bridegroom, if he be up to her weight, or by
some other person acting on his behalf, to give
the affair the semblance of abduction, while all

* ** i

the young women Of the brides party follow the

ravislier, and pelt at and abuse him, til! he gains

the bridegroom's house, when hfo assailants return

home laughing and jubilant. Concubinage is not
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considered dishonourable by the Kbond^ and an

unmarried woman is not disgraced by becoming a

mothers though, of course, people are not over

anxious to marry her. Women have also the right

to quit their husbands at pleasure
;
and this right is

availed of among ah the tribes—among .some as

many as eight or ten times. The parents on such

occasions have to return the prices that were paid

for their daughters, and the trouble and vexation

this gives rise to causes a married daughter to be

regarded as a curse, The dead among the Rhone)

s

are burnt, but without any rite Or ceremony, except

that the burning of Lhe body of a chief Is accompanied

by the beating of drums and gongs.

The religion of the Khorids consists of the worship

of. the Sun arid the Earth, the former under the name
of Buri Penny

j
or. Beld Pawns, and the latter under

the name of T&ri pcnim There are six or seven

subordinate deities besides—namely, qf rain, spring,,

wealth, the chase, war, boundaries, and judgment;

while a third class of gods comprises the descendants

of human beings who resisted evil in life, and are

believed to preside over villages, bills, streams,

fountains, tanks, houses, and forests. The Meriih

Sacrifices in Gcomsur and Boad were to the Earth-

goddess alone,, under the effigy of a peacock, and

were made under the belief that the process of

fertiJ Lsation could only bo facilitated by drenching

the sterile soil with blood, Elsewhere the sacrifice
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was to a numbtr of deities, of whom the most
important were the Sun God arid the Gnd of War

:

acLd i n some few places, again, no sacri fice whatever

waa made, the people regarding Such practices with
horror. The victims, where sacrified, Were in some
places of both Sexes, in Others males only. They
might be of any Ctete or parentage, provided they
were not Khonds, for it was contrary to rule to

sacrifice a Khoruh Foreign children were accordingly

purchased And hraugEit up for sacrifice; and they
were always kindiy treated till they became of age
to understand what they' were destined for, from
which time they were kept guarded and fettered.

The Zffnss, or priest officiated at the sacrifice, but
performed pmjdh to the idoi through the medium of

the a Khond child under seven years of

age. For a month prior to the sacrifice there was
much feasting and intoxication, with dancing round
the Meritor victim, Who was adorned with garlands.
etc-

\
and on the day before the rite he

with toddy and hound at the bottom of

was stupefied

a post. The
assembled multitude then danced round the post to
music, singing hymns of invocation to some such
effect as follows:-^" o God, we offer a sacrifice to
you

! Give us good crops in return,, good seasons,
and health,

1

' On the next day the victim was again
intoxicated, and anuintod with oh, which was wiped
from his body by those present, and put on their own
heads as i bjessing The victim was then carded
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in procession round the village, preceded by musk.

And on returning to the post a hog was sacrificed to

Zak^ri Fenny, or the visage deity, usually represented

by three stones, the blood from the carcass tkdng

allowed tu flow into a pit prepared to receive it The
victim, made senseless by intoxication, was now
thrown into the pi|

h
and his face was pressed down

till lie died from suffocation in the blood and mire,7

a deafening noise with instruments being kept up
all the timE, The Zanec then cut a piece of flesh

front the body and buried it with, ceremony near

the village idol, all the rest of the people present

going through the same form after him. while bits

of flesh, were also interred in the village boundaries.

The head and face Of the victim were left untouched,,

Slid, with tho bones when bare, Wirt buried in the pit.

The other crime which was common among the

Khonds—namely
s
the destruction of female eh i Idnen

was justified by them on the score of the difficulty

they experienced an getting the children married

The Khonds entertain a low Opinion of female

morality, and their young men art not eager to

take upon tbemsdves the responsibilities of the

married State, “ How, then,* asked the elders, "were
the girls under such circumstances, to be supported?

Then, again, much vexation was caused to parents

by the frequent disruptions of She marriage tie, which
necessitated the return of the prices paid for the

girls at the time of the marriage
; and the best

IS
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way of obviating such. perplexities, it was thought,
WJis to do away with tile girls in their infancy. In
some places, such as the remoter hills of Chicled
Klmedy, male offspring were also hilled, but only
When the priest or astrologer discovered that the
life of the child foreboded evil either to Its parents;

or to the village. In all cases the method of de-
struction was identical. The infant was placed in a
new earthen vessel, the mouth of which was closed,

and: which was then burled, after being marked with
streaks of black and red, Eoth the Moriah sacrifice

and infanticide have new been tabooed fur nearly

forty years, and arc believed to have been generally

abandoned
1 but all parts of the Khond country

h&ve not yet heen fully explored, and the news
from the wilder corners scarcely come to civilised

ears. In Seme places Schools have been set Up
far the education of Khond children, but it will be
a long time yet before these are able to humanise
the people to any appreciable extent.

The SaurAs,

The Deccan, which includes all the countries to

the south of the Nermuddd, was, at one time, tlie

principal seat of the aboriginal tribes—at least,

dawn to the hanks of the Gcdivery. The number
Of them that burrowed in the caves of Its mountains

or roamed through its pathless forests was very
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great, and contributed most to strengthen the Mah-

mtta and Piudari ranks, in which ninny of the rates

were finally absorbed. Tltc remnants that did not

disappear in this way stUi exist
;
hut they are now

disjointed and Scattered, and, apart from tile Gouds,

Bheeis, and Rhonda, and the small migrator tribes

of the Central Provinces whom wc have noticed,

those requiring to he especially mentioned are not

many, the most prominent among them being the

San ras, the nearest neighbours of the Kbonds to

the south, who extend from Chinn a Kimedy to the

Goddvery, or over a region nearly two hundred

miles in length, which is almost entirely unexplored.

If the Khcmrls arc better looking than the GondSj,

tile Saurds are, almost to an equal extent, better

looting than the Rhonda. They are fairer in colour

and more athletic in appearance
;

artd their habits

too are less dissipated, and their life in general less

turbulent. Sat, when this has been said, everything

that can be said in their favour is summed up.

They are fiercer than the Khoilds, and SO entirely

destitute of moral sense, that they will unhesitatingly

commit the greatest crimes for the paltriest advan-

tages
!
and even the Rhonda wo so afraid of them

that, though always ready to fight among them-

selves, they arc never anxious to provoke a quarrel

with the Lauras. The arms of the two tribes are

the same—namely, the battle-axe, and the bow and

arrows—and the Saurds are very apt In their use

;
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but they never attack their citemf^E except under

cover of darkness, not being' straightforward in any

of their dealings, Evcfi as thieves and plunderers,

they always take every unfair advantage of their

victims they can, without exercising their cOU:rage
h

though there is no question that they are qthts ns

courageous as any other trib^

MINOR TRIBES OF THE MADRAS
PRESIDENCY.

For the other races in the Deccan, we have to

seek beyond the Godavery. The best part qf the

Eastern Chits lies between the Kristni and the

CiLivery rivers, while the Western Ghats, which are

higher and of uniform height throughout thdr entire

length, run up from Cape Comorin to the Tiptoe

river, coalescing with the Rustem GllditS between

the districts of Coimbatoor and Maiahir, where they

form together the plateau or nucleus known as the

NeiJgherry hills. All the wild tribes that still exist

in Southern India, exclusive of the Khonds and the

Saurds, arc crowded in and about this spot
;
but

they are altogether very poor in number, and would

scarcely be pnisacd if no mention were made of them.

The Togas,

The upper pari of the Neilghcrry plateau is

inhabited by a wild tribe called the Todas, who
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arc fairer even than the Sauris, from which it has

been inferred that they arc not aborigines, but name

probably as conquerors or immigrants from the sea.

They have received much attention mainly from

ftus belief, being too petty Jo numbers to he noticed

on any other account, The subdivisions of the tribe

aie named ; the Peikee, Kenni, Pekkaai,. Kuttaib and

Todi, of which the first is by far the most important

The men are all well-made and above the common

height, and have a bold bearing, and open, expres-

sive countenances. Their eyes are large, the nose

Roman, and the face always good-humoured. The

dress worn by thorn consists of a .short under-garment

folded round the waist and fastened to a. girdle, and

a (Jiddnr
t
or mantle, wheels covers the upper part of

the body except the head find the right arm- There

is no covering for the head in any weather, and

they allow the hair to glow to- Lhe length of six

cr seven inches* parting it from the centre or crown,

and wearing it in bushy circlets dangling around-

No weapons whatever are carried by them beyond a
H

rod or wandj. which helps them in the management

of their herds. The women hare a modest and

retiring demean out, but are not timid. Ttogy have

beautiftii long tresseSj which flow in unrestrained

luxuriance over neck and shoulders. Their dress is

composed* as that of the men, of an upper and under-

garment, but differently won, the upper garment

enveloping the whole frame except the head, which
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reiT-ains uncovered. The omifflents used are tiCcLc-

laces Of twisted hair or black ttlicad, with metallic

clasps, and, here and there, a knot from, which are

suspended cowry shells ’ Er[3let3 and bracelets of

metal
;
and a sort of metal chainwork round the

waist Toth the men and women are equally dlrly

;

and the hamlets they dwell sn, which, are called

jwsrtj, and arc composed of thatched huts J'cscmbling

the tilt of a wagon, m appeara nee, are so offensive

within that they cannot be entered. The occupation

of the ra04 Ls ve
iy peaceful—namely, tending herdi

of buffaloes only* They do not keep poultry, pigs,

sheep, or goats; and even cows are not considered

worth bring-ng up. Their buffaloes are of a much

superior breed to those of the low country

generally, and the milk they yield US very rich.

Their repast is accordingly composed of milk, meal,

parched grain, and butter, no luxuries of any sort

being eared for; and even the use of salt LS unknown

to them. The only articles they deal in are butter

and which they dispose of in the .plain 5 . Their

religion is as peaceful as their habits. Their god is

represented by a rude stone, to which ghee and milk

am given, but not blood in any shape. There are

priests among them who are bound to lead a life

of celibacy, those married before ordi nation, being

obliged to live separate from their wives, so that

they cnight divest themselves of all worldly thoughts

and wishes, and dedicate their whole time to the
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contemplation of the Deity, All this represents the

ra.ee as being inoffensive, virtuous, and happy. Hut

there 5s another side of the picture to look at.

Though endowed with git;

a

t physical strength and

oaoscity to endure fatigue, they have no agiicuEtural

industry to occupy them—no active employment of

any kind
;

arid, being indolent and slothful., are not

strangers to the passions and vices those habits call

forth. The priests in particular lead a. very loose

) jfe
;
and cases of plurality of husbands and lovers

among die women are frequent,

THE ERILIGARU,

Another wild people inhabiting1 the same plateau

are the Eriligiiu, who also extend for a short distance

into the forests lying at the foot of the hills. They

are Utterly unskilled In the arts of life, go nearly

naked, slcco under trees, and believe Lhemse3ves to be

able to charm tiger*. It is said, of their women that

when they go into the wood in search of fond they

intrust their children to the tigers, and receive them

back, safe and sound, on their return 1 Their villages

arc; called capifraj>s
y
and are posted on the mountain

Sides, around a square enclosure in which s. large fire

is maintained at night to keep them warm and drive

away wild beasts from them. They breed goats and

cows, catch wild fowls in nets, and tigers in traps, and

have large orchards of plantain and lim c trees. The
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language spoken by them is a jargon compounded
B

of the dialects of the different races in their vicinity,

by contact with whom they arc gradually getting

humanised

The KArubArus, etc

Near the foot of the hills. dwell also the Kirubdnts,

K Liru mbirs, and KohAbees, all small, scattered, and

harmless races, and the first two of the same

character precisely as the EriligAtn—-that is, equally

Utl skilled in the arts of life. The occupation these

chiefly follow is that of hired labourers to watch the

fields, against the depredations of birds and wild

hogs; hut the third, unlike them, are able to cultivate,

and also make themselves useful in the hills as smiths,

potters, and artisans of every description.

The SoligAs.

Another wild people, named the Snligas, inhabit

the bills in the vicinity of the Ciuvcry, ar.d arc

known as being remarkably rude, and having features

nut unlike those of the savages of Chittagong, which

suggests a possible descent from naval immigrants

from across the bay. The huts they build are so

wretched that they can hardly live in them, and

use them rather as Store-rooms and cooking-sheds,

sleeping in the open air at night around a fire, with

pi antain-leaves used both as mattresses and COVCJj lags.

Ey day they go nearly naked, but are so busily

employed in the depths of the forests that they

I
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are rarely seen. They search the forests for Lac,

bccswlx, honey, yami, and esculent leaves; and also

hew timber far sale. They keep no dGme&Lic animals,

nor know the art of killing game
;
but Arc not wholly

ignorant of

devolves on their women. Polygamy ls permitted

among them, adultery unknown; and the aged arc

well eared for by tbeir children and relatives.

agrieul cu re, of which the principal labour

TH£ Niadis.

The Nladig arc another tribe belonging to the

same locality. They are very like the Soligiis in

tlieir habits., living nearly naked., and wandering

about in unfrequented places in search qf what their

woods will yield them. The huts they live in are as

miserable as those of the Sciigas, ar.d are built under

trees, in remote corners. Their principal occupations

ai'C to protect the crops from the depredations of wild

bogs and birds; to rouse game for hunters; and to

catch tortoises and crocodiles, which are eaten with

avidity. Marriage, as a ceremony, is unknown among

them
;
bnt one man lives With one woman Only, and

infidelity is scarce. Those of them who are shepherds

live almost entirely with their flocks, tile men sleeping

l:l the c-pen air, wrapping themselves in blankets,

while the women and children are sheltered within

temporary huts made of blankets, twigs* and leaves.

Of their religion all that is known LS that they

sacrifice to a female spirit yearly.
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The Gipsies,

The remaining wild tribes of South Deccan tray

be included under the general head of Gipsies, who

are to be seen in every part of India, absorbing u.3

1

classes of men of the lowest social grades. The

race is 50 well known all over the world, and its

counterparts are so like each other in every place,

that no lengthened description of it is necessary. As

a rule the men are tall, fine-Elmbcd, and bony but far

darker in India than anywhere else; while the women

have pretty though sunburnt faces, large, black, and

brilliant eyes, and long hair. In some parts of India

this people are called Eedyds,. an others NitSj In

others again Km
j
bars and Balkan, tending the same

vagabond life everywhere. Same of them profess

Hinduism, others are avowedly Mahomed ans; but

the main religion of all, the one common bond that

binds them together,, is thieving, which children

weaned from the breast arc taught with assiduity.

Another common bond between the setreml septs is

a secret language of their own—besides that they

ordinarily use—which, it ts said,, ls understood by

Gipsies only, acid all over the world. Their habits

arc entirely migratory; but they live in bands, and

erect temporary huts wherever they encamp, from

which they go about—men and women—as jugglery

strolling players, cattle-geldera, tumblers, and dancing-

girls—doing every work in fact except what demands

I 2
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labour and steadiness. Many of the men obtain a

living by leading about dancing-bears and monkeys,;

many more, by catching birds, squirrels, and

tnungooses; while among tiie women are those who
practise physic, fortune-telling, and tattooing. The

men are always aa fantastically dressed as they can

manage; but the women have frequently m?tltLng

beyond a ragged cloth round the waist, which Is

usually coloured, white the children go naked. In

all parts of the world they are represented as eating

any kind of food they can come at; and in India

they are so uncleanly that they will eat even bullocks

and horses that have died of disease. Before marriage

there is no constraint an their passions
;
but after

marriage the wife" at least is generally faithful.

When the parties concerned have agreed to be united

the lover proceeds to the hut of his mistress to wed

her. Her relations thereupon; meet him With a

mock refusal, but relent when they find him very

pertinacious, and, in giving up the girl, ask him to

behave kindly to her. Her forehead is marked by

him with sindsor, an observance appertaining rather

to the country than to the race; and this, completing

the ceremony, Ea followed by a banquet, in which

there is as much intoxication as the parties can afford

to uay for.



PART II.

THE FRONTIER TRIBES,

CHAPTER I.

TRIBES ON THE NORTH-WESTERN
FRONTIER,

IN the preceding pages wc have described all the

more important internal wild tribes of India ,

aboriginal or otherwise. It remains now to notice

the half-savage frontier tribes, who are for the mast

part not aborigines of the soil, though they liave,

from their long residents at the places into which

they1 intruded, become scma-In dianked. On the

North-Western frontier the chief of these tribes are:

the BeLoothees, Pithins, Wuzeerds, Bunnoochccs,

Mnrwitces, AfreedteSj MortlUtlds, arid Swdteea, all

of whom are divided into independent ar.d dependent

cl an^—namely, those occupying the outer face of the

frontier, and those occupying its inner side as .subjects

of the British Government, respectively.

THE BHLOOCHEES.

The Beloochees, the southernmost of the races
" "

named, arc of tail and wiry make, and a rather dark
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eoiour, with features decidedly Jewish, but marked

by an almost ferocious expression. They are divided

into several tribes or clans, of whom the most

important arc - the Knsrin.ES, BoKddrs, KEiJUtrins,

Kosihs, Singhsris, LisMris, Ifocgtis, Ghonrehinis,

and INEadirEs, the last two being the mast warlike

and troublesome. The general character of the

entire race is marked by great vindictiveness,

treachery, and enmity, and by a readiness at all

times in take offence at the merest trifle; but, on

the other hand, they are very hospitable—particularly

to the wayfarer and the stranger—free from religious

bigotry and fanaticism, and far more truthful when

trusted than m£Uy Of the Other races in their

neighbourhood. The Kbdn af Khelat is their

normal sovereign wc say ucmijtaL because they

are as often found ready to resist as to obey him.

They are a mercenary people, who would by nature

prefer to act as soldiers, but turn camcl-drivers,

robbers* and cut-throats as willingly on the price

for such service being paid tD them. They are

passionately fond of field -sports, but are otherwise

exceedingly indolent; and they abhor reading and

writing as effeminate and contemptible accomplish-

ments. What they arc now most famous for ES their

breed of horses, Which, though sorry-looking and

insigni ficant, are wei; adapted for the life Eed by

their owners, being swift of pace and SO Inured to

Labour that they weary out the best racers m pursuit.
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The arms of all the tribes arc the same—namely, die

matchlock, sword, and shield, and their fight i ng power

taken together is not inconsiderable; but they arc

always at war with each Other, and car. n ever beard I y

combine for any common enterprise. Spirituous

liquors arc inordinately used by them, and the

smoking of bhang- is incessant, the pipe being in

the mouth of both sexc% and at all times. The

Influence exercised over them by their women is

great,, It being commonly asserted that, though no

confidence can be placed on engagements entered

into by the men even when SWOm Co on the Kordn^

they will never depart from any agreement or

stipulation to which their women are patti®.

The PAthAhs,

The Fithin tribes lying to the north of the

EeEoochees are of Stouter appearance, and, in fact,

in physical development count among the finest

races of the earth; and the height of pride on the

border is to be recognised as a Fathan—that is, of

Afghan descent The race is very warlike, and in

times past interfered frequently with the destinies

of I ndia
;
and many of the kheyif or tribes make

fairly good soldiers to this day—such, for Instance,

as the Rungaisli tribe who inhabit the Kohit district,

extending beyond the border Into the Khoomm
valley, AIL the men are rough and frank, but

neither faithful nor trustworthy; fair to look at.
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though somewhat bronzed by the hat sun of India'

and have no Occupation but raping which call never

be checked except by retaliation and reprisals. Tliey

are great fanatics also in religion; and* from one

cause or another, linvc managed to keep their part

of the frontier in turmoil aL all times.

The WuzeerAs.

The Wuzeeris, who come ncxE, hold the Goldree,

Bolan, and Soorduk passes, and arc a bald and

ferocious people, though In soldierly qualities tliey

are very far from being equal to toe P&thdas. They

are, however, as prone to plunder, and quite aa careless

of bloodshed, hut are held to be comparatively less

treacherous, as tl:ey wii! never entrap an enemy by

false overtures. They arc rather noble specimens

of the savage character, and, though wholly without

law, are not equally destitute of honour. The

principal tribal divisions among them are i the

Mihsuds, Ahmedzyes, Qtbmauzyes, and liitliunnees.

The men are all stout and fierce- 1 ookln g, and the

women tall and stately. Their habits are nomadic,

and they live usually Under tents made of coarse

blankets, or reed mats, under which old and young

huddle together for shelter, careless of the sun or

tain. For subsistence they depend mainly an their

flocks and herds, and in the winter months they are

to be seen yearly moving with their camels, goats,

and broad-tailed sheep towards the sheltered plains
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of JBunnoo, Some of the tribes have also commenced

to cultivate, Eut they ate never unready tot bolder

and more hazardous undertakings, and the discharge

of a single matchlock wiii bring ali the elans

together to act in concert, either as robbers or

soldiers; for, though enemies to all the world, they

have no disunion among themselves—which Is, in

fact, their peculiar trait.

THE BusnoochEES.

The EunnoocEiecs, or inhabitants of Bunnon, are

a mongrel race descended from many races, and

differ from each Other in stature, completion, and

character. They may nevertheless he generally

described as being small In stature and having a

shrivelled appearance, along with all the vi«a cf

human nature in their wurat development Less

cannot be said of them, indeed, than that they bring

discredit even on the Afghan name. Their family

dissensions are constant on account of their various

descent, and it ia

they are' never at peace except when they are at

war. They acknowledge no king atsd hardly a

common chief, every kfeyl having its separate

MuUik, OT master, and bein£ at enmity with all

commonly remarked of them that

Others
;
but they acknOwled ge the Akhco nd of S wit

as their common high-priest, and am renowned for

their fanaticism. Thdr valley is fertile, and has an

abundant supply of yrater, and the crops groivn by
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them are various, including wheat, rice, sugar-cane*

and turmerlc , Cattle also are plentiful an it, and the

people arc necessarily rich in rural wealth of every

kind.

TlEE MURWATEES.

The Murwitees arc a fine manly race,, neighbours

of the Eemnoochces, but nod like them cither an

appearance or character. They arc a tall and mus-

cular people, frank and simple in their manners, and

conspicuous for their generous and manly treatment

of their women. Their habits arc both agreeable

and pastoral, and while some of them arc seen

cultivating tEvelr lands* others are found wandering

about with their flocks of goads and laden camels, or

occupying temporary huts improvised wherever they

encamp. The crops raised by those who cultivate

are wheat, barley, arid grain
j
but their country Es

sandy, and much distress Is felt for want of water,

which lies so far below the surface that it Es not easy

to sink weals to get at it. It has therefore to be

procured from distant springs; and a great portion

of the time of their women Es taken up by this work-

Among themselves the people are very factious, their

community being divided into two parties which are

always quarrelling with each other,

The Afkeedees,

The Afrtedets have the rt-putation of being the

most formidable of all the Trans-Indus tribes, and
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hold the principal passes leading into and out of

India, along the hills lying between the Kabooi

river and the Khyber, which form the western

boundary of the Peshawar valley. As scldzerS they

art among the beat Oil the frontier, and Every

invader of India lias had cither to take them into

his service or to pay for their neutrality. They arc

fierce by nature and exceedingly unmanageable and

untrustworthy, but nevertheless always true to their

salt, The main branches of the tribe are: the Adam,

Oolih, Aksl, Meerie, iCarum, EhyrAm, and Orukaye

kfayk, which are always at fe'Jd with each Other

when there is r.o common enemy to contend with.

rugged hills, which enables them to defy even the

hand of power with impunity
\
and they have accord-

ingly never owned subjection either to- the Kabooi

or to any Other Government. In times of peace

they art often employed S3 traders and carriers, and

bring salt from the Kohat mines to the Peshawar

market; but their innate ferocity inclines them most

to deeds of blocd. The Afrccdee mother prays that

her son mav be a successful robber
;
and the men

are so faithless, that they will enter Into engagements

on the Koran after having already made Up their

minds to break them. They are aimed at all times

--even when only tiding the ground, or gracing

cattle, or driving beasts of burden before them
;
and

Wilt use their weapons on the slightest provocation.
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or to denvi? the smallest benefit- The only re-

deeming virtue in their character ls their hospitality.

The guest, invited or uninvited* is always welcome

and safe
;

but, cnce fairly out of his entertainer's

door, must protect himself in the best way he can,

being no longer entitled to his forbearance,
i

The MoHONDSt

The Momunds are a powerful race, occupying the

Peshawar frontier from the left bank of the Kabool

river, opposite the Tarturri Pass* to the right bank

of Hie Swat river in the neighbourhood of Abazk.

They live in very small hamlets generally, but have

a few large villages and towns
;
and are divided into

scvcral tribes, of whom three are most important

—namely
j
the Tourkiyes* Bdeesyes* and Khwiaiye*.

The tribes best known to the British Government

arc* the PEndec Ali, Ajumsyc, and MEchnee kArpls,

whose raids and robberies on the frontier have been

incessant They are all brought up as soldiers*

though our more recent knowledge of them in con-

nexion with the just-concluded war En Afghanistan

has not altogether established their name for valour.

There is no question* however* that they are very

audacious as robbers, and, it is said* that they will

start up from their devotions, if informed of the

approach, of a AdjSMA of merchants* to plunder

thorn, and, after securing their booty* will return

to their prayers,
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The SwAtees.

'Hie Switees, the last race to be noticed, consist

of various dins united under a loose federal govern-

merit, with an elective chief, or king, at its head.

They do not rank very h igh as warriors, but are as

great plunderers as the rest, and did much outrage

in the Peshawar plains in past times, regarding

them as their natural hunting-grounds. They never

attack any of the warlike races about them, but

ait savage iu dealing with such cultivators, petty

traders, and cattle,graziers as they may happen to

meet with- Their ways and habits, however, are

improving ;
and they h&YC already be£u ct to cultivate

for themselves-—namely, cotton, tobacco, and some

kinds of pulses on their hills, and rice on their river

banks^ Their women have a great influence over

them
,

but St is nevertheless said that they arc

frequently sold, or bartered for money, hy their

husbands

All the tribes named above are wild and fierce,

and most of them warlike also ' and they have all

the virtues and vices of the savage state in more

or less degree, and often jumbled together in a

confused and contradictory manner. Their common

religion is M abomedan ism
;
but the creeds yet more

generally Understood by them arc: "blood for blond”

and " fi re and sword for infidels ” Retaliation and

malicious persecution are, in fact, the strongest of
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all obligations With them
;
hospitality to all being at

the same time an obligation only next in degree.

They have no education to speak of, and are

at on? time was in

superstitions- and priest ridden* their priests and

miaeildAs being as ignorant as themselves. This

makes them in some respect? dependent on the

Hindu Bitimidfc living amongst them—the BnnniM

on the frontier being something like the Jew as

the Jew is, and always has been, all over tlie world.

There is hardly any part even of Central Asia

where the BitJtftiAk

.

L9 not seen. He is insulted

and tyrannised over wherever he goes., as, the Jew

;
but the trade and

mercantile accounts of the whole county he lives

in art entirely in his hands, and this reconciles

him to the disadvantages of hi? lot. That lot is

very trying at limes, for woe to the Bjtfmidk who

cannot hide his gold. The only protection against

the cupidity of the tribes he lives with is that to

be found in the Zedruis, or holy shrines, which are

always safe from spoliation, and travellers encamping

near which are generally unmolested: and this seems

to be a well-observed rule, not only on the north-

western frontier, but in all parts of south-western
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CHAPTER II.

TRIBES ON THE NORTHERN FRONTIER.

Off the northern frontier the HI roilayaji, though

r 3Eing; almost suddenly ip groat height, ire yet

habitable for a considerable distance upland before

the .mows are reached; blSt almost all the accessible

territory here, from Cashmere downwards, is mainly

occupied by different Hindu races, till we co me Co

the benders of Guriuvil and KomiorL

The BhoteESl

The first of the wiki tribes to he met with in this

place are the Bhotes, or the Bhotces, a cnoss-brecd

probably between the Khisiahs and the Huniis, who

occupy the passes and even the centres and crests
H

of the mountains between Eusehar and Kumaon.

Their appearance, rdarmerSj and peculiarities arc

very like those of the Khisiihs, whom we shall

presently describe, white their dialect Es the same

with that of Thibet, The habits of the race arc

nomad LCj and they dwell chiefly m tents,, almost
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cnikdy monopolising the trade across the mountains,

which is carried, far the most part, on the back of

there sheep. They also cultivate a little, principally

in the Tcrdi, where they always lodge during the

winter months for d.fiappitk^dj as they call it—thit

is
f
Cn bask in the sun—and where they graze their

herds on the ricll herbage with which they arc

overgrown.

The Kiri£iAHS.

The Khisiihs arc the immediate neighbours oF

the Bhotces, inhabiting tbs districts of Gurhwdl and

Kumitui, or al i the mou main tract lying between the

Alakinanda and the KaligungiL The race is an

ancient one, enumerated in tbs /nstitidis of Menu

under the name of Khisas, among the several

Kshetriya races referred to by the legislator. They

stELi claim to be of Rajpoot descent ;, but even that

would not make them aborigines of the country
h

the Rij poets themselves being nothing more than

Scythians- As now seen they exhibit clearly a

mixture of Mongolian arid. Indian blood, though

they have adopted the language and customs of the

Hindus, and arc anxious to be counted With them.

They are strong in numbers, for they form abent

nine-tenths of the population of the provinces they

inhabit, and extend from the foot of the mountains

to the Terai, which separates them from Rahilkund,

The men are of middle Else, dark and meagre In
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appearance, but wel i framed and active, and of

loftier stature than the Bhotees and other moun-

taingets in their ndghbourhood,. Their women have

handsome Features, though they look sunburnt and

toil-worn. The dwelling- of the race is chiefly under

tents, and die ordinary garment of the men is a

long black blanket, which is indispensable so them.

The dress of the women is a coarse cloth worn round

the waist, with the black blanket in addition passed

over the head and shoulders. The character of the

people being peaceable* no arms arc carried by them

except sticks to drive away -wild animals- The

women wear ornaments in the shape of metal anklets

and bracelets, and weighty rings En their ears and

noses- Polyandry prevails very widely among them,

and very frequently a family of brothers has only

one wife in common. Chastity and conjugal affection

hardly exist
;
but their attachment for children is

very strong. They are also- sober and good-humoured*

and the women arc very parent under privations.

The men being excessively indolent, the entire labour

of domestic economy and agriculture is left to the

women, with the exception of ploughing and harrow-

ing, which is performed by the men. It speaks much

to tile credit of the women therefore, that, in every

part of their country where the declivity of their hills

Will admit of the operations of a plough or spade,

small plots of ground are to be seen, all in a high

state of cultivation, and many of them ranged in

K
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little terrace one above another, supported by walla

of loose stone. One portion of the race^riarr.cly,

those who do not live at any great distance from

the plains—migrate annually to the upper part ol the

Tcrii during the cold weather, to “bask in the sun'
3

like the Kliotees, taking their cattle with them to

gra.se. They are always accompanied by their

families, and employ thcmselvQS in cultivating the

best and driest spots of the forest with barley and

wheat, which they reap and carry hack with them,

returning again to gather their later crops, should

they have sown any. These opportunities are also

taken to dispose of tEteir g/'u-e, honey, and the produce

of their hills generally, In exchange for such luxuries

as are only CD he nbca-ined from the plains. 1 hey are

so honest that property amongst them is a,ways left

exposed even when the owners are absent from home,

the use of lock and key being unknown. The only

precaution taken on such occasiona is to fence their

grounds carefully with a view to keep out wild

ar,imals from thorn.

The Bqksas,

In the forests at the foot of the Sewilik hills live

the Boksis, who are as spare in habit as the

Khasiahs, but shorter In stature, and are distiilgufsEied

by broad faces, depressed noses, thick lips, and very

scanty hair on the face. They arc quite as simple

ar.d inoTensive as the Kbisjihs, but, if passible, yet
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more ignorant and uMhrifty* and so very tfldolent

that they object to all Iabout which is r_c-t absolu te' y
necessary for subsistence* They have no arts Or

manufactures among; them ;
and the little clothing

they wear ls imported. They cultivate tq some

extent, but the produce is never abundant enough

to supply the l ir wants fully. Their food ia very

simple* consisting ordinarily of bread made of wheat*

barley, or millet, qr of rice and flSr/, seasoned with

wild herbs cooked as greens ;
but their laziness ls

so great that they are often, for want of these even,

compelled to subsist on yams and berries only.

Flesh in any quantity they cannot obtain, For, though

fond of doer and wild pigs? they will not take the

trouble to hunt for them, nor will they breed any

domestic animate, even fowls being but rarely reared

by them. The chief products of their forests are

bamboos and timber, which are cut For export. They

also collect drugs and gums for sale, and wash for

gold in the Sena Kadi and the Ramgurtgi, getting

in exchange for what they collect tobacco and

spirits, of both of which they arc equally fond.

Their women, hawever, are not ordinarily allowed

to get drunk with them, for
,: what need have they

for spirits, say the men, " when they have neither

to go out into the jungles, nor to sit up whole nights

on a fx&fidm watnbmg crops?
1

' One division qf the

race lives to the east of the Ramgungi, where it is

concentrated, while die other dwells on the west of

K 2
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the river, and is more loosely scattered. The Eastern

Eoksis show an invincible dislike to settle down on

any partieuftr spot for mere than two years, though

they never migrate outside of their forests or the

TerdE
;
but the Western are not so restless, and many

of them will never shift from their villages at all.

There are some Btftrsi villages also in the Devrd

Dboon, where the people art called Mehrds, though

acknowledged by the oilier Boksds to be of the same

caste with themselves. Thcy all conform to the

Hindu religion., though in an ignorant and unmeaning

way, and in all small matters generally adhere to

Hindu customs, as they understand them. The

mcral character of the race ft excellent, and their

good humour can oniy be compared with that of

the Khisidlts.

The ThAroos.

Side by side with the Eoksas live the Thirons,

who occupy all the Toraj from eastern RohiLkund,

along the frontiers of Oudc, to Goruckpore and the

Gund uck. The great mass of them are now subjects

of the rJepd] Government, having been transferred

to it with the Oudc Tcrdi. They are very similar

to the Eoksas iu several respect^ but neither will

acknowledge any relationship or connexion with the

other. Both are apparently of Mongolian extraction,

but seem to have Intermixed largely with the Indian

races, some of whom, such as the Koles, they
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resemble to a considerable extent. The Thirties

are very shy and timid* but very Frank and truthful,

and their women have a name for chastity. They

live in grass huts,, and are leas migratory then the

eastern Bokads, more nearly resembling the western

tribe in that respect. Their principal occupation is

cultivation, and their tillage as peculiar in this* that

it leaves large wastes between the patches that are

cultivated. Unlike the Boksas, they always raise

F&od-grains enough for their use, their women, who

are hardy* assisting them greatly in husbandry. They

arc expert huntsmen also, and eat the game they

kill, as well as other flesh, not excluding that of

animals fchst have died of disease; and they drink

quite as largely as the Boksi^ the habit having

perhaps been equally forced on both by their re-

sidence En the TeriL
• I

The ltmeoos.

The Limboos are found «l the Nepal frontier, and

between Nepal and Sikkim, and form 3 numerous

tribe, which is said EG have otnnc original Ey from

the province of Chung in Thibet. They are scarcely

ever seen beyond the Tccsti except as strangers

;

but many of them have tonne and settled in and

about Darjeeling. Like the other hill-tribes near

them, they are sliort En stature, fair in complexion,

and completely beardless; but they are less fleshy

than some of them, as, for instance, the Lepchds.
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The physical differenco between, the several races

here located arc, in fact, slander, and not obvious to

strangers, and lienee the usual practice of grouping

them together. 111 former times* tire Limbecs were

a warlike race
;
but they are now almost wholly

given to agriculture, cattle-grazing, and petty trading.

The two most important septs among tiiem are

named Hung and Rii. The habits and customs

are the same with both, their dress consisting of

wide trousers and a jacket, and their principal

weapon being the fo&o&ri. They live in huts, which

are very rudely made and Inconvenient* a whole

having rarcJy marc than Dnc apartment.

In religion they affect the Hinduism of Nepal, but

In reality have gods and goddesses of their own,

and one Supreme JJclty over ad l, They do not

build temples to any of these, nor make Images of

them
j
and their worship consists simply of offerings

and sacrifices.

Tke Murmts.

The Humus are also of Thibetan origin, and arc

found lei all parts of the Nepil mountains, and in

the Sikkim country, as far to the cast as the Teesti.

They are a numerous tribe in their original country,

and as seen on the frontier arc less changed in their

liahits than other races of similar descent. They
are strongly made and active, and taller than the

Liinboas’ but, though good-tempered, are not held
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to Be qf an equally cheerful disposition, TheEr habits

are pastoral and agricultural with tins especial pecu-

liarity ill diem* that they feed their sheep and goats

on the highest derations near the snows, and

cultivate as great heights as are capable of producing

maize and fftwrzvtf. Their villages arc accordingly

perched on sites from 4.000 to Coco feet high, where

they lave in cottages built of stone and thatched

with grass. Their religion is the Buddhism of

Thibet They are said to be very Rind to strangers.

The VJlyus,

The VAyiis* or Ha,yus
p
are another race dwelling

on the confines of Nepal, on or about the tract

where the Koosj enter-s India. They have a tradition

among them of having at one time been a powerful

people, but, as seen at present, are a very small race,

verging gradually to extinction, Physically,, they are

of a medium height* brown colour, hazel eyes, and

long hlack hair; and In character are at the same

time inoffensive and industrious, They are employed

chiefly in cultivation, and also in collecting the

produce of their mountains.

The KerAxtis.

A more powerful people in their ndghbourlioodl

are the KerintLs* who arc said at one time to have

held dominion down to the delta of the Ganges,
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They are tall in stature and well-made
,

having a

pale brown colour, weLS-formod face, large oval eyes,

and straight jct-black hair, They arc mostly subjects

of Nepal, and in their OW11 hills bear a fierce and

quarrelsome character; but have a better name m
Darjeeling, where they arc much valued as servants,

bubh menial and military service being now sought

for by them to some extent. Their principal oc-

cupation on the hills is cultivation ;
and they raise

crops of maize, buckwheat, miilct, peas, lice, ami

cotton. They have no craftsmen among them, and

arc necessarily compelled to buy the implements,

utensils, and ornaments they use. Tlioir houses are

built on hill slopes being raised on tl)e outer side on

wooden posts to give them a level. The walls are

of thick reeds plastered, and the roof of grass.

Each family builds separately for itself, and children

separate from their parents the moment they got

married. The occupations of the women arc spin-

ning and weaving cotton of native growth, and thus

als the clothes they wear are home-made. They

also make the liquors— fermented and distilled

which they drink. Their usual way of obtaining

a wife is cither to buy her, or to cam her by

labour in her father's family. Divorce can be had

at the pleasure of either party
;
butj if the wife seek

ft, her family has to refund the price that w»3 paid

for her. Great veneration is paid by this people to

their dead, whom they bury on the hill tops, They
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have 110 clear idea of religion, but two great religious

festivals arc held by Efrem annually, one being In

honour of Tibyimmo, or the household deity, mid

the other in honour of the Simkhd, or souls of the

dead.

The LepchAs.

The Lcpcbas inhabit the southern face of the

Hlttt&lay&S, from the Tarnbir branch of the Krrasi

on the west, to the mountains of Eootan OLt the

east, and are the subjects respectively of Ncpil,

iSJkkim, and Eootan, They have been spoken of as

the aborigines of the mountain forests surrounding

Darjeeling; but there is Less doubt that they are

of Mongolian descent. The primary divisions of the

raoc are two, named Kong and Kharrthi, of whom

the former only profess to be indigenous^ white the

latter assert that they came originally from Kham,

a province of Chino. They are hath precisely alike

:0 appearan ce, being short irt 31 &5, but bill ky for

their height, and rather Jksby than sinewy, Tocir

faces are broad and flat, nose depressed, eyes

oblique; they have no beard at ali, and a very littSe

only of moustache. The complexion ls clive, and

may be called fair, and the children have even a

ruddy tinge, which, however, LS lost LEI adolescence.

The total absence of heard, and the fashion of

parting the hair along the crown of the head, gives

the males an effeminate appearance, and, the robes
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of the two sexes being fashioned Hourly alike, it Is
-

not always easy Lo distinguish them. The dress of

the men consists of a cotton cloak, wftJl a least

jacket also for those who can afford to have two,

both bou nd round the waist
;
while the wornen have

first a petticoat of cotton cloth, and over jt some-

thing like a ioose bedgown, fastened by a girdle.

The hair Is worn in long plaits by both se^es
;
hut,

while the men have a single pigtail, the women have

two. The ornaments in use consist of necklaces of

coloured heads and corals, and earrings; the women

having, of course, more of both than the men, The

arms of the men are the kaokri and a long knife

called bdn, which they use nimbly 3n all work;

besides which they have a bamboo bow and iron-

pointed arrows, But they arc not wrarriors
f
and use

their weapons only against wild beasts and for

cutting down forests
j
and they have their Spade

aad hoe to help them in agriculture. They are not

good cultivators, however, and, having no ploughs,

only scrape the ground to put in the seeds, which

does not yield them more food-grains than they

require. The crops raised are; rice, wheat, barley,

and msllet; and, when the supply of these is very

Inadequate, they are obliged to subsist upon ferns,

bamboo rooLs, and the Innumerable succulent planLs

to be found In their mountains, besides which they

cat all kinds of flesh, including beef and pork. Tea

is a favourite beverage with them, and (5 brought
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from Chins; but they are even more fond of fer-

mented and spirituous liquors, without however being

given to excess They make their beer themselves.

and it is said to be refreshing; but the art of

distillation is not known to them In habits they

are very dirty, and also excessively indolent, and,

preferring to spend their time in hunting and

loitering, they leave all out and indoor work to

their women. They are perpetually moving about,

arid never remain in one place for more than three

years, which is the period usually allowed, by all

nomad tribes for the freshness of the virgin soil to

get exhausted. They have necessarily no permanent

villages
;
but the huts they set up are, nevertheless,.

Well made, being constructed entirely of bambeos

and thatched with the same material split up. Their

cheerfulness of disposition is proverbial, and they are

also honest—so much sa
s
that theft is uncommon

among them. Their good nature, too* is great, and

though constantly wrestling and jumping, they are

never seen to fight or quarrel with one another.

In religion they are Buddhists, and are said to be

somewhat superior to their neighbours, the Bcoteihs,

in morality. Chastity in adult giris previous to

marriage ss neither to be met with nor cared for;

and the marriages are often allowed to take place

on credit— that is, breakable if the payment bargained

for is not made within the specified time; but girls

married are usually faithful to their husbands.
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The BoqteAhs.

The Booteiha are the inhabitants of TJobtdn, where

they are independent; hut they also occupy the

alpine regions adjacent bn the British frontier, which

are known by the name of the Dei r5, and are now

gtihject to the British Government, They can hardly

be counted among the wild tribes of India, for they

ait, for the most part, in good ctrcu instances, and

have a certain amount of civilisation among them]

though there is no doubt that, in some particular

respects, they are jn worse plight even tlum the

worst savages wc have described. The best account

we have of them 5a that given by Sir Ashley Eden,

who went to their country as an envoy in 1SG4, The

mission was unsuccessful, and led to the ftootan war,

by which the Doirs were acquired
;
but since then

the British frontier has been better respected than

it ever was before.

The Eooteahs art 2 abort, square-built people,

with the true Kalmuck countenance—that is, having

a broad flat face, small and oblique eyes, a low and

short nose, and a largo mouth, all shown to the best

advantage by a good-humoured Expression, which

imparts attraction even to therr physical defects.

The men axe, for the most part, stout and ruddy,

and the women healthy-looking, if not handsome

;

but they are both so excessively dirty that it is

never convenient to admire them except at a
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distance. Their dress is the ordinary Tartar dress,

consisting of large boots with trousers Stuffed into

them, caftans girded round the waist, and litfcSe

bonnets edged with blade sheep's skin
;
the dress

of the women varying to this extent* that they

substitute a long cloak with loose sleeves for the

coat worn by the men,. Neither men nor women
are much fond of indulging in ablutions, and their

garments arc never eEnanged till they rot off; nor

does it add to their attractions that the front of

their coats is used as a pouch for holding everything*
-

cooked rations included- Of one StCl, the Dharmias,

it is said that thev never wash even their hands

and faces except on particular occasions of religious

ceremony, and use the skirts of their dress to cleanse

alike their persons and cooking utensils. The Orna-

ments most in fashion with all arc large pins and

amber beads ;
and corals are also worn by those

who can afford to have them. The coarser clothes

worn are woven by Themselves, but the finer fabrics,

whether of wool or silk, are imported from China

and Thibet
;
and even a great portion of the food

they live upon has to be procured from other places,

as they arc neither good agriculturalists nor good

anirnal-breedcm. The crops they raise aFe exces-

sively scanty; and, though sheep and goats form

tiis principal means of transport in their country*

they have to be obtained from villages beyond the

southern base of their mountains. Trade is therefore
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an object of great importance to them, aild they

Lold in their hands a complete monopoly of the

carrying trade with Thibet. The article supplied

to them from Iiidia arc
;

grain of various kinds,

sugar* spices, tobacco* cotton cloths* and hardware -

while their imporLs to India consist of sbuwE wool*

woollen cloths* &u>ivrk^ or tails of the yak or

mountain ox, and ponies. It Is from this* their

principal occupation, that the modicum of civilisa-

tion they can boast of has been derived ; and many
Booteaha arc able tq read and write. Tbcir bouses*

also, are wttl built, and made of goad mntcrE&ls*

though they are better looking from without than

convenient to live in. They make, too, the paper

they write upon, and liave acquired knowledge of

distillation* which enables them to manufacture the

spirits they drink. But against these advances, so

fat as they are such., has to he noted their extreme

laxity in morals., which it is not possible to exceed.

The marriage tie is so loose that chastity is quite

unknown amongst them. The husbands are in-

different to the honour of their wives* and the wives

do not care 1x> preserve that which has no value

attached to It Polyandry prevails among them

—

largely in some parts of Lhe country, less so in

others—but even the very slight restriction implied

by the institution is not observed. The intercourse

of the sexes is, in fact, promiscuous
;
and the law

of inheritance in Boutin has reflectively laid down
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that, on the death of st Booteih, his property is to

go to Lite Deb or Dhurm Rajah, and ngt to the

children, it- being Lin possible to determine whose

children they are. The religion followed is greatly

influenced by the peculiar situation and pursuits of

the people. In Bootin itself they are all followers

of Buddha, or the Llama
; but those inhabiting the

Do^is have for a long time accepted many Hindu

prejudices and superstitions.

The Meches.

The Medics inhabit the forest portion of the Nepal

Terii, and are neighbours on the hill side of the

Buotedhs, I.cpchdSj and Limboos, and on the plain

side of the Koches and the Dhiuials, of wham the

latter are rtOw nearly extinct. They are nomads
of Mongolian descent, and resemble the Boateahs

ftl form, features, and language; and their position

o-n the frontier lias always been that of slaves to the

Baoteihs. Being quiet and inoffensive, they have

accepted this condition with meekness
j

but they

hive taxen advantage, of their migratory habits

gradually to spread further to the south beyond

Bootedh influence, and now occupy a large portion

of Central and Lower Assam, They hold small

estates direct from the Government, and cultivate

them principally with cotton, just in the same fashion

as the Lepchds, but paying greater attention to their

tillage. They are very good-tempered and cheerful.
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Eicid SO inured to labour that no amount of work

ever makes them unhappy. At present they are
j

noted for their weakness
j
but they have talcs a i ncaig

them which speak of the achievements of their

fathers with the bow and arrows among the wild

beasts. For trade they have no aptness, and military

service they eschew ;
hot they are not Constitutionally

aaathetic, and arc very healthy to Eook at TLlu air

of the Terii, which is so hurtful to others, suits them

best; and they have never attempted to get into

higher ranges, Lhe climate of which, they sav, dons

not agree with them. Their habits and manners arc

modified according to the neighbourhood they live

in. In the upper parts of Lhe Terfi they cat

everything; but they do not eat cows, buffaloes, and

fowls within the paie of Hindu Influence, Alongside

of the Assamese they copy the Assam habits faith-

fully, and chew jdrisi and opium and smoke tobacco to

excess, drinking spirits a’so, though not inordinately.

The actual state of society among them is still rather

primitive, Tile men and women share equally in the

labours of the field, but beyond weaving, which is

practised by the women, they do not know much

of the industrial arts. They have commenced to

learn these, nevertheless, wherever they have come

in contact with the Hindus, and there is little doubt

that they will finally be absorbed among them. Their

women are decidedly prepossessing, and have a fine

complexion and expressive eves; and daughter? are
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muck prized by their parents because they are a

source of wealth to them, as a wife has always to be

purchased. The female dress is the Bengali sdre^

but made generally of red silk. The unmarried

youths of both sexes have sleeping quartern distinct

from their family residences* each at one end of their

village, so that they are kept as widely asunder as

possible. But they nevertheless manage to get

together to make love, and marriage with them

always takes the form of forcible abduction, after

which the bride is retained by her ravisber for some

days. An arrangement Is. then come to between him

and her parents
,
by which the latter recognise the union

on the price of their daughter being paid to them.

Polygamy is unknown, and infidelity uncommon;

while prostitution takes the form of niid marriages*

by which all widows are disposed of. The religion

professed by the race is the Sivite form qf Hinduism
j,

but their manners and customs are their own and

have nothing in common with it, as is exemplified., for

instance, by the nim marriage custom referred to,’

which is a Mahomed an and not a Hindu institution.

They have, also., neither castes nor Bdhmans among

them; and, what is more, they sacrifice pi
i

gs and fowls

at the shrine of Kill and to their household end river

gods, which the most unorthed-ox Hindu could never

venture to Imitate. They are. in fact, passing through.

a transition state now, verging decidedly towards Hip-

duisiHj though still remaining at a great distance from iL
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The Koches,

The Knch eaec of northern E ctig:i 1 we L'
ij very

powerful before the Mahometim! conquest gf India,

aoJ even now are semi-independent* and have a

rijrili, or ruler, of their own. Their prison t nucleus

is Gooch Bchir* hut stragglers from their body aye

to bo met with in several, parts of Assam
,
and in

aLi the Country from ElungporO to the Lulls. The
primitive or Pini Kodies Lived amid the woods, but

there are few of them now to he met with. Where

stJIL existing they claim to he of the same race with

the GAlos, and the language and customs of the two

peoples certainly do agree to a great extent.

intermarriage of the other Koch tribes with the

Hindus has very considerably Civilised them, so

much so that their original character can hardly

be distinguished at present with certainty. They
resemble the Bengalis now more than any other

people, except that they breed hogs and poultry

and cat them, and make a fermented liquor to

drink, which Bengalis of the higher classes do not,

The cultivation among the Koches is mainly with the

hoc; but they weed their crops, which h not usual

with the cognate races around them- Their clothing

is made by their women, and Ss generally coloured

blue bordered with red, the material being cotton

of their own growth
;
and they are certainty better

clothed than the mass of Hindus around them.
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Their huts are also well made, though not raised

on posts like the houses of the Indo-Chinese races

generally. The only arms they carry are spears; hut

they arc scarcely ever used even Against wild beasts.

Their devotion to the sex ls peculiar ^ they leave to

women ah the cares- of property
K
and die women in

return are most industrious In weaving, spinning,

brewing, planting, and sowing : in a word, in doing

everything not above their strength. When a woman
dies the property is divided among her daughters

;

and when a man marries he goes to live with his

wife's mother, and obeys her as dutifully as his wife

docs. Re-manSage of widows Is allowed
;
and widows

left with property can always get young men for

their second and subsequent husbands. The mass
fl

of the race have long become Mahomcdans, and

our description here has reference only to the small

remnant of it that still beans tile old tribal name,

One clan of the tribe, the Rdjbunsis, worship Hindu

deities and have adopLed Hindu manners,, and the

Rijih of Conch Behir belongs to it. He has been

to England, and has married the daughter of a

Bengali gentleman, Mr. Keihnb Chunder Sen, the

Brdlimo Apos1 3e >
and a thorough reorganisation of

the race may fairly be expected From him.

L 3
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CHAPTER HI.

TRIBES ON THE NORTH-EASTERN
FRONTIER.

Prom the east of Euotan to the farthest extremity

of Assam the Himalayas arc occupied by a great,

variety of wild tribes, with all of whom the British

Government has not yet come into contact. The

surface of the country la almost uniformly represented

by a confused medley of mountains and narrow

valleys, watered by i nnumerabl e hill-streams, and the

authority of tho Government over it is so indefinite

that the exterior frontier line has not even been

attempted to be laid down. In general the mountains

arc clothed with magnificent forests infested by savage

inhabitants, and. all that has been secured to the

present time is a very superficial dominion over those

of them that live at the base of the outer hi I Is, who

receive stipends from the Government Ira various shapes

for such submission Or forbearance as they hive agreed

to, Tiisir title to black-mail was an old privilege

enjoyed by them under the native Governments of

Assam, which the British Government, on coming to

the possession of that country, was obliged to

commute into the annual money payments new
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snatle, as the raiding propensities of the tribes

could net otherwise be cantroiled. The chief of thK5

peoples ate: the Akhds, Duil&? 3 Meerjs, Mishmeea,

Find Abota h who occupy the upper valley of the

Brahmapootra, while, turJ-i-tfW to them, the southern

valley is inhabited by the Khamptis, Singphns, and

NigdSj who divide the British and Butman dominions

firom each other. To the west of the lldgis are the

Cossy-ihs and GarOs, and also the Cacharese, ileekii?,

and Kockies, the latter running sou Lb by the

Hylikindy valley to the frontier of Chittagong. All

these tribes are yet exceedingly wild, and it will

take many years of direct interference with, them to

improve their condition. On the south of the

Brahmapootra the policy of permanent occupation

auc direct management has already been inaugurated

in the GdrO, Cossyah and Jynteab, and

Chittagong HlH-tracts, ns annexation there due*

not involve any Indefinite extension of responsibility;;

but the difficulty on the northern side is that the

same course cannot be there followed without

trenching unduly on the independent States of

Thibet and JGootdn,

The Akiias.

The Akhis come immediately after the Boetcihs,

and have the characteristics: of a Mongolian descent:

prominently developed an a broad round face, flat

nosfij and small eyes. They are not a very numerous
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being extremelypeople; but have the credit of

savage, and used At one time tg be m ildi feared

fgr their daring raids, cspcciaLEy by their nearest ”

They

are divided into two primary clan*—namely, die

neighbours, the Inhabitants of Chdrdwdr.

HiE&rwKliawti Akh

A

h, or “hearth caters," and the

Kippichore Ablias or a cotton stealers," bath of

whom were great outlaws, and defied the power of

the zemindirs with imp unity Thia led to an

expedition being undertaken against them in iSjtj,

and to the contusion of an arrangement by which

their good conduct was secured by the payment nl

pensions to their chiefs ; and the oaths then taken

have hitherto been generally respected. They arc

so uncivilised that they do not know how to

cultivate; but they tend flocks and herds, and live

on them, eating the flesh, of cows without touching

the milk, which they abominate, Their arms are

:

the spear, bow and arrows, and a sharp sword, or

ddm, which is used fur ail purposes. Of religion

their idea is very indistinct
;

but they fear their

mountains and torrents, and the dense jang.es in

which their cattle go astray. The dead are buried

by them, and the spirits of their deceased an-

cestors are venerated.

THE DuflAs.,

The DuJUs are the nearest neighbours of the

Akhis to the cast, and am believed to belong to
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the samo family both being again held to be

nearly akin to the Hill McChel They are shorter

in statu.w 'than both the Akihis and the MoerEa
p

and inferior to them in j&psipte; but theEr habits

and manners are in several respects identical with

those of the other tribes. The subdivision into

elans among them ls very great, and it is stall

believed by many chat they are not so much a

single tribe as a collection of numerous cognate

clans almost Incapable of combining- with each

other. They arc nevertheless always much feared

as plunderers, and at one time it was found

necessary to establish a lino of military posts

along the frontier to prevent their raids. The

operations of 18.36, which were directed against

them as much, as against the Akhis, led to the
9

same successfuE results In both cases. Their good

conduct was secured by money payments, and

since then they nave very SLicccssfUiJy cultivated

the plains they harried. They are rich also :n

flocks and herds now, even more than the Akhis;

but here their superiority over them ceases.

Polygamy exists among both tribes; but polyandry

jS far more coinmoil among the Dyd^s, and chastity

almost unknown.

The Meeris,

Beyond the DuflAs are found. In the lower ranges,

the Mceris, and, Ert the upper ranges the Abort, to
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whom the Meeds owed a kind of fealty in former

days. The assertion of British authority in Assam
relieved the Meeds from this thraldom' and they

took advantage of it to remove themselves beyond

the pale of Abcr influence to the quartcis Lliey

now occupy, The AbOiS made many applications

to the Government authorities to send bad; to

them their runaway slaves, anti the lack of any

suspense was one main cause or Hie unfriendly

bearing they subsequently exhibited. The Meeds
are bclici'ccf to be of the same stock with the

Abors, and arc ta]J, powerful men, with the Mon-

golian features strikingly developed. Their usual

head-dress is a cap of cane or bamboo work,

covered with tiger or leopard skin, including Hie

tail, which hangs down the back. The nether

garment is the kopni, which is passed between the

Segs and fastened to a girdle of eanework, while the

upper robe is a doth wrapped round the bady ar.d

pinned so as to resemble a coat. The women wear

a small petticoat made of filaments of cane woven

together
;
and this is often their only garment. The

Hill Meeris arc ruddy armed with ddos
t
and bows

and arrows, the last doped with a deadly VCgCtabSe

poison
j
but the Meeds of the plains have always fal-

lowed peaceful occupations mainly, and go unarmed;

an

d

f
since they have been relieved of their dependence

on the Abors, have became very prosperous traders

and cultivators, the womcn sharing in field labours
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with the npcn. The grounds set apart for cultivation

by them are always d [vEdad into patches, of which

about one-fifth arc cultivated at a time, each patch

for two years, and every patch in. its tum. Fresh

ground is never broken so long as the available

fallow is found to be sufficient. The crops raised

arc : 4vu$ rice, millet, mine, yams, sweet potatoes,

tobacco, and red pepper, They also breed pigs

arid cattle, and rear poultry, and, hiving no caste

prejudices, eat them, though from their intercourse

with the Assamese they try to imitate them ir.

most other respects. It is said that they cat even

the flesh of tigers; but they do not allow their

women to share this food with them. Lest it should

mike them too strong-minded for control 1 Corn-

bin ing for mutual suppoit, they live in communities,

under hereditary chiefs, and occasionally one chief

is acknowledged as the highest over a chaster of

communities. Their houses arc well-made, and have

raised floors, with space underneath for their pigs

and poultry. One long apartment in each building

is used by the whale family to eat, drink, and sleep

in, while other portions of it arc partitioned off for

various domestic purposes; but the fear of the

Abors is Still so great that tile family valuables

are Invariably kept burled. Their granaries, on the

contrary, are always kept. ur=protected ill the midat

of their fields, the villagers having perfect confidence

in each other's good faith and honesty. Polygamy
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is practised among them, especially by the chiefs

;

and, after the death of a chief, his SOU becomes

the husband of ail his widows, except of the mother

who bare him. Instances of polyandry are also

known. All the girls, in foci, have their prices,

the largest price for the best4oolong girl varying

from twenty to thirty pigs, and, if one mail cannot

give so many, he has no objection to take partners

to make up the number.

The Auq&sl

The Abors lie to the north of the Mccris ttp to

the borders of Thibet, and arc a blunt, independent,

and warlike people, much feared by all their neigh-

bours. They cal] thcmscives Pddam, the name
Ah 11 rude or barbarous'

1—having been given to

them by the Assamese. Apparently they arc of the

same race with the Meeris and the Dufiiis, or, at all

eventSj there is no very material difference between

them. The distinct sects and settlements of the

Abora are many, the mast important of them being

the Dot, Xembu, SiSooic, Sissec, Ihidao, Pashec, and

bonijeer tribes respectively. In general terms, they

are regarded as confederate states; but each. cam.

mensty is governed by its own laws, devised and

administered on purely democratic principles. The
laws are made by the people collected together,

ever/ individual having ail equal vote. No chief

EE expressly acknowledged
;
but there are always a
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few persons in every community who, either from

superior wealth, hereditary distinction, or real ability,

exert strong Influence over the reatj swaying them

almost as they list*. Membu 5s the largest of the

settlements known* but those occupying the loftier

ranges behind are believed to be of greater con-

sequence, especially the Bor Abors,. who seem to be

the most powerful,. The contact of the British

Government with the Abors is of comparatively

recent date. The first expedition against them was

sent up in 1S59, and another was got ready in

iS6 i, when overtures were received for a peaceful

arrangement of differences. Several communities

came in* and* in consideration of the democratic

nature of their unions* payment in kind to the

communities was. agreed to instead of money pay-

ments to the chiefs, a change which gave to each

individual an interest in keeping the peace.

The appearance of the Abors is not very pre-

possessing, They are nearly as tall as the Meeris,

but are clumsy-looking and sluggish, Their features

arc Mongolian' and they have deep sepulchral voices.

The women resemble the Chinese to some extent in

features and complexion, but are of a coarser type,

and many of them arc disfigured with s&ttre. The
dress of the men consists of a d&aix made of the hark
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strips like a white bushy beard,, and is used too as

a pillow at night by being rolled up- The rest of

his equipment depends entirely on the talte of each

individual Some wear plain basket caps
; others

have cane caps covered with skins others, again,

use caps of helmet fashion, Almost every man has a

woollen coat, while those who have not nrc dressed

in skins
;
and necklaces of bine beads arc worn as

ornaments- The female dress is a piece of doth

suspended by a string round the loins, and reaching

to the knees, while another piece Is folded round

the bosom, though this latter es often dispensed

with in hot weather, the exposure of the person

above the waist not being considered indelicate.

The decorations worn by both men and women are

strings of beads* which, in the case of the latter,

reach from the neck to the waist
;
and enormous

earrings of nearly an inch in diameter, to make
place for which the lobes of the ear arc gradually

distended and enlarged from childhood. The women
add to these anklets of cane tightly laced, so as to

set oft the fine swe :

1 of their legs, the ca,nos being

sometimes tinged with a Light-blue colour to heighten

the effect
j
and a row of embossed platen of bell

meta! La worn as an undergarment, suspended from

the loins—but by young females only, till they

become mother. The hasr of both sexes is cropped

close, by lilting it up on a Itnife and chopping- it

all round with a stick
; and both 'men and women
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are tattooed,, many bearing the mark of the cross on

the forehead, though not as an emblem of salvation,

notwithstanding the assumption of same observers

that the earlier fathers of the Church who operated in

India might perhaps have converted their ancestors I

The arms of the warriors are spears, Song straight

sword s, daggers, and crossbows and arrows, the I.ast

used with or without poison
;
and their caps and

helmets arc ornamented with the hair of the yak

dyed red, boar's tusks* and the beak of the buceros.

The salute of an Abor chief is usually a shrill

whoop, not unlike the crowing of a ccck
;
and In

their meetings In council this cry is every now

and then renewed, while the right foot is made to

break the ground constantly—like Chat of a pawing

steed.

In disposition the Abors are said to be like

tigers—so much S0j that they cannot live alongside of

each other in peace. Their houses are accordingly

scattered, singly or in groups of two cr three S.E most,

all over the mountainous country they inhabit. The

huts are, as a rule, well made and con venient, though

not very roomy. Their cultivation is almost all

In the plains* and consists of rice, cotton* tobacco,

maize, ginger, red pepper, a great variety of esculent

roots and pumpkins, and the sugar cane. To these

they have added opium, the me of which is In-

creasing. They do dot break new lands unnecessarily,

When the land they were cultivating gets exhausted,
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they revert to that which was lying fallow, whereby

the whole space from their village to the most distant

point of their cultivation gets cleared and appro-

priated while the rest of the forest is spared. The

boundaries of each man’s clearing are denoted by

upright stones, and property in cultivated or fallow

land Is recognised and respected. Their implements

of husbandry are Jong knives and swords, crooked,

bamboos to scrape the earth with, and pointed sticks

to make holes, into which they dexterously shoot tlie

seed grains to he sown. In all agricultural labours

the men are assisted by their wives
;
but lhe entire

does not devolve on the women, as among

some other tribes. They also know the art of

working iron* and make tlicEr awn Aks and bolls,

some of which they export The most common
occupation of all, however, is hunting , and they cat

the flesh of every animal they kill, including that of

the elephant, the rh i n grams, and the buffalo* but

express an abhorrence of beef. They drink a fer-

mented liquor prepared by themselves, but have a

marked partiality for brandy if they can get St,

and arc rather intemperate drinkers. The women
among them are well treated, though hardworked

;

and polygamy* if permitted., is not usually practised.

Thfap however, seems peculiar to the P.idoo com-

munity especially. Among the Sissec Abors a man
has often as many \yivc9 as he can afford to buy.

Polyandry is also practised; and a common rule
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with the Sissces is for two Or three brothers to

have a number of wives in common. Marriages arc

ostensibly arranged by parents
;
but, in paint of fact,

the young people concerned always settle the affair

between themselves—seldom marrying, however, out

of their own clan. A feast ia the only ceremcnv

observed, besides which the lover has to find such

exquisite delicacies as field mice and squirrels for

his mistress and her parents. In demeanour the

y 1

of

Of
their religion all that H certainly known is that

they sacrifice to a great number of deities supposed

to reside in their woods and mountains. and believe

in a future state of rewards and punishments. They
have no medicine for the sick: for every disease

there is a spirit who has to be mollified. The
sacrifices are necessarily constant

;
and every sacrifice

furnisheg an excuse for a debauch.

women arc equally free from timidity and !evi

but they are at the same time totally devoid

modesty, and chastity is not an Abor yirtUG,

Tke Mishmeei

The hilts which cfoso the north-east corner of

Assam are occupied by the Mish mess, a short

Sturdy rate, of fair complexion and great activity,

whose features betray a crass between the Mongolian

and the Hindu. Though extremely wild-looking,

they arc comparatively inoffensive; but they are

CsjCCtdingLy dirty, and almast equally dishonest.
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.They are divided into a v.ist number of petty

Claris of whom the Chaalkitti, the TYlcji, ,md the

Myjoo are the most important The Clio*] Idttiis,

Oi “ CE'Ljp-liairod are the most western, anti Ccc u.py
the mgimtai tie on the banks of the Dibong- anti they

am also reputed to be the most savage. The T&cna

extend eastward from the Chool kiittui, and the

Hyjoos eastward alter them, being the most remote.

The warlike elans arc the ChDolfcittds and the Myjaos,

while the Taen 5 and several smaller tri bes
,
cal It J the

Marcos, Manncahs, TshcCS, D ] jllU s, Mlccs, etc., have

always been decidedly peaceful. They arc: altogether

a numerous people, but exceedingly indigent, and

j! (-provided both with food and clothing. Agriculture

ie carried on by them in the most rude and simple

manner,, and their supply of food-grainE h necessarily

scanty. They are richer in flocks and herds* and

are so dependent on animal food for subsistence that

no animal, from an elephant to a mouse* comes: amiss

to them. The drcEs of aSl classes is very in forior,

and that of the lower orders scarcely decent; but the

chiefs wrap themselves in comfortable long cloaks

of Thibet wool, besides wearing an apology for a

ft&aSz round the lei ns, The female dress is more

copious,, -consisting of a coloured sdrm wrapped round

the waist and a mther scanty bodice sometimes

covered, with a thicker garment. Both men and

women wear the hair long, and have it turned up

into a knot on the crown of the head; but the
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Chcolkitctcis crop the hair in froriif^ which makes

them hideous to look at. The head-dress of all

tribes is either a fur tap or a wicker helmet; and

the weapons usually carried are a spear or a cross-

bow, and a largo heavy knife, which helps them to

open out passages through their jungles. By far the

most remarkable article of their equipment, however*

is the earring, which is quite as massive as that worn

by the Abors. They also carry a pouch of monkey’s

skin at the girdle, to carry tobacco and a case of flint

and stone, and have always a pipe in their mouth,

even women and children barely five years old being

partial to the weed. The ornaments cf the women

consist of a profusion of beads worn as a necklace,

mixed with colourless glass and. oblong pieces of

coarse cornelian; a thin plate of silver fixed on the

head
;
and earrings as thick as or even thicker than

those worn by the men, with a triangular plate of

silver suspended from each, which remains in the

direction of the shoulders.

The habitations of the Mishmces are bid in jungles,

and ere built apart from each other, as they do not

congregate in villages. They are usually erected on

slopes* resting on one side on the hill-face and on

the other on poles driven Into the ground. Those

belonging to the chiefs are very long and about

twelve feet in breadth. One side of each hut is

partitioned off to exhibit the skulls of the animals

on which the owner had in the course of his life

M
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feasted hl3 friends, while the Other Is divided into

smalier apartments, in all of which one nr more

hearths arc always biasing. The hdusc and Its

arc, for this

hearths arc always biasing. Tire hdusc and its

inmates arc, for this reason., always black with dust

and smoke,, the more so as the latter are not over-

fond of ablutions. At one time this people caused

much trouble by their depredations, but they arc

now best known on the frontier as keen traders

only, every man among them having converted

himself into a petty merchant Their country is,

for the most part, very rugged and difficult to travel

in
;
hut they arc never ti red of moving about i n their

trading expeditions, and for many years no greater

cibne has been traced to them than, kidnapping

women and children, where they car. get at them,

to sell them into slavery, Some of them arc clever

manufacturers, and Utilise the fibrous plants growing

wild In their hilts for the preparation of stiff cloths.

One species of cloth made by them is so strong that

It serves as a sort of armour in war
;
and every cloth

they weave sells wrell, the Abacs being their principal

Customers. They are known as being sharp in their

dealings generally, and most of them are deceitful

also; and the practice of using poisoned arrows in

bght has always been common with them. Exchange

of dress, however, gives birth to
r
or Is a sign of,

amity; and by exchange of weapons the must deadly

enemies become fast friend s, -and if one falls in ffght

it becomes she duty of the other to avenge his death
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and recover his skulL Polygamy prevails largely

among all the tribes the number of a mart's wives

being held* to be the test of his wealth and

consequence, The women are very comely* but

mostly of indifferent character. Wives are* in fact,

not expected to be chaste, and are not thought worse

of when they arc Otherwise and, as among the

lleeris, the son of a Mishmee always succeeds to

the nsc of his father’s widows, his own mother only

going over to the next of kin among the males. The

religion of the race is confined to the propitiation

of demons and sylvan deities, Lhe most feared of all

being the god of destruction
\
and pigs and fowls are

sacrificed to them,

The KsiAmftis,

Crossing the Brahmapnot.ru we come to the

Khamptls and the Siugphoe, both colonies of the

Shin race of Burmih, who came to Assam from

the sources of the Indwddi. They are found in

ar.d about Sudiyi, the extreme north-eastern corner

of Assam, where the Khimptis are said to have

settled in A.D. l/jCA The Bor Khimptis of the Ind-

well, from whom they claim immediate descent,

arc a numerous and powerful people by whom

the Burmese army is largely recruited, and the

Assam branch of the tribe are also tall and well

made. They were, however, not a very graceful

race st the outset, and even now, though their

M 2
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intermarriage with the AwsiMK has Somewhat

softened and improved their features, their women aTc

very plaitl-looki ng, if not Ugly. They Inake them-

selves uglier ay turning up their bai: into a knot

on the centre of die: head, a fashion common to

;
but the natural profusion of theirboth

tresses necessarily makes the knots of the women

bigger and therefore more hidceus r The dress

of both men and women is decent, the nether

garments being a dhoti of eboij tiered pattern, or

silk, which the women wear as a petticoat. The

upper clothing of the men is a tight- fitting jacket

usually dyed blue, and a white turban Wh i li-

the women wear a looser jacket and a coloured

scarf over it. The Ornaments in use are aLi micie

of metal and small glass beads. The arms of the

men are the ddx for ail offensive purposes, and a

shield, some carrying China “made matchlocks also

where they have got them. But they are not much

given to martial pursuits at present. They are the

most civilised of ail the mountain tribes in As-

sam, and are everywhere very peacefully employed

in field-work, house 'building, working in metals,

marketing, and the like
;

and arc said to Under-

stand a little of reading and writing also They

rear pigs and fowls in abundance, and hold weekly

markets to dispose of their surplus stocks, the

articles usually consisting of pigs, fowls, eggs, dried

fish, salt, ginger,, onions, tobacco, and ddos. The
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currency of the country h the Jda, and also un-

wrought iron. The marketing is conducted irt an

orderly an3 business 'like manner, without any

of the h aggSing and driving a bargain so common

in Hindu foudrt. The buyers and seltem are

separated into groups for the sale of each article, so

that the buyer has every variety of the article he

requires exposed "before hint, Jn their field Labours

the men are much assisted by their Wives, and the

out-turn is ordinarily abundant Their houses art

aiwav's well and strung '

v

built of suitrid timber, with

raised floors, and thatched roofs, and some of the

buildings, especially their temples, are delicately

carved, This finds work even for their chiefs, who

also have apt hands for embroidery, and amuse them-

selves moreover by manufacturing silver pipes* braS3

bowls, and other nick-nacks of the same kind, which

are said to be neatly made. The religion professed

by the race is Buddhism, as it is understood £fl

Eurmdh
;
and their chief festivals have reference to

the birth and death of Gautama. Polygamy is

permitted, hut seldom availed of; and the women

have every liberty f.I lowed to them, and are wdl-

treated-

The Singphos.

The Singphos are a more powerful race than the

Khiimplis, nominally divided into twelve gdmtis, or

clans* of whom diree or four are considered to be the
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most Enfluenflal, though they arc all quite independent

of each other, and never unite except in the prase-

cation of a common purpose.. Each clan is, in fact,

wholly governed by its chief, and acts separately

fo withj or against the others as circumstances or

inclination may direct- Much trouble was caused

by ah of them on the frontier at one time, and oven

now their life is not altogether peaceful, though thsy

are catching civilisation quickly from the Khamptis.

The men arc somewhat better looking than the

Khimptis, though having features of the same type,

and are very athletic and capable of enduring great

fatigue; but their women, who work with them,,

though actually of more pleasing features than the

Khampti women, very soon become coarse -looking

from the hard labour devolving on diem. The dress

of both sexes is nearly the same with that of the

KhaiUptis, and they wear their hair also after the

same manner, in a knot on the crown of the head,

except that the unmarried girls gather It in a roll

nesting on the back of the neck, Both men and

women tattoo their limbs, the women more largely

than the men, which disfigures them to a greater

degree. The arms of the men, like those of the

KMknpti'Sr consist of the d&to* the shield, and the

matchlock, and include: ip addition the crossbow

and arrows
;

and their occupations-, too* are very

similar, the Singphos being only more partial to iron-

smetting than to any other work The ridvs they
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make are very highly prized al] over the frontier,

and get rapid sale
;
and they also make their own

apparel. The country they occupy h low and

extremely fertile, and rice, sugar-cane, and com
thrive well upon it

;
hut, cultivation having long

been neglected in is> owing to the original predatory

habits of the people, it is at present largely over-

grown with jungle. The religion of the people is

Buddhism, of the same shape as of the Khimptis ;

and they believe also in malignant spirits, udio are

propitiated with sacrifices. Polygamy ls extensively

practised, and, besides the wives married, slaves are

retained, the offspring of both having equal rights.

The law of succession is peculiar,, too, in another

way—it gives to the eldest son all the landed

property of the father, to the youngest all his

persona] property, while the rest inherit nothing?

and this division is made without reference to the

mothers status or nationality. The dead are buried,

and the bodies of the chiefs are kept in state often

for two or more years, in a coffin which is surrounded

with the insignia of the rank held by them in life;

and the process of decomposition Scaires nothing

beyond the bones to inter.

The NagAs.

The Ndgis lie to the south-west of the KMmptis
and the Singphos, being scattered all over the

mountain ridge that divides Assam from Munipsre.
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The word 11 Nagd" means a serpent, but it is not

pretended that the NAgis are of serpent or Scythia

descent The name was more probably given to

them, originally as being best expressive of their

diameter, for of all wild tribes they arc held to be

the most subtle and treacherous. There are about

a dozen septs of them, who differ considerably from

each other in several respects, each having some

distinct peculiarity of its own and often a distinct

language. Those of the upper ranges arc generally

light-coloured and handsome, and their women pretty,

though beauty of form is not the rule qf the hills ’

but those of the lower ranges, such as the Lotih

Nigas and others, are dark}, dirty, and squat. The

differences in character also are equally prominent,

for„ while the Rengmd Nigis arc spoken of as being

good-naturedp peaceful, and honest, the Lotihs arc

known as unsocial and sulky,, and the Angami& as

contentious^ vindictive, and perfidious. The Nigas

arc the last, whose name A}igdmi
f
or

the u unconquercd,
11

is their boast. They live high

up the mountains, and have always distinguished

themselves ns caterans and murderers, nnd also for

being perpetually at feud with each other,, their feuds

going down, from generation to generation, Their

villages are accordingly planned for everyday defence

and stockaded as hill-forts,, from which barbarous

onslaughts arc made, in which neither age nor sex

is spared. They gave a world of trouble to the
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Gcnremmstlt by the rainy plundering Inroads tocy

made on the peaceful tribes occupying the foot of

their bills' rand several expeditious had to be sent

against them, commenting from In the

location of a special officer in their hills was

determined upon, and the country taken under

direct management, after which its history wa£

rather uneventful for a long time, though never

altogether peaceful. Subsequently some outrages

were perpetrated in I&7& in connexion with an

attempt to dislodge the British authority from the

hills, and culminated in the murder of the. special

officer, Mr. Daman t, and his escort, whi:h led JO

an expedition hcir.g undertaken against the savages

by General Nation, and to their punishment Peace

has sines been ostensibly restored
;
but It is hardly

to be supposed that i t wil l be long preserved, 1 he

bellicose disposition of the race has not yet been

mastered, and what seems calculated to master

it in Lhe future even more than Government in-

terference is tea-planting, the operations connected

with which are gradually spreading British rule over

the immense wastes now held by these people, the

limits of which are likely to be extended in Hie end

to Munipore on the south, and on the east to the

P^tkoi range and the borders of TSurmab and China.

The Nagis art carrying on a most profitable business

with the tea gardens, and those so engaged have

already been partially humanised!, at die same time
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that their occupation has forced them to neglect their

Interna! bkkerings.

The Nigis arc a fine, stalwart race, though inferior

in pfifngic* at compared with the tribes inhabiting

the north of the Brahmapootra, having smallear hones

and much less of muscular development Their

faces- are lozenge -shaped, features flat, eyes small,

complexion dark
;
and of hair they have none an the

shape of heard, whisker, or moustache, while that

on the head is cut short and trained to stand erect.

But* despite these drawbacks, their carriage is

dignified, and they have over all a wild expression

peculiar to them, which distinguishes them from all

other tribes in their vicinity. The females arc short

and waistless* but not necessarily ungainly* though

the}- arc too hard -worked to retain any shade of

comeliness long, having every employment* apart

from fighting* hunting, and traffic, saddled on them.

There is no clothing for either sex in the higher

elevations, and hence some imagine that the name

Niga may, perhaps, have been derived from the

word “Lungd," or naked. At the foot of the hills

the Eimbs are usually covered with a small piece of

doth dyed with indigo, a larger piece of coarse doth

being also used for covering the body when needed

;

while nearer the tea gardens the men wear kilts

of different patterns and colours* and the women

picturesque petticoats, and a cotton cMdrtr thrown

across the back and chest They arc very fond of
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amaments st ail places, and bath males and females

go leaded with them, the trinkets consisting of neck-

laces, bracetets, and armlets, made mainly of cowries,

and more rarely of greenish beads which arc par-

ticularly prized- What the Nigi most of all delights

Sn, however, are hts weapons, which are his constant

companions, awake and sleeping. These arc : the

/idsi or battLe-as^ the aocar or javelin, and the shield

—for he never uses the bow and arrows. TEie AngamtS

Have also long known the use of firearms, of which

they have got a considerable supply. Fighting and

hunting, however, are not their sole OCCUpatLcns at

the present day. They understand the advantages

of trading, and frequently come down to the marksts

of Assam and Cdchir heavily laden with ivory, wrax,

and cloths manufactured from the nettle -fibre, in

exchange for which they receive salt, brasswarc, and

shells, and, by preference, matchlocks and gunpowder

if they can get them. Them only ether occupations

are dancing and debauch, both of which are some-

times, not always, shared in by their women. The

war-dance in particular is performed by the men

alone, with spear and hatchet in hand, while flit the

circumstances of battle ate acted, namely, the ad-

vance, retreat, wielding of weapons, and defence

with the shield, accompanied by terrific howls and

war-whoops.

As the Nagas arc not a migratory people, like

the other halimen SrOUTld them, their villages are
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stationary and unchanging, and lllOSe marked in

Rennet's Maps of 1^64 arc still to be found, Some
of them are very large, Containing &o nfany as five

hundred houses, and there are none which have less

than fifty. The houses are built after a peculiar

fashion, having the caves down to the ground, while

one gable-end forms the door to enter by, Evsry

family lias a separate house, and each house gener-

ally contains two rooms, one for sleeping in, and the

other far all other purposes, including the custody

of pigs and fowls. The accommodation is necessarily

Straitened,, and the unmarried young men of the

family have to sleep out of Jt, all the bachelors of

a village being accommodated in one common budd-

ing, furnished with a aeries of bamboo beds covered

with mats. In this house are also exhibited the

spoils of the chase and the implements of war

belonging to the community; and it is further used

as the village inn, in which travellers from Other

villages are allowed to put. up. The separation

of the souses in youth, if intended, is not, how-
ever, actually very rigidly enforced, young men
and women having every facility given to them
to become well acquainted with each other; and

when they have made up their minds to marry

they are at once United, the only form gone through

being the execution of a contract of union by both

parties, unattended by any religious ceremony what-

ever. Presents are then made by the bridegroom to
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the family of tile brde
;
and there 13 a grand feast

given Co the whole village, in return for which the

villagers have to build a bouse for else accommodation

of the youthful pair, Divorces and remarriages are

both allowed acid freely availed of, and open infidelity

is necessarily not of frequent occurrence.

As a rule the Nagd woman is a model of labour

and industry, and 33 mainSy valued On that account-

She does everything the husband will not, End he

considers it effeminate to do anything but fight, hunt,

and cheat The cultivation labours are all performed

by the wife, the crops raised consisting of l ice, cotton,

and tobacco, as well as several hinds of vegetables.

She also weaves, noth with cotton and with nettle-

fibres, and manufactures salt from the many salt-

springs in the country, though she is not able to

malm it at less cost than is charged for tire salt sent

up from Bengal. The tending of cows, goats, p:g-5,

and fowl likewise devolves on her in most places,

and she of course cooks and performs every Other

household work besides. One CUriolls way of cooking

with some clans lS thus described in Qwcr.'s NAgd

THbts:—' Their manner of cooking is performed in

joints of bamboos, introduced into which am as much

rice, chillies, and meat, with water, as each will hold

and car. be thrust tightly in by the aid of a stick. A
couple of bamboos placed Otl the ground, with a third

connecting them at the top horizontally, constitutes a

fire-place, against which those holding the food rest-
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Bjr eontinuflUy turning the bamboos the food becomes

well roasted, and 13 then served out on Loaves from a

neighbouring tree.
1" Neither milk nor any preparation

thereof is appreciated by the rhigds generally, but

they eat animals of all kinds, including rats, snakes,

monkeya, tifCLS, and elephants; and tlm roast dog in

particular is regarded as a great delicacy. Another

article equally prised is a liquor manufactured from

fermented doe, which is drunk by both sexes in great

quantities i they are inveterate smokers also, and

are especially fond of the oli of tobacco,, which they

mix with water and drink.

The Nigds have no kind of internal government,

and acknowledge no supreme authority. If spoken

to on the subject they plant their javelin on the

ground and declare that. to be their Rajih, and that

they will have none Other. The Gdoa Boom, or elder

of the village, has some authority conceded to him
;

but it is very moderate, and is often resisted arid

defied. A council of ciders Is suffered to

petty disputes and disagreements, but only in the

way of arbitration. There is no constituted authority

lodged anywhere In the community; every man doing

what he likes and Is able to perform. The Nagd

is by nature fierce as the tiger, and matters arc

necessarily made worse from the total want of

control over his passions. His other vices are

drunkenness and thieving, in the latter of which ho

glories, though it is held very dlahonourable to be
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discovered in the act. His religion consists in die

worship of a plurality of deities, or Rood and evil

Spirits., to whom sacrifices are made, and in the bchet

in omens, by which hi 3 conduct is mainly guided.

The chief religious festival is cabled the Gemd, a

Sabbath extended generally over two or three days

and nights, when aLi the Inhabitants of the village

celebrating it live in complete Isolation from others,

sacrificing and drinking, but not permitting any one

to witness their debaucheries. There IS no fixed time

for this ceremony

course of the year—that is, whenever it Is considered

necessary to make propitiatory offerings to their gods,

The dead among them are buried at the doors of

their own boasts, and the spear and ddv of trie

which is frequently repeated in the

warrior are always buried with him.

The CAchArese,

Toe district which has suffered most from the

raids is Cactodr, which, within a small confined

area, holds several tribes posited into Lt from different

directions, Of these tiie most important are : the

Cichiicse, the minor Nigi tribes, the MwkifS, and

the Kookies.

The Cich areas are a large race whose proper name
is Rangtsa, ar.d their original country that Situated to

the north-east of Assam, They were at one time

Untiled to C&chdr, ar-d st i 11 form the dominant class
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of the district, but are now also scattered alf over

Assam; and even the Jldjongs of Mymensing are

held to be a branch of tile same family. They are

a fine hardy race, quiet, industrious, and thriving, and

have strongly marked. KoogoLian features. Toth men

and women wear the hair long, but even fulL-grown

Tnert have no beard or whiskers. The primary

divisions of the race are two—namely, the Hasdc, or

people of the plains, and the Furbutteihs, or people

of the hills. The former profess to be Hindus, but

cat pigs and fowls, and even sacrifice them to their

gods, with the exception of the BerOtudil, or "the

purified,
p who have adopted Hindu prejudices in

regard to food in their integrity, and the Shlrgiab,

or 41 the heavenly ” who bolder on Thibet and

Bootdn, arid have accepted Llamiisin With all its

conventionalities. The chief occupation of the race

is cultivation ;
but, while the dwellers of the plains

cultivate with the plough, these of the hills do so

with the hoe only. The jungles among which the

Pnrhutteahfi live are mainiv of bamboos, ar.d these.

being cut down and set on fire, leave a coating of

ashes on the ground, which i-s the only manure used

to fertilise it. The soil below the ashes is then

turned up with the hoc, and the seeds to he sown are

dropped in—paddy, sugar-cane, cotton, and tobacco

being ail sown together in the same ground. F.ach

plot of ground is cultivated only for two years, after

which it is left untouched for from seven to ten years,
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00 the expiration Of which it is considered to he onto

more fit for cultivation.

The villagis of the Cacharcae comprise from twenty

to a hundred houses, each family having a separate

dwelling- for itself The bachelors Live apart from

their families, in a large house in the centre of every

village, which is called the Dskhd- diBRg, or the

warriors' house
;
but epportu nities are given Do them

to consort with the maidens, and marriage still

preserves the primitive form of abduction. When
the lovers have agreed to unite their fortunes

together, the bridegroom proceeds with his friends

to the house of the bride to get forcible possession

of her person. Her friends, affecting surprise, run

out to the rescue in haste, and there is a stubborn

mock-fight between the parties with no violence

committed cm either side^ Eventually the bride-

groom's party proves successful, upon which ho

gives a feast to the discomfited friends, of the

bride, and conciliates her who IS supposed

to bo mightily incensed, hy a money present, which

completes the ceremony. The religion of the race,

1VC have already said, is an affectation of Hinduism

vdntis its feed restrict ions. Except the very ortho-

doK. aft classes eat meat of all kinds, berf only

excepted; they fliso drink spirits, though in no

immoderate degree, and are not unacquainted with

the use of opium. The general intelligence of the

race is not much to speak of, though the Haziis
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aiTcct to have goL educated by their connexion with

the Assamese. Diseases arc believed to arise from

preternatural agency, and in place of “doctors they

have rajdkjt, or exorcists, to cure them. Witchcraft

is also believed. in r and the r&fdA assists here too in

removing the spell.

The MEEKUtS.

The Meckirs- came originally from the jungles

market! in the maps as Tookrim Sen.ipu tty's coun-

try, and, like the Cdcharcsc, are divided into classes

namely, the hill end plain Meekers respectively.

They arc physically much inferior to Che Cdchdrese,

and even the lull Meckirs are not warriors. But,

if cowardly, they have the credit of being very

laborious, and mite riot and coLtcm 3 ti abundance,

the 1st ter of which they sell to advantage. Th e only

weapon they carry is the dtii?, of which no use is

made except for cultivation and wood cutting. Their

dress- consists of two pieces of cotton cloth dyed with

red stripes and sewn together like a bag, with aper-

tures ieft for the head and arms
;
and this is put on

in the manner of a shirt They build their houses

00 high mricAdufi or platforms, and. the buildings arc

always large, being made to hold wine thirty or forty

person5, often of different families, who steep together

almost in a state of nudity. The chief food of the

tribe consists office., pigs, and goats
;
but they refrain

from eating cows, more from prudential than religious
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motives. They also delight in spirituous liquors*

which arc often drunk to excess but they arc

peaceful ill tfteir cups, and disturbances seldom occur.

Of religion their idc«i is Indefinite* though they affect

to have become converted to Hinduism. The objects

worshipped arc the Sun and Moon., and large rocks

and forest trees, which are considered to be the

abodes of invisible deities. Animal sacrifices arc

made at these places and offered up along with

boiled rice. For marriage they have no religious

ceremony. A bargain Is mads between die parlies

proposing to be united, and a contract entered into

which makes them man and wife, a feast being given

in commemoration of the event Polygamy h dis-

coimtenanced;, bu.5 not expressly forbidden
;

and

widows arc allowed to remarry

.

The KookieS.

The Kook its are a numerous race whose proper

limits have not been defined even to this day. Their

origin?-! settlements seem to have been in the hiil

recesses to die south of die Hyliteandy valley, a wild.

and difficult country of large extent, whence they

have blanched out northwards into Hill Tipperdll,

and southwards into Chittagong. The tribes occupy-

ing such a large territory are of course various, and

are known under different names in different places,

such as Lunctis, Chudkmis, Tipperdhs
F

Reangs,

Lushais, etc, all living independent of each other*

H 2
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and each ruled over by its own separate chief.' The

appellation “ Konkic
:

is equally unknown to all of

them, having been given lo them by tilt inhabitants

of Eastern Bengal ;; for their whole race they have no

common name, and arc content to call one another

by the names of their different dans. But their

general characteristics are very similar ftl all places,

and they are easily distinguishable by them from other

tribes. They are ail of stout and muscular make,

though of a short sizc^ and have a dark completion,

flat nose, and small eyes. Of some the Legs are

disproportionately short assd the arms disproportion-

ately lung " and the face,. which in every case is as

broad as it is iortg
p

is among some tribes round, but

among others nearly square. The women of all

tribes are equally ungainly and filthy
5,
and mere squat

even than the men
;
but they arc at the game time

very strong and fusty. The dress of the different

tribes varies to some extent according to taste End

locality
;
but there is not much room for variation

where the general fashon is to go naked. According

to their own traditions the Kookics and the Hughs,

or j ODmcahSj arc of the same parentage, born of the:

same father by different mothers. The mother of the

Kookics dying first, during the infancy of her son, the

child was brought up by his stepmother, who gave

him no clothing, and so he came to be called Zz

or " the naked/' Where any dress is worn, the women

have a smail blue cloth round the loins,, reaching
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from below the navel to the fence, and another

cloth thrown over the shoulders, whale the men
have their Wiaiis and fflvnrffrj and a doth tied

round the head which stands for a turbailr The
women wear no hcad-driess at any place, hut cultivate

a luxuriant crop of hair instead of ft. The orna-

ments worn arc necklaces, armlets and bracelets,

made of brass which are very massy, and earrings.

The arms of the warriors are the ddo, the bow and
arrows, and the spear, a shield being occasionally

used in addition for defence. Strings arc also worn
by them around the neck, both as ornament and

armour] and tufts of goat-hair dyed red arc worn on
the thighs. The distinctive mark of the Tippe-

rahs is a large quill stuck on the back of the head,

from which, red-coloured goat-hair is hung out in

streamers.

The Kookics in Cich&r are divided into two

primary septs called the "old" and the “new." The
,£
olid

*'

arc subdivided into three clans, of whom the

most considerable in numbers are the Rhungkal, who
are very powerful men physically, and very steady

labourers, both for working and carrying-. They dress

decendyj and are fond of ornaments
; but, like the

rest of their race, neither wash their bodies nor their

clothes, and arc eaten up with skin diseases. They
have no ch iefs

,
but every village has a headman

with limited power?. Their notions of religion are

mainly borrowed from the Assamese, and are vague
]
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but marriage is a religious ceremony with them, and

always requires the presence of the GM/mt, or priest.

There is no polygamy among them, and fridows have

the same liberty as widowers to remarry.

The new Kookics wore driven into C debar by

the Lunctas within the recollection of the present

gMeratiMj some thirty years ago. They arc divided

into four elana p
cadi having a rajah, or chief, or its

own,, who is entitled to recei ve one nnt of each, brood,

of pigs or fowls, one quarter of every animal killed in

the chase, one tusk of every elephant slain., and one

basket of rice from each of his subjects, lie is also

entitled to receive free labour from each man for Tour

days in the year, and has the privilege of adjusting

their quarrels and differences with the assistance of a

council of elders and of Jaws peculiar to the tribe, his

decision being final in every case. The religion of

the tribe recognises an all-powerful deity named

Puthen, who has a wife, a son, and a daughter-in-

law; and, Erl addition to them, there arc household

gods* to whom sacrifices are made

The Tipperihs are Kookies who own allegiance

to the Rajih of Tipperdh, paying him an annual

n TXfr-frM f*, and &bwd&$ on marriage and other occasions.

They are fairer than the other tribes, some of them

being hardly darker than a swarthy European* but

are not distinguishable ffom the rest in any other

respect. They pretend to be Hindus, but have no

restrictions of caste,, and eat almost any kind of food,
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and from the bands of any person. Pigs, fowls, and

pigeons arc reared! by them but they keep no oxen,

which, they *do not oat nor know any other use of.

The most powerful of the Kookic tribes are til e

LushiLs, who are also the most easterly; and it Js

on account of their wars and raids mainly that

the -other septs have been fenced forward into British

territory1 in the directions indicated. The quarrels

of the Lushais, like those of the Nigia, are incessant,

and, ay they always prefer to surprise their enemies

instead of attacking them openly, however strong

their own party might be, there is no option left to

those who ate attacked hot to fly before them, since

their main object ls not so much to plunder as to

kill or take slaves. Proceeding on a foray
p
they

will march in the night with the stealthy pace of

the jackal, in the most profound silence, and on

being" overtaken by day will so conceal themselves

among trees as to remain Uitpencdved by persons

passing under them! waiting in ambush till the time

for surprise arrives. The only notice given of an

attack Is the shout by which it as commenced, and

those who cannot fly arc cither killed or carried off.

After victory the assailants retire, taking away the

heads of the -slain aftd their sla\ the former to

be used in certain ceremonies performed at the

funerals of their chiefs, and for being exhibited as

trophies. But, if they are defeated, they go back

to their homes as silently as, they came, and live
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in disgrace til! tllcir failure: is retrieved. The one

well understood law with all of them ls that blood

can only be wiped out with blood
]

• :md 3 if the

murderer be a tiger, the Lushm will rush after him

to kill him, mid will never be satisfied till lie has

b^cn. kEEIccl ,
cooked, and eaten, Nay, If a man is

killed by the fa'] of a tree, his friends will cut up

the tree into chips,, or burn it til 3 it in reduced to

ashes. The trouble caused on the frontier by a race

so vindictive was necessarily great, and, in 1873-72,

the Government had to send a rather strong party

against them to repress their iiijroad-s which was

successful to this extent, that Keane of the raiding

chiefs wore punished and accepted the terms that

were dictated to them,

The general character of the race k that they arc

nomadic but gregarious
;

frequently shifting their

grounds* bijt not so migratory as the Hughs. The

latter never remain or. the same spot for more than

two years
;
but the Rookie settlements are seldom

changed before the expiration of four or five years.

Their villages, called Mmf/w?
a
are therefore always

better formed and finished than those of their

neighbours. They are usually posted an the steepest

and most inaccessible hills, and are fortified with

bamboo palisades* while the passages btf them are

guarded day and night, in peace and war. Pre-

cautions of this sort are necessary on account of the

aggressive character of the race aad the outrages
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they perpetrate, which invite reprisals. The houses

in the villages arc usually well made, ar.d are raised

on platform* of bamboos some six feet from the

ground, and ranged in rows on each side of a

street Their cultivation, patches also are very

carefully arranged, but the work on. thcee devolves

mostly on their worn cm. The men are all hunters

and warriors, while rhe women work on the fields,

an occupation from which no rank exempts them

alongside wife

of his vassal. The process of cultivation is Jmtfirtg,

and the crops raised are rice and other grains of

various sorts, roots, vegetables, tahacco, and cotton.

The grains and vegetables form the chief food of

the people besides which they are fond of eating

Sesh of all kinds, and rear pigs and poultry. They

also make their own fermented liquors and spirits,

but do not drink intern nerztely, and are seldom

seen intoxicated. They are more fond of tobacco,

which is smoked not only by men and women, but

also by children ; and in common with the Nagds

they drink the oil of tobacco mixed with water.

Of the cotton raised by them the best portion is

sold to the Bengali iwjrfris by barter for fowls,

each fowl being considered equivalent tn its weight

of cotton. A prodigious quantity of honey is also

found in their forests, but they do not knew how

to separate it from the wax of the comb. In some

places they are so rude that they utESl kindle fire
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by nibbing- two pieces of wood together, and use

the ashes of the bamboo as a substitute for salt..

Their greatest of all virtues h vulcUr, and the

only accomplishments worth acquiring are: first,

a knowledge of the military tactics practised by

fchemselveSj and, after it, thieving—the most cori-

tern ptible of men, however, being, as with the N agds,

a detected thief. An oath taken by a Kookie is

always held sacred
j

but it is very seldom that he

will take any, and never except on very serious

occasions.

The women of the Koakies,. as among the NagAs
t

aye only valued for the amount of labour they

perform. The manner of obtaining a wife is either

by paying a price for Iter, or, in the old Jewish

fashion, by serving for her in bendage for a term of

years; but no great value is placed on her rectitude.

Cases of adultery and seduction are inquired into

and punished, the punishment resting with the

husband or father from whose charge the girl may

have been seduced
;

but, on the other hand* all the

women of a village married or unmarried, are avail-

able to the chief at his will, and no stigma attaches

to those who are favoured by him. Polygamy is

not permitted
;
but there is no objection to retaining1

concubines in addition to a wife. The marriage

arrangements on behalf of the female are usually

made by her father, and his inquiries in regard to

her lover are best answered when the answer is
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that he is a great warrior, a good hunter, and an

expert Chief- The proofs demanded, and which have

if? be shown? arc the heads of the enemies iSain by

him, the heads of the game he may have killed,

and the goods in his house that were stolen. If

these are forthcoming the arrangements ate at once

concluded. The idea of religion among all tribes

is very similar to that entertained by the ^new''

Kookies of Caclldr, except that the wilder Xockies

believe more largely iu spirits having charge of their

foists, hiils, and rivers, than in household deities,

and that the best sacrifice a man cat? make to them

is the heads cf his enemies. Their idea of Paradise

represents A happy hunting-ground, where rice grows

Spontaneously, and game abounds as the heritage of

the man who has killed the largest number of his

enemies :fi life, the people killed by him attending

on him as his slaves. The chief end and object of

fife with the Rookie is, in fact, to kilt his enemies,

and there can be no greater virtue or glory than

to do so. Diseases are believed to be inflicted by

malevolent soirjts who have to be pacified ;
anti

there LS no other treatment for them. Some tribes

bum their dead
f

along with different kinds of

eatables given to the corpse
;

others bury them
j

but the burial day comes round once only in the

year, and till its. return each body IS kept by in a

Sheri, ait the bodies being buried together when tilt

day returns.
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The CossyAhsl

Adjoining' ttic Kookies and, the McCfeirs arc the

CossyAhs, usually called Khaslahs in all the later

official reports and other documents relating to them,

but whom we prefer to call by their old name, if only

to distinguish them from the Khasiihs of KumAon
and GurbwAL They are an athletic race of moun-

taineers, who arc reputed to have frequently laid

the plains of Assam under contribution in former

times
;
but they are very well behaved at presen L

though still fond of martial exercises, and may be

said to have become- partially civilised as compared,

with the races by whom they are surrounded. The
men have no hair on their face beyond a miserable

wiry moustache, but make

are decided iy

make a good i

withstanding
;

and the women
handsome, though not very cleanly. Wliat is yet

more remarkable of the race is that they arc full

of life and spirits, and arc always singing, screaming,

whistling; and running about, having great powers

of industry though they are capricious irs exerting

them, The dress of die men consists of a dkrti and

a Jong shirt without sleeves, over which a cMettir ls

also occasionally worn
;

while the women wear a

shapeless mantle of striped cotton doth tied into a

knot across the breast The martial dress of the

men substitutes a sleeveless tunic of Song cloth for

the shirt, the arms carried being a shield of buffalo
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hide ot* bna, a powerful t '.vo-handed sword, the how

and arrCrwS, and a javelin. The use of poisoned

arrows against wild beasts is common
j
but It speaks

much for the manhood of -the race that they have

never been known to use them against their fcllow

crcaturea. Their common food comprises rice, millet,.

maize, 4 and arrowroot^ all of which are raised

by themselves; besides which they also eat flesh

of all kinds, that of the leopard, and

are especially foil'd of pork and dried fish.. They
a

do not drink milk, nor make any use of

and are not partial to intoxicating liquors; hut

they are excessively fond of fid?*, a large supply

of which they carry about with them and chew

incessantly. This dyes their teeth and lips red,

and they pride themselves on the dirty habit by

saying that "dogs and Bengalis only have white

teeth.” Their progress in the industrial arts has

not been very great, and being unacquainted with

weaving they arc obliged to get their clothes from

other tribes;

"The tribal divisions of the race are many, but they

all combine to form a confederacy which, though not

subject to a common superior, is yet amenable in

some degree to the control of each clan. Their

domestic relations are In several respects very

peculiar The husband docs not take his wife

home, but goes over to live with her at her fathers

house, almost like a retainer in her service, At one
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time polyandry was very prevalent among; them, but

that has now been supplanted by a great facility

of divorce. The marriage tic is sc- loose that

separation is signified simply by the exchange of

five cowries, and is constant, the children in every

case abiding1 with the mother. The law of inheritance

is equally curious
„

sister's children being recognised

by it os heirs in preference to one's own sons- The
religion of the race acknowledges the existence

of a Supreme Being, but more reverence is paid

by them to the inferior spirits believed to reside

in their lulls and groves. They have greaL faith

aSso in omcn-% their divination being drawn prin-

cipally from the breaking of eggs. Over the dead

there is a carousal continued for Severn! days, in

which feasts, dances, mock fights, and fairs figure

prominently, a furious howling being also kept on.

The dead arc burnt, hut not necessarily at the

time of death, being often preserved a long tame

for a more convenient season for disposing of

them. There are some monolithic monuments in

their hills, sueh as arc also found in

parts of Europe

various

Western Asia, consisting

of large fiat circuEar slabs to sit upon, and also

of long uprigEit pillars of irregular shape. These

are believed to be monuments raised over the

ascertained by whomdead
;
but it has not

and under what circumstances, they were raised
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The G^ros.

To the of the Cossydhs are the Gdros, who
inhabit the range of [tills which divide Assam horn

Bengal Proper. This tract has been under British

domination from lSi2
,
but till recently the control

Of the Government extended only over the remindary

and tributary Gdros, not over the independent dans
who occupy the summits of the hilLs. The raids

committed by these on their lowland neighbours

were frequent, and this forced an expedition being

undertaken again*: them in 1 &66
, which finally

resulted id the formation of the Giro Hill district^

which has been as successful as the similar arrange-

ments In other places-

The older writers speak of the GirOs and Cossyihs

as One people; but this they are not, though there is

certainly much similarity between them. The GirOS

are of shorter make and harsher features than the

Cogsyihs; but they are Stout limbed and of great

bodily strength like tlism, am3 a G4rt> woman will

carry over the hills a load which a Bengal Ooolv will

with difficulty carry across the plains. The southern

Gatos have the advantage of being stouter and better

formed than tLlcir northern neighbours
;
but they are

all equally ugly, and Sven their women are unlovely,

though the girls are good humoured atld have very
m us:cal voices. The tern peramont of the race is well

spoken of They are lively, goodnatured, hospitable
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frank and honest, and very truthful- They arc also

affectionate fathers and kind husband^ and their

respect for their women in evinced by Ja I

L
property-

riglit being conceded to them. Among the evil

customs prevalent amidst them, tile immolation of

human victims (who were always Bengalis) in honour

of the dead iva& at one Lime very common
;
and they

are still stanch slaveholders no a large scale, about

two-fifths Of the entire population of the country

being dependent on the remaining three-fifths. The

slaves are called AWW, and the free men Ndforid;

and the distinction between Lhciti Is jealously

preserved, though otherwise the slaves are nut

ill-t mated, being well fed and well eared for, while

they in return are devoted to their martens. The

dress of the Garos is very scanty. Tire males live

almost wholly nude, their sole garment being a

narrow strip of cloth worn as a giidle round the

waist, which is passed from behind through the legs

and brought yp In the front The female dress is

nearly the same, consisting of a piece of cloth less

Lhan a foot in breadth wound round the loins, while

all the other parts of the body are left bare. The

orn aments worn by the women nic earrings and

bead necklaces while many go altogether unadorned,

accepting the verdict of ills poet that beauty when

unadorned is adorned the most. They cat all kinds

of food, including cats, dogs, frogs, and snakes
;
and

roar kisie, goats, swine, fowls, and ducks. Like the
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NigiSp Cosayihs, and others, they abhor milk, and

Kill Et d beaded matter. It is said, that they are

particularly fond of eating puppies, which they dress

in a manner peculiar to themselves. The animal is

fed with as large a quantity of rice as it will tike,

and is then roasted alive. When the raast is done,

the puppy is cut up and eaten, the rice in its stomach

being regarded as a delicacy. Their passion for

drink is so great that liquor is given even to infants

to swallow
;
and their excess in the indulgence Es

often productive of bloody brawls, which arc mere

frequent, however, among the southern than among

the northern Garos. the latter being provoked by-

drink only to more dancing and music.

The houses of the Girds are called ckftftgf
}

.
and

aw from thirty to one-hu ndred-and .fifty feet an

length* and from ten to forty in breadth. They are

roofed with thatch, or with mats of long grass, and

propped up with sdl timbers, of which the beams

also arc rnadc. The sides are constructed of hollow

bamboos cut open and woven like a mat Every

house is divided into two parts,, the upper and the

lower, the latter being allotted to cattle and poultry.

The upper story is subdivided Into distinct enclosures

for the owner and his wife and their unmarried

daughters and Other ren generally, while the

unmarried sons, are housed separately in a bachelors'

hall, with which every village is provided, The

total number of houses in a village is about twenty,

0
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and they arc almost all of them substantially built

Chte peculiarity to he noted is that the villages ^
clans are divided into MdAdris, or -motherhoods,-

particular M ah4 ris being especially connected with

and intermarrying into each other. A man 'a sister

mames in the family from which he derives his

wife; his son may marry a daughter of that sister,

and, as male heirs do not inherit, the KOn-indsw

succeeding his father-in-law in l ight of his wife, gets

his father's sister, who is his wife's mother, as an

additional wife to live with. The marriage process

fs also peculiar. The selection h made by the girl,

and the male can make no advances t i II the female's
,/j » u

wishes arc known. The consent of the jMtrentS of

the parties is implied, with this proviso—that, if the

Id people refuse, they can be beaten into compliance.

After these preliminaries have been settled* the female

and her party again take the initiative and proceed

to the ho^sc of the bridegroom to secure him, while

he pretends to run away from them. He is quickly

caught, and, in spite of resistance offered, is married,

amidst lamentations and counterfeit grief both on his

part and on the part of his parents. The ceremony

is completed by the sacrifice of a cock and a hen,

when the piteous howls of the bridegroom, and his

party subside under the usual debaucheries of a

feast Her husband thus secured, the wife usually

becomes a good helpmate to him, sharing in aEl

the labours of husbandry, besides being his guardian
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angel at ho One coupte usually cultivates from

three to four of laud a year, and three crops

are raised os it in rota Lion, namely, the otaurffain
f

cotton,, and millet The chief productions of the Giro

hill =s arc ! cotton,, dMSdAdftj maize, millet,, chillies^ and

yarns. It is on cotton chiefly that the people depend

for those necessaries of life which their hills will not

yield. They are* besides, good workers in iron and

bell-metal, and make &&rd&s or tfidfl&s of the latter

which arc much prised- in Bengal, Their implements

of husbandcy are:, a hoc
r
a dd&y and a battle-axe* which

is used for al? purposes. No Giro is ever seen without

the axe, except when a spear Is substituted for It

to answer any especial purpose. The wilder Garcs

protect their villages in war time by stockading themj

and by blocking up all approaches to them with felled

trees* besides which jpdujtts, or sharp bamboo spikes,

are thickly planted, and so deep that they call not be

extracted., the only way to remove them being to

shave them even with the ground- The religion of the

people recognises a great god named Kishijee, the

character given to whom is very like that of the Hindu

god Siva j
but they m&ke no images of him* and

have no temples to worship him m. What they are

commonly seen to adore is the bamboo adorned with

flowers and tufts of cotton thread They bum their

dead* and bury the ashes exactly where the pile was

kindled* over, which a hut is often erected in which

the wearing apparel of the deceased is deposited.

0 2
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CHAPTER IV.

TRIBES ON THE EASTERN FRONTIER,

The chief tribes Otl LllC eastern frontier are the

Kookies, to whom wc have a] ready jefetred, the

joortieah.!; or T.I u die Xheongtllai, who are so

like the Joctmihs in all respects as to require no
separate notice, arid the Shindoos; and, lower down,

the Khoon’.eaa, the Koos, the- M loos or Mruo KhyetlS,

and the Khyens. All the races are extremely

migratory. They occupy small ham Lets surrounded

by bamboo stockades perched on the top of almost

Eaacrajssible hills but where one sees a village at one

thau he finds nothing hut a jungle six months after,

tbs people inhabiting the village having moved oJT

perhaps to haX a day's, or a whole day's journey

thence; tran spurting the very name of the village

with their lnits, In character soma of 'Ll10 tribes

are exceedingly inoffensive, while others are the

very reverse of it, of which latter description are

the Luduhs, Sliindoos, and lioos, who are only

known fur their plundering expeditions and the

outrages they perpetrate.
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The

The Joomeiahs, or SfughSp are understood to be the

aboriginal inhabitants of Arracan, but row occupy

in jjreat number; the hill-tracts of Chittagong, or

rather that portion of them which is known by the

name of the Kdpds Mahal, or the cotton districts.

They are caHSed Jwmtdk

s

because they cultivate by
cm inn, the word Jesm in their language meaning
" to burn. The plough is never used by them,, and

,

in fact, they never cultivate land even enough for a

plough to operate upon. They cut the jungle Oil

their hill-sides and then set Are to it, the ashes being

spread over and dug into the ground to mar.ure it,

after which the seeds are sown an the same manner

as by Other Wild tribes generally. The

appearance of the raco ia very like that of tbe

Chinese, and especially distinguished by high and

broad cheek bones, Hat noses, and oblique eye3 r

Their forms arc short, but well nude and athletic,

and their colour is of the mulatto kind. The hair

of both &CXC3 Is glossy and black, and they are

equally proud of its quality. The women wear it

parted in the middle and tied in a knot a.t the back

of the head; while the man pot on a kind of tUrbSrt

of white cloth, which is entwined with their hair.

The dress of the women consists of a cloth tightiy

bound rcund the bosom and flowing to the feet, with
H

a largo outer covering thrown over the whole person
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reaching to the knees ; while tlmt of the men is

composed of one doth wound round the middle

and another thrown over the shouklcGk The only

ornaments worm by the women arc thick earrings

of various deigns, to make mom for which the lobes

of their cars arc widely perforated, those of the men

being similarly bored to put in their cigars The

huts of the raec are made of bamboos raised on

piles several feet above the" ground
;

each house

being occupied by one family only, excluding the

bachelors, who have a commoo dwelling allowed to

them in every village. Their ordinary food is boiled

nee and fish; but animals arc also eaten, and nothing

from the smallest to the biggest is indifferent to them.

Hath sexes smoke and chew tobacco ;
and they arc

also fond of firiti, hut do not drink much habitually.

They arc reputed to be very long-lived, and retain

their strength and faculties to a great age; and

altogether they are much less wild than the rates by

whom they are surrounded. The rich among them

burn, while the poor bury, their dead, and with both a

funeral, is the occasion of mirth and rejoicing, which

frequently end in dissipation and excess.

The S Hindoos.

The Shindoos occupy the forest tract between the

valley of the I rrawid l and AfTacan, to the cast of

the boundary range, the Lushai KoOkies residing
3 on
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its west Numerically they are less strong than

several races Living near them, notably the

Khonmcas; but they are held in greater dread all

over the frontier, even the Khoomeis being afra ld

of them. Their rasds into Chittagong were at one

time very frequen

t

r
the chief object always held in

view by them being the capture of slaves, The

villages proceeded against were invariably attacked

at night and set on Eire, and of those of the

nhabitants who eouid not escape the worn

and the females and children were carried

off. These outrages have now been greatly checked
;

but the character of the race has not yet very

materially improved. Their houses are built on

raised platforms and arc generally well made,

bamboos or timber being used in their construction

according to the wealth of the owners, and the

thatching being of grass. They cultivate; also with

industry
r
and raise all the grains usually grown in

jungly hills, such as mai^c, {t&erd, tutl-rice, yams,.

ginger, £u\ linseed, cotton, and sugar-cane,

They arc rich too in pigs and poultry, but arc

more fond of dogs as food, and cat a3] sorts of

game, including elephanti. The arms used, by the

warriors are bows and arrows, short spears, and

shields made o: buffalo-hide. Muskets also

prkedp and man y have been secured and arc often

very mischievously used., the position occupied by

them being too remote for any very effective control
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being exercised over them. Wives amongst them

arc always purchased, nil*1 polygamy is widely

prevalent, almost every man having from two to

fo'JT wives. Their itbgioil is Buddhism, but so

corrupted as to be hardly recognisable. The dead

are buried by them in a supine posture, with the

head to the cast
;
and with the warrior are buried

bis weapons and bis gOUgs.

TtlE KTIQOMliAS.

The Khoomeia occupy the country' on both banks

of the Koladyne river, bom Tl’-dnnah KoladyUC ta

the mouth of the EuLU Khcnng, arid form the largest

and meat important of zdl tire wild tribes in that

direction. They are divided into many classes, of

whom the most powerful are the Khcongthco,

KllOOrtg, Anoo, and Yeasing- Tire primary occupa-

tion of ail of them is agriculture; besides which tiity

also manufacture cloths, spears, and gunpowder
;
and

ail, or nearly all of them, practise dacoity. Their

principal urm. \s the musket : but spears and shields

aie also used. Each tribe has its own chief, tile

confederate chiefs together representing the sovereign

power.

Tl3E KtJOS-

The Koos inhabit the mountainous regions near

the sources of the Lemroo End its principal; feeder
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the Fong Kheong. They arc near neighbours to 'he

I£hoorne£5 ?
and differ little from them in habits, but

exceed them* in barbarity. They are extremely wild,

and arc ativuys at fend, either among themselves or

with the other tribes about them. They have litfcEe

or no clothing, but canes slit up in two and painted

rod arc wrapped round the stomach as a protection in

war. Their arms are the musket, the spear, and the

bow and arrows. One striking peculiarity to be noted

of them Is that t hey drink the blood of animals
;
and

a welt approved custom with them on festive Occasions

is to tie a bull orgydt (wild ox) to a stake,, and to

pierce him with spears, after which bamboo cups are

applied to the wounds, from which, men, women, and

children drink the warm blood with great gusto.

THE MROOS.

The Mroos occupy the country north of the junction;

of the Saeng Khcong with the Lemroo. They arc a

quiet and inoffensive race, largely given to cultivation.

The males frequently go naked, or have only a rag

fastened in front below the loins, except in the cold

weather when a cloak also is occasionally thrown

over the body. The dress of the females is a dark

blue cotton gown fastened at the neck and descend-

ing to the knees* Persons labouring under palsy

ulcers, leprosy, @nd other incurable diseases!, eve

viewed by them as outcastSj and arc not permitted to
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reside ill Hie Same place with, the rest, a separate

village being assigned to them * in which, however,

they arc well cared for md supported.

THE Khvens

The last tribe we shaLS notice are the Kliycns,

who inhabit the mourn Lams between Arracan and
«

Avi Thev arc vay dissimilar to the Mugha, but

resemble the Mraus so much that the two have

been held by several writers bo be only different

tribes of the same race, which is highly probable.

The Khvens live for the most part in the thickest

retreats of their for^ts, aud
f
being erratic in their

habits, arc constantly going about in parties, Arid

pitch their tents whenever they can find fertile spots

to cultivate. Their devotion to cultivation is greater

even than that of the Mro

o

f

,

and they raise Urge

supplies of rice and vegetables, which form their

staple food.. They also eat fish ated She flesh of

any animal they can procure, except of the tiger,

bear, and octet) and their time is mainly taken

up with hunting, fishing, and agriculture They
moreover collect iron'Ore, honey, and elephants'

tusks, which they sell and barter for such Luxuries

as they cannot produce themselves. The principal

occupations Of their women are spinning, weaving,

ar.o cookery, besides which they also assist the

men in their field labours. What they are, however,
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mu- -it remarkable for is the custom of tattooing

their faces, which makes them hideous, though the

marks And -figures drawn are in themselves often

very artistic and curious. The origin of the practice

is thus accounted for;—They say that the Tirtirs

in the days of their power imposed upon all their

subject races the payment of a tribute in. women,

whereupon the Khycn ladies decided on sacrificing

their charms so as to make the tribute from their

tribe unacceptable. The plan must have been

eminently successful
;

it is certain that the custom

of tattooing i-s now on file decline. The dress of

the women consists of a black petticoat reaching;

to the knee, with a looser garment over it, while

that of Lhe men comprises a piece oi blue cloth

wound, round the loins with one end of it dangling

before, and the other dangling behind* and a c^oth

wound round the head, a jacket being also worn

by those who can afford to have one. The arms

of the men are the spear., and crossbow’ and arrows
;

but they am used only against wild beasts, the

Kbycns having no other enemies to fight with.

Their viLlagcs consist usually of from fit teen to

twenty houses cadi, over which there is a headman

called Tdyi or Jtftiflddpi, Each house hs.s ordinarily

two apartments only, o^e for steeping and the

other for conking in; and underneath the doer are

lodged their swine and poultry. On getting married

the Khyen always gees to live with his wiit at
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her father's house* and never brings her thence Li SI

after the birth of one or two children. Ko dowry

h given at marriage, and the union is di&soldbEc «

at the will of the parties, at a moment's warning,

withowl any reason being required to be assigned

for the severance. There are feasts given on oexa -
H

sions of both marriages and deaths, the choicest

delicacies indulged in being pork and rice-beer.

The religion of the race is confined to the pro-

pitiation of spirits, to whom sacrifices are made.

The dead are burnt, and their bunts buried En

some distant mountain-



PART III,

GENERAL REMARKS.

Tcie stages of wild life are the savage and hunter

state* the noro&dic or herdsman scats, and the agn-

ail tu ral s late ; of which the first appears to have

long been passed bp most of the tribes to whom

WC have referred, tor, though hunting be stih an

occupation well priced bp rr.anp of them* there is

not one that lives bp it exclusively at tills (fay,

Even the second sta£* has been passed bp several

tribes, though by far the greater number of them

have only partially abandoned it, living; as nomad ic-

cultivators, which is a compound of the sccemi a- id

third stages, and in different grades of advancement

in that State, Under a wci L-Ordered Government,

the nomadic state is of course being rapidly changed

for the agricultural one^ but up to this time there

ire more nomadic cultivators among the wild tribes

than regular tillers of the soil. The mode of culti-

vation followed is, we have seen, exceedingly simple

and primitive, and almost identical in al! places*

though the races practising It art widely separated

from, and have almost no sc-rt of connexion with,

each other- ft has different names ia different
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places, being called. dMi-yA in the Central Provin ccs,

/Wining in the Hill Tracts of Chittagcng, toUHg-yd

in Arracan, etc. ;
hut the process folWed, which

every case the same. AIL

the skirLs of

we have described, is in

the bribes are given to living on

forests, mainly for the facility it gives them to effect

clearances In the mariner to which they arc so

partial. Few of them cultivate the same held more

than two or three yeans, by which time the SOI I is

held to have become perfectly exhausted, when they

move on CO new unbroken forests, never thinking

of returning to the old ones till they have relapsed

to their original jungly state. As there IS abundance

of virgin soil around them, they arc thus constantly

moving about by choice tm.d the herdsman's lilc

which they also follow offers 00 hindrance to this,

since they always carry their flocks and herds with

them, it being, if! fact, imperative Oct Them to do

SO. owing to the general scantiness of the tood-

grains raised by them. The wildernesses roamed

through also abound with game of all kinds, Sltch

as the bison, the buffalo, the elk. the wild hog, and

the hare, and these form additional food articles

for them, which makes them almost independent of

their crops in unfavourable reasons. The jungles

abound, moreover, with timers, hyaenas, and wolves;

and it is a matter of necessity to the tribes Living

with them to acquire the art of killing thorn, and

hence the prolonged indulgence of the hunting
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stage cfpropensity in them even after the first

savage existence has been passed. J t as this incli-

nation of theirs, allied with their isolation, that

seems to have taught them the more reprehensible

use of their aims for which moat of them were long

so particularly famous. The roads from district

to district necessarily passed over their hills and

through their jungles,. and this gave them the

opportunity to levy tolls and blackmail from the

traders and wayfarers who frequented them, which

soon degenerated into oped pillage and wholesale

robbeiy, too often accompanied by the sacrifice of

human lives.

Living in this manner, almost all the mid tribes

have always remained confined within the nooks and

corners into which they were forced when the immi-

grant races became a collected people, and have teen

necessarily far removed from the pale of civilisation.

QJ them.wives, they have never sought, even in

settled times, to cultivate Che acquaintance of their

neighbours, preferring to remain in barbarism in

the hiding-places selected by their ancestors, arid

apparently thriving bc5t in locaiities where no other

human being could have existed- Those who lave

in forests say that they cannot endure the climate

of the plains, where the heat gives them fever;

those who inhabit the Terif
p
such as the M edies,

have never attempted to get into higher ranges,

which they assert do not agree with them and
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those living inland, such as the Gonds, find that

the Ma Etif is fatal to Litem. So un healthy are the

places they occupy, that even those people of the

plaLas who are in the habit of periodically visiting

them—such as ctephan t-h untors, corn-dealers, money -

Senders, and the collectors of jungle produce—sddom

return: from their annual expeditions without SUlTering

in health, and yet none of the wild tribes hetray any

trace of sickliness about tlicrr., exhibiting, on the con-

trary. die most wonderful immunity from the effects;

of the malaria in which they live imbedded. This

may, perhaps, be accepted S3 a proof of the antiquit;7

of the races concerned, for they must have Dcrnpied

their present comers for many centuries to bfU'e

become so well acclimatised to them. The -unglcs

are thinly populated, and, as a rule, the wild tribes

procreate scantily., which accounts for their not being

seen to increase in numbers in any place} and in

particular localities they have further done all

their power to population by the adoption

of such institutions as polyandiy and infanticide.

But they are bale and hearty-looking everywhere}

much more SO, certainly, thin the natives of the

plains, who are increasing Ln numbers at a rate

tint threatens to be perplexing to the politicians
K—

and. administrators of a future day
;

aftd Che only

explanation the result admits of is,. that they have

got quit* accustomed to live and thrive an the

noxious exhalations they inhale.
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The oldest Hindu books,, a^ain, speak of the

Dasjfas as a black race, and most of the interna]

'tribes we hav^ described are found to be very much
darker than the Hindus and Mahomcdans by

whom they are surrounded, which may be accepted

as another proof of their antiquity, since they must

have occupied their present habitations in their

distinctness from time anterior to* or coeval with

the establishment of the Hindu and Mahometan
races around them, and refused ever after to intermix

with them. They have lived almost 'wholly by

themselves,, and where they have done so have

retained their original colour undiluted, and not

their co.our only, but all the other peculiarities by
which they were distinguished from the commence-

ment Almost all the^e races have less height, Jess

symmetry, and more dumpiness and flesh than the

peoples surrounding them
;
broader and flatter faces,

shorter and wider noses, smaller eyes, larger cars,

thicker lips, and deficient beards. In their eagerness

to be considered respectable they often pretend to a

descent from the Rajpooca
;
but the proofs patent in

their features are unmistakable, and proclaim them to

be of much older date than the Rijpoots, or their

ancestors the Kshetriyas, can count in India. In

the case of the frontier tribes their Tcscm.bJan.ce in

features to the races living beyond them is easily

traced
;
all the tribes on the western frontier having

the Alghin or Beloochee appearance stamped on

P
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them
;

Bill those on the northern frontier bearing a5

deeply indented marks of a Thibetan origin
; all

those on die eastern frontier, of Burcn^w extraction f

and all those on the north-eastern frontier exhibiting

a compound of the Burman and Chinese features

blended in varied shades, This proves the tribes

to be either half-breeds or immigrants of old date

long settled in the districts they now inhabit. But

the features of the internal tribes are, like their

colour; not traceable to any of the races surrounding

them,, and this distinctiveness they undoubtedly owe

to the Otter isolation in which they have always lived

in their present quarters from the earliest times- Till

recently they had no contact of any sort with aliens

and strangers on any pretence whatever. The
conveniences of life, where they had them, were

such only as could be secured by self-labour,, even

the manufactures and arts being mostly domestic.

Almost everywhere every man made his own house,

conducted his own agriculture, and brewed has own

beer, all which is done in most places in the same

way even now. Smiths, carpenters, potters, and

weavers did not exist before among them, and

where existing at present arc mostly foreigners

recently admitted, and arc barely allowed to live

within hailing distance, cot being Suffered to intermix

with them. It is not likely, theref0re, that the

dissimilarity so peculiar to the different tribes will

be early effaced.
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The blessings of ovHfoatkon among mpst of the

tribes are now mainly represented by the presence

of the niaAdfumi m-oney-l.cndensj and spdrit-sellcrs,

who have forced themselves into their company
simultaneously with the artisan classes,, in com-

paratively modem times, Their contact with these

k generally held to have deteriorated their character

;

but this conclusion does not seem, to he absolutely

correct If the Intercourse has deteriorated their

character to any extant m particular respect^ It has

certainly improved Et in others in a greater degree

;

and their only hope of civilisation rests on such

communion becoming closer day by day.. What
the Government has done amongst them is mainly

confined to the putting down of the depredation?

and outrages which used to be so frequently

committed by them, and this ha=: been effected

either by the strong hand of power, or by conciliation,

or by compounding with their supposed rights to

levy tolls or to pillage by paying' regular stipends

to them. Thus quieted, peaceful occupations have

also commenced to be taught to thcm
h
which has

induced habitual raiders and catemns to settle down
as cultivators^ and to colonise their own hill Sides,

But there was a mediatory go-between class wanted

to humanise them, and, as none others cared to

approach them, there was no option but to* depend

on the 77ia/idjMTts, money-lenders, and spirit-sellers

for exerting their kind offices In this way, to which

P 2
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they have done as much justice as could have been

expected from them. The Goads are said to have been

aL one time in the habit of feasting on *hcir sick rela-

tives* and even now some small tribes in Amarkantak

and Chatiygurh have the credit of doing so. If these

practices have declined in the greater part of their

country at the present day, as they have undoubtedly

done., that is solely attributable to the good offices

of such intervening classes as the Brinjaris,

Nothing tends so much to confusion as excessive

generaiisatioriSj. and the good faith and manly char-

acter evidently belonging to some tribes have been

very wrongly understood to be common to many o

£

them. The truthfulness and honesty of some of the

races arc certainly remarkable, at least in their deal-

ings with each other,
,
Their right to the soil appro-

priated by them they consider to be unquestionable.

“
I am the proprietor of the land M

ls the boast alike

of the Ehcel, the Goird, the Mcend, acid die SonthiL

But this is on
ty an assertion of right as against the

Sovereign and the semin dir; no conflict arises among

themselves on this account. When one person has

commenced operations on a particular spot* no other

man ever comes forward to claim it. When crops are

raised they are cut and gathered without any con-

tention. In several places even the granaries arc left

unprotected and unsecured,, as no one ever thinks of

appropriating what does not bebng to hirnself. And

the flocks and herds of different owners constantly
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run Into each other without causing much quarrel or

ill-feeling
1 between them, Thes

e

p
however,. are the

usual Arcadian traits of savage life al! over the

world, and the same man who will not harbour

a thought of over-reaching or robbing his brother

savage untiesitat iugly robs, and even

murders without compunction the u.nwary traveller

liis path. Here it is not so much ancrossing

question of honesty' or dishonesty

form In which they are severally exhibited. The

descriptions which represent the wild tribes as being

simple-hearted, good-natured
p

and inoffensive,, are

true in their integrity only of such inland tribes as

the SonthilSj IColes, and Bhooydns, and of such

borderers as the Khasiahs of GurhwaJ and Kumicm,

but not of the rest. Many of the tribes have been

lauded,, and justly, for their love of truth and hlgh-

mindedness : but these are common L rails with men

who have always free. A rude respect far

women has also heen. counted as the distinguishing

virtue of some tribes
;
but that respect seems often to

be qualified in several places to a considerable extent.

The Khonds admit women into their general coundls,

but bring forward no subjects before them which

have not been previously sat upon. The Meek 3rs

eat tiger's flesh, but withhold it from their females

lest it should make them too strong-minded for

control. The Boksis do not allow their women to

drink spirits, on the plea that their condition and
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duties, do not require tJie use of stimulants. Among

must of the- tribes, moreover, the hardest drudgeries

of I ife arc always i mposed on the woqien
,
an d the

show Of respect towards them virtually resolves itself

only to a concession made for reconciling therm to

their iot. A few tribes excepted, almost all the

others have always had the credit of great agility

and bravery, which combined to make them, the

gaod catemns in their native fastnesses which tilt

recently they were. This piucki nesa is, in the eyes

of Englishmen, then' highest virtue, and advantage

has already been taken to convert those into soldiers

whom it was possible to trust with arms and accoutre-

ments. There are Bhcd, Itfair, and Kookie corps in

the Indian service at this moment ;
the Bhaugulpore

Hili Rangers, when they existed, were Composed of

Pihiriahs; and the police battalions all over the

country include a large number of local wild mgn

in their ranks. But with this pluckiness were allied

a multitude of sins which it was not possible for it

either to cover or palliate. All these spirited tribes

arc likewise spoken of as being hospitable, and some

nf them as being even social. Bat their hospitality

and sociality have invariably been represented by a

continued round of festivities and debauchcries, from

one" end. of the year to the other, which has con-

tributed mom perhaps than anything else to their

degradation. That examples so bright might

never he lost sight of, it is the practice, we have
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seen, with some tribes to hang up the skulk of

the animals killed and eaten In the halls of the

entertainers, ^as records of their worth and for

inciting their children to follow in their footsteps,,

After this, it is scarcely right to attribute any

degeneracy lo their character to their dealings with

the maJtdjufts and money-lenders, or even to their

connexion with the spirit-sellers, Of course the

spirit-seller does a great deal of mischief wherever

he goes; but the appetite he goes to feed existed

hi all the wilds and mountain fastnesses of India

long before he approached them. Among several

races we see private morals so carefully watched

over that the unmarried youths of both sexes are

kept apart at night,, not only from each other, but

even from the married members of their own families,,

lest there should he any lapse of virtue within the

family circle itself
;
but we read in the same breath

of such beastly customs as the Bandana among the

Sonthiis, and the promiscuous intercourse of the

sexes in various other shapes among many of the

other tribes i of the wide prevalence of polygamy

and polyandry ; and of marriages taking place

on credit, and the free exchange and divorce of

wives. Among the Wheels, Hairs, Kbonds
p
and

others, a man takes a wife and keeps her so long

as he tikes her, but when they get tired of each

other he transfers her, or ghc transfers herself, over

to a third person without hesitation; and among
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the Kcokies all the women of a village married or

unmarried, are at all times available to the chief at

his w.i L [ . In. communities where such jmctSces have

long been in existence even the spirit-seller had

hardly any greater enormity to introduce.

Few of the wild tribes have any religion of their

own* or any adequate idea of God
?
though they all,

more or less, admit His existence, and even die

existence of the soul and of futurity. All their

notions on these subjects are, in fact, seemingly

borrowed from among the superstitions of their

neighbours - and in this way Hinduism has been

acting with much force ctl them, and is fast drawing

them down into its own vortex, which may in the

future give them a civilisation -such as it is net in the

power of the Government to confer. Most of the

divinities set up at present are the ogres of Hsndu

mythology,, and the worship everywhere., except

among the Himilayan tribes* is devil-worship fixr

mWArWtftf, which was always attended in the past—

that ts* so- long as it was possible for it to be

so attended—with human sacrifices* But th is state

of things must mend when the adoption of Hinduism,

is complete and its better features are appreciated.

The rites which have been most widely accepted up

to this time are these observed on occasions of births,

marriages* and deaths* all of which arc followed

with much fidelity
;
and there is certainly nothing

particularly revolting in them. As a rule the wild
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tribes are even more superstitious than the Hindus ;

but they have this advantage over them., that they

arc not priest-ridden to the same or to any great

extent. The Brihman was an object of hatred to aLl

of them, and they allow no Interference on the part

of their priest (the substitute of the Brihmn among
them) with their damestic duties and affairs. Where

any interference In such matters is called for, it comes

from the elders of the people chosen by themselves,

or froru their chiefs, the priest's duties bein^ conf.ned

to the celebration of the festivals
;
and this is an

enormous advantage,, the effects af which ought to be

very salutary.

General Briggs in his Lector? ^ toe Wild Trines,

sums UP the differences between them and the

Hindus to the following effect (i) The Hindus

are divided into castes
,;
the aborigines have no such

distinctions : (2] The Hindu widows do not remarry

;

the widows of the aborigines do* mostly taking the

younger brothers of their former husbands (3) The

Hindus venerate the cow and abstain from beef* the

aborigines feed on all flesh alike; (4) The Hindus

abstain from drinks
j
the aborigines delight in them,

and even their religious ceremonies arc not complete

without them : (5) The Hindus prepare their own

food, or take only what has been prepared by a

higher caste] the aborigines partake of food prepared

by any one; (6) The Hindus do not shed blood

habitually
;
but no ceremony of the aborigines Is
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complete without the shedding of blood : (7) The

Hindus have a caste of priests; the aborigines select

ihciL- priests out of those particularly skilled in

magL-t, Or Sbrceiy, or divination. Of id curing diseases,

eot; (S) The Hindus burn their dead ;
the aborigines

mostly bury them
; (9) The Hindu Civil institutions

are municipal; those of the aborigines are patriarchal

:

(iq) And, lastly', the Hindus have known tetters and

sciences and the art of writing for more than three

thousand years; while the aborigines are, now at

least, illiterate. Tills comparison does not show that

the aborigines were in many respects open to further

deterioration of character hy coming into contact

with the Hindus, The Hindus arc a cleanly people,

while the aborigines are excessively dirty, and are

now only barely learning the use Of water from their

neighbours. Some of the frontier tribes, who are not

aborigines, arc certainly better housed, better fed, and

better clothed than thnsc of the plains; hut this,

which reads as an anomaly, is easily accounted for.

Their food is more easily got, acid, as they have no

prejudices of castE, they do tLOt Stick at anything,

several tribes not objecting to feed even on tigers.

rhinoceroses, dogs, and vermin of all kinds, which

always gives them variety and abundance, if not

provisions of the choicest Ettnds. Their clothing is

more difficult to get at; blit, being absolutely

necessary, owing to the climate of their hills and

forests, has to be got, and is got, mostly from the
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cmli&ed races living beyond their limits. Their

houses for the same re&gon,, have to be better and

ignore strongly built, and, the materials for theaa being

easily available in their forests, it was not difficult

to learn the art of so constructing them, Thenc

advantages apart, they have none over the people

of the plains
i

and, if they are ever humanised to

any appreciable extent, it must be by imitating

them.
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